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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

When the Unexpected Arises: Characterizing Emergent Life Events and Their Impact 

during Community Implementation of Evidence-Based Psychotherapy 

 

by 

 

Karen Guan 

Doctor of Philosophy in Psychology 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2018 

Professor Bruce Frederick Chorpita, Chair 

 

 Community mental health providers frequently express that emergent life events (ELEs) - 

acute stressors reported in psychotherapy that negatively impact the client and his/her family - 

interfere with their ability to implement evidence-based psychosocial treatments (EBTs). 

Examples of ELEs include death in the family, eviction, and suspension from school. 

Preliminary data suggest that in a diverse community sample, providers report at least one ELE 

over the course of treatment for the majority of clients. Furthermore, in sessions with an ELE, 

providers have significant difficulty carrying out their planned EBT activities. 

 Building upon these preliminary findings, the goal of this dissertation is to provide an in-

depth investigation of ELEs in order to assess the extent to which they disrupt community 

implementation of EBTs. In Study 1, an observational coding system for ELEs is applied to a 

large sample of EBT recordings to provide a detailed description of their occurrence and 
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subsequent provider behavior in session. Results demonstrate that ELEs are prevalent and 

unpredictable, and they often negatively impact providers’ adherence to EBT content. Study 2 

uses an observational coding system to investigate how ELEs and other potential barriers to EBT 

implementation (i.e., barriers to engagement and caregiver participation) are expressed by 

caregivers in treatment sessions for a collaborative, caregiver-mediated intervention. Findings 

indicate that ELEs, barriers, and participation may capture a common construct of caregivers 

speaking up in therapy. Hispanic caregivers were less likely to speak up in therapy, which may 

have reduced providers’ adherence to the EBT. Finally, Study 3 uses provider- and client-report 

data to examine associations between ELEs and longer-term outcomes (i.e., provider adherence 

in later sessions and clinical progress). Results reveal that ELEs negatively impact provider 

adherence to planned EBT for at least two sessions. Each ELE for which no EBT content is 

covered significantly reduces youths’ rate of clinical improvement. The collective findings from 

these studies provide a wealth of information on the complex nature and impact of ELEs. They 

suggest that in order to optimize the benefits of existing EBTs, structured guidance is needed to 

assist providers in effectively responding to ELEs.  
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CHAPTER 1: 

 

Emergent Life Events: An In-Depth Investigation of Characteristics and Provider Responses 

during Youth Evidence-Based Treatment   
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ABSTRACT 

Objective: Emergent life events (ELEs), or acute client stressors disclosed within 

psychotherapy sessions, are not addressed by many evidence-based psychosocial treatments 

(EBTs). Preliminary provider-report studies suggest that ELEs may interfere with effective EBT 

implementation. The present study offers a detailed, observational examination of ELEs and their 

impact on EBT within therapy sessions. Method: Data were observationally coded from 274 

sessions with 55 primarily low-income, Latino youth clients (58% male, ages 5-15) in the 

modular EBT condition (MATCH) of the Child STEPs California trial. The ELE Coding 

System-Revised was used to measure ELEs, their characteristics, and provider responses to 

ELEs, including provider adherence to MATCH. Results: Interrater reliability was generally 

high. At least one ELE was identified in 13% of randomly selected sessions. ELEs ranged widely 

in content, and their characteristics did not cluster together. Providers responded more frequently 

to ELEs with non-EBT content (e.g., information gathering, empathy) than EBT content; use of 

the ELE as a “teaching moment” for EBT content was the least common response (40% of 

ELEs). Multilevel regression analyses revealed that compared to sessions without an ELE, ELE 

sessions were significantly associated with reduced provider adherence to MATCH. Within ELE 

sessions, higher client distress when discussing the ELE was associated with reduced provider 

adherence to MATCH, but only when ELE severity was high. Conclusions: Beyond provider 

report, observational measures indicate that ELEs are prevalent and unpredictable in community 

settings and disrupt EBT delivery. Findings can inform the development of structured ELE 

management procedures to enhance existing EBTs.  
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Introduction 

 An estimated one in five youth in the United States suffers from a psychological disorder 

(O’Connell, Boat, & Warner, 2009), and the difficulty in meeting this substantial mental health 

need is a widely recognized problem (Kazdin & Blase, 2011). In response to this need, hundreds 

of evidence-based psychosocial treatments (EBTs) have been developed for youth in the past 

several decades (Chorpita et al., 2011). However, significant challenges remain regarding the 

dissemination and implementation of EBTs into the community contexts where most youth are 

served. Specifically, delivering treatment as intended according to a structured, empirically-

based plan (i.e., treatment integrity) may be challenging in complex clinical environments. High 

treatment integrity of EBTs has been linked to improved clinical outcomes (Schoenwald, 

Sheidow, & Letourneau, 2004), whereas drift from the focus of treatment can have detrimental 

effects (e.g., Kaminski, Valle, Filene, & Boyle, 2008; Lundahl, Risser, & Lovejoy, 2006).  

 Given the importance of treatment integrity to successful EBT implementation, it is 

necessary to identify reasons why maintaining treatment integrity may be challenging. According 

to community mental health providers, one reason is that their clients are more complicated than 

the research samples for which EBTs were validated (e.g., Nelson, Steele, & Mize, 2006). 

Indeed, research has demonstrated that compared to privately-referred clients (similar to research 

samples), publicly-referred clients (similar to community samples) are more likely to display 

comorbidity of conduct problems, be ethnically diverse, come from lower SES families, and 

report greater psychosocial stressors (Southam-Gerow, Chorpita, Miller, & Gleacher, 2007). In 

support of the notion that client complexity may reduce treatment integrity, a study of usual 

community care demonstrated that providers spend substantial time in treatment addressing 
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external care (e.g., case management), which may detract from their ability to deliver evidence-

based strategies (Garland et al., 2010). 

 Accordingly, research efforts have recently focused on designing EBTs to better fit the 

complexities found within community populations. One such effort has been the development of 

modular treatments, which offer the ability to balance the structure and evidence-based strategies 

of standard EBTs with the responsiveness of usual care in addressing specific client needs 

(Chorpita, Daleiden, & Weisz, 2005). Modular treatments can be structured to flexibly address 

common challenges to treatment, such as client comorbidity or a slow rate of learning, by 

guiding providers towards application of treatment modules using a decision flowchart. A 

clinical effectiveness trial of the Modular Approach to Therapy for Children (MATCH) found 

that modular EBT was associated with improved clinical outcomes relative to both standard EBT 

and usual care for a variety of common youth disorders, with medium to large effect sizes across 

measures of symptoms and functioning (Weisz et al., 2012). These results suggest the value in 

designing EBTs that are able to handle client complexity. 

 Although modular treatments have shown promise in addressing certain forms of client 

complexity such as comorbidity, other types of complexity remain relatively unaddressed by 

typical EBTs (e.g., client tardiness, lack of homework completion; Clough & Casey, 2011). In 

the absence of guidance from EBT protocols on how to manage these sorts of surprises or 

exceptional events, Chorpita and Daleiden (2014) have proposed that providers are likely to: (a) 

ignore the exception (e.g., push ahead with a session when the youth is not ready), or (b) 

improvise and react (e.g., abandon the session plan and develop a response in the moment). 

Neither option is likely optimal. With regard to ignoring, research demonstrates that provider 

insistence on adhering to treatment in response to client resistance is associated with poor 
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clinical outcomes (Castonguay, Goldfried, Wiser, Raue, & Hayes, 1996). Similar to usual care, 

improvising may respond to the issue at hand, but when used extensively may reduce integrity to 

EBT strategies (Garland et al., 2010). As is the case with modular treatments that can manage 

comorbidity, optimal strategies for managing exceptional events may fall somewhere in between 

these fully structured and fully flexible options, through offering treatment strategies while also 

responding to the issues at hand.  

One important type of complexity that has yet to be addressed by most EBTs is emergent 

life events (ELEs), defined as unexpected stressors disclosed within psychotherapy that have a 

significant negative impact on the client(s) (Guan et al., 2017a). Preliminary research, based 

largely on provider-report, suggests that ELEs are prevalent, unpredictable, and can reduce EBT 

integrity. Community mental health providers reported that ELEs occurred for the majority 

(69%) of clients, but were reported in only 8% of sessions, making them relatively unpredictable 

from week to week (Chorpita, Korathu-Larson, Knowles, & Guan, 2014). This unpredictability 

was heightened by the wide range of content encompassed by the ELEs, from family violence 

(e.g., child was disciplined via a belt) to illnesses (e.g., uncle passed away) to school issues (e.g., 

child’s suspension). Thus, providers implementing MATCH indicated that when an ELE was 

reported in session, they were less likely to cover their original session plan in both the ELE and 

the subsequent session (Guan, Park, & Chorpita, 2017b). Furthermore, when providers did not 

use any EBT content in an ELE session, their clients showed substantially slower rates of 

improvement on both symptoms and functioning (Guan et al., 2017b). 

Although the aforementioned studies suggest that ELEs are disruptive to EBT integrity 

and outcomes, their reliance on provider-report data constrains confidence in their conclusions. 

Providers’ retrospective recall of session details that occurred earlier in the week may have 
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limited accuracy; the fact that providers reported on both the occurrence of ELEs and their own 

treatment integrity may have subjected the findings to bias. Thus, it was important to develop a 

system of third-party coding to more objectively identify ELEs and EBT integrity in therapy 

sessions. Such a system could provide a detailed description of in-session processes, such as 

provider behavior, to identify specific pathways through which ELEs reduce EBT integrity. It is 

necessary to elucidate these pathways in order to determine how best to address ELEs. 

As such, a pilot study was conducted using a small sample of 30 recordings to 

demonstrate the validity and reliability of the Emergent Life Events Coding System (ELECS) 

(Guan et al., 2017a). This study revealed that it was feasible to observationally measure ELEs, 

provider responses to ELEs, and EBT integrity in a largely reliable manner. Additionally, initial 

analyses using the observational data suggested that similar to provider-report findings, sessions 

with ELEs were significantly less likely to contain an adequate dose of EBT content than those 

without ELEs. With regard to Chorpita and Daleiden’s (2014) ideas on exception management, 

providers faced with ELEs most frequently improvised and reacted using non-EBT responses, 

whereas ignoring the ELE and pushing ahead with the EBT was far less common. Specifically, 

providers almost always utilized the “improvisatory” responses of empathy and information 

gathering. However, they combined those responses with a “teaching moment” to rehearse EBT 

skills (e.g., “I can see you’re feeling down about your parents’ divorce. Let’s use some of the 

pleasant activities we talked about to help you feel better”) less than half of the time. When 

combined with important “improvisatory” responses such as empathy, the “teaching moment” 

response is hypothesized to optimally balance structure (use of the EBT) with flexibility 

(responsiveness to specific client needs). These findings highlight the potential value of 

observationally investigating ELEs as they unfold in sessions. However, the small sample size 
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allowed only for broad analyses of provider responses and EBT integrity, precluded a thorough 

examination of characteristics of ELEs that are most disruptive to EBT, and prevented interrater 

reliability from being calculated for some items.  

 Thus, although previous studies provide preliminary evidence that ELEs are associated 

with reduced EBT implementation and outcomes, the range of ELEs that occur and the 

mechanisms through which they disrupt EBT in therapy sessions remain unclear. This 

knowledge is necessary to inform the creation of best-practice strategies for addressing these 

unexpected events. A comprehensive, large-scale examination of base rates of ELEs, which have 

previously only been assessed using provider report; types of ELEs that may arise; and types of 

provider responses to ELEs will shed light on the nature of the problem. Accordingly, the 

ELECS has been refined in this study to include characteristics of ELEs, including content 

categories and client distress when discussing the event, to identify which types of ELEs are 

associated with the greatest disruption to EBT delivery. Additionally, types of provider responses 

to ELEs have been expanded to offer a more nuanced look at how providers use or do not use 

EBT content (e.g., specific EBT content used; whether the content was part of a current or 

previous session plan).  

The Current Study 

 Thus, the current study had several goals in order to provide important insights into how 

ELEs arise in session and affect provider behavior when delivering an EBT. First, we sought to 

establish the interrater reliability of the revised ELECS in a large sample of sessions. As with a 

previous pilot study of the ELECS (Guan et al., 2017a), we expected that raters would be able to 

reliably identify ELEs, their characteristics, and provider responses to them in therapy sessions.  
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 Our second goal was to provide a detailed description of ELEs, including objective 

identification of base rates and characteristics, characteristics of ELEs that cluster together, and 

typical provider responses to ELEs. Given past findings using provider report (Chorpita et al., 

2014), we predicted that the base rate of ELEs across sessions would be roughly 8% and that 

ELEs would range widely in content. Additionally, given preliminary findings on provider 

responses (Guan et al., 2017a; Guan et al., 2017b), we predicted that improvisatory (i.e., non-

EBT) provider responses would be more common than responses utilizing the EBT.  

 Thirdly, we aimed to examine associations between ELEs and provider adherence to EBT 

content using third-party coding on a significantly larger scale than in past studies. Based on 

previous findings (Chorpita et al., 2014; Guan et al., 2017a), we expected that ELE occurrence 

would be negatively associated with provider adherence to the EBT. Within ELE cases, we also 

explored specific characteristics of ELEs as predictors of provider adherence.  

Method 

Participants 

Participants were selected from the modular EBT condition (MATCH) of the Child 

STEPs California study, a randomized clinical trial (RCT) conducted at three large community 

mental health agencies in urban California (Chorpita et al., 2017). The Modular Approach to 

Therapy for Children with Anxiety, Depression, Trauma, or Conduct Problems (MATCH; 

Chorpita & Weisz, 2009) is a collection of 33 treatment modules that are organized according to 

five coordinating decision flowcharts, which allow for systematic employment of other treatment 

modules when interference (e.g., emergent comorbid problems) arises. Providers in the 

effectiveness trial did not receive any a priori training with regard to how to respond to ELEs. In 

the consultation session following report of an ELE from the previous treatment session, study 
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consultants made recommendations for how to proceed with future sessions of treatment on a 

case by case basis. All study procedures were approved by the UCLA IRB and IRBs of 

participating service agencies that requested independent reviews. 

Inclusion and exclusion criteria. Youth between the ages of 5 and 15 referred to their 

local public mental health agency were included if their primary clinical concerns involved 

anxiety, depression, disruptive behavior, or traumatic stress (N = 138). Youth were excluded if 

they had mental health concerns that could not be addressed with MATCH, including mental 

retardation, autism, psychosis, recent suicide attempt, severe trauma, and juvenile justice 

involvement. Additional details and the flow of youth into the study according to CONSORT 

guidelines are reported in the original outcome paper (Chorpita et al., 2017). 

Two different samples were used in the present study: (1) a randomly selected sample of 

100 session recordings (hereafter referred to as “the random sample”) to assess base rates of 

ELEs across sessions, and (2) a stratified sample of 87 sessions with provider-reported ELEs and 

87 without ELEs (hereafter referred to as “the stratified sample”) to assess associations between 

ELEs and provider treatment adherence. These two samples were selected independently of one 

another, resulting in 10 sessions that were in both samples. Demographic characteristics of 

youth, caregiver, and provider participants for each of these samples are reported in Table 1. 

There were no significant differences in demographic characteristics between the random sample 

and full sample from the MATCH RCT, indicating that participants selected for the random 

sample were representative of the MATCH condition as a whole. When compared with providers 

in the full MATCH sample, providers in the stratified sample were significantly more likely to 

have master’s degree rather than a doctoral degree as their highest level of education, Χ2(1, n = 

50) = 4.02, p = .045.  
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Measures 

 Emergent Life Events Coding System- Revised (ELECS-R). A revised version of the 

ELECS (Guan et al., 2017a), an observational coding system, was used in the present study to 

identify ELEs, characteristics of ELEs, and provider responses to ELEs, including provider 

adherence to MATCH. In a previous study, identification of ELEs and provider responses to 

ELEs was generally in the excellent range for interrater reliability (κ’s and ICCs .75-1.00) and 

demonstrated acceptable agreement with provider report of ELEs (κ  = .53; Guan et al., 2017a). 

All ratings were assigned on an event basis, meaning that they were coded as they occurred. 

Extensiveness ratings for structured and unstructured activity categories (defined below) were 

also collected to assess for intensity and dosage of activity. Figure 1 presents the basic structure 

of the coding system. Constructs relevant to the present study are described in detail below. If 

multiple ELEs were reported within a session, a new set of activities was coded for each ELE.  

 Emergent life events (ELEs), negative impact, and other ELE characteristics. In 

listening to the full session recording, coders identified the presence or absence of an ELE in 

session. An ELE was operationally defined as a discrete event that occurs outside of therapy, is 

disclosed during a treatment session, and has moderate to severe negative impact on the youth or 

family’s daily life or functioning. Specifically, only events with ratings of 3 (moderate - 

beginning to have a noticeable impact on daily life or functioning; e.g., youth failed a final 

exam), 4 (marked - significant impact on daily life or functioning; e.g., youth was suspended for 

one week), or 5 (severe - significant, pervasive, and enduring impact on daily life or functioning; 

e.g., family was evicted from home) on a 1-5 negative impact scale for coding stressful events 
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(based on the Youth Life Stress Interview; Rudolph & Flynn, 2007) qualified as ELEs.1 To 

assign a negative impact rating, coders considered the negative effects of the ELE in comparison 

to set definitions for each rating and examples of qualifying ELEs. The negative impact rating 

was thus independent of the subjective distress expressed by the client in session when 

describing the event. Symptoms of psychopathology that were not related to a serious event were 

not considered ELEs. For example, suicidal ideation by itself did not qualify as an ELE, but a 

major breakup resulting in suicidal ideation or suicidal ideation resulting in a hospitalization 

qualified as ELEs. Thus, although there could be overlap between the two, ELEs differed from 

clinical symptoms in their unexpected nature as well as the presence of an acute stressful event. 

 ELEs must have occurred within the past few sessions and were likely, but not required, 

to fit into the content categories listed (see “Category” below). All events involving injury due to 

violence towards self or others were considered ELEs. Excluded from the definition of an ELE 

were chronic issues (e.g., youth’s declining grades), attendance or engagement issues (e.g., late 

arrival to session), psychiatric medication changes, and future events.  

Client distress. For each ELE, coders rated the degree of subjective distress expressed by 

the client when discussing the ELE in session on a scale from 1 (not at all distressed) to 5 

(severely distressed). Distress was defined as a combination of the client’s level of emotionality 

(e.g., calm versus tearful), tone of voice (e.g., matter-of-fact versus hysterical), and style of 

presentation for the event (e.g., statement of facts versus use of catastrophic statements). A 

separate distress rating was assigned to each individual present in the session. For analytical 

                                                 
1 Note that in contrast to a previous study using the ELECS (Guan et al., 2017a), which included only events with a 

negative impact of marked or severe, the definition of an ELE in the present study was expanded to include 

moderate events due to hypotheses that less severe events may also have an impact on provider treatment adherence. 
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purposes, these ratings were combined into a single variable consisting of the highest 1-5 distress 

rating from all present family members (hereafter referred to as “maximum client distress”). 

Reporter. Coders identified whether the caregiver, youth, or provider initially reported 

the ELE in session. 

Time elapsed and proportion of session when ELE reported. Minutes elapsed was 

calculated by subtracting the start time of the session from the time when the ELE was reported. 

The proportion of the session time at which the ELE was reported was computed by taking the 

time elapsed divided by the total session time.  

Dependence. Similar to previous research on life stress (e.g., Hammen, Hazel, Brennan, 

& Najman, 2012), a dependence code captured the extent to which the clients’ or their families’ 

behaviors contributed to the occurrence of the ELE on a 1 (independent; e.g., an earthquake) to 5 

(dependent; e.g., youth suspended for smoking) scale. To account for differences in dependence 

across the youth client and his/her family, two separate dependence codes were given. 

Category. To categorize the content of each ELE, coders selected all that applied from 

the following ten categories: family conflict; change in family routine or structure; injury, health-

care problem, or death of a loved one or the client(s); client engaging in risk behavior; problems 

at school; peer or social problems; exposure to an incident of community violence or crime; 

housing/financial issues; child abuse or neglect; or other. These categories were derived from 

reviews of previous literature capturing ELEs in the same RCT (Chorpita et al., 2014) and youth 

life stress in general (Rudolph & Flynn, 2007). To increase statistical power for analyses, we 

combined the above categories based on conceptual similarity and significant positive 

correlations (r = .19-.39). The following four broad categories were used for analyses: (1) family 

issues (i.e., family conflict, change in family routine or structure, and housing/financial issues), 
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(2) trauma and health issues (i.e., injury, health-care problem, or death of a loved one or the 

client(s), exposure to an incident of community violence or crime, and child abuse or neglect), 

(3) peer and school problems (i.e.,  problems at school and peer or social problems), and (4) 

client risk behavior (i.e., client engaging in risk behavior). ELEs identified in the other category 

were excluded due to low frequency (3% of ELEs) and lack of similarity with other categories. 

Persistence. Coders also rated whether or not the client(s) persisted in bringing up the 

ELE after the topic of the session had moved on to something else. 

Structured and unstructured session activity. Regardless of the presence or absence of 

an ELE, all coded activities in session were categorized as structured or unstructured. Structured 

activities encompassed activities employing a portion of the MATCH protocol or activities from 

another structured protocol. For a MATCH activity to be coded as structured, the provider was 

required to: (a) cover something from a MATCH module by name, or (b) cover more than one 

step in a MATCH module. Coders specified which MATCH modules were covered in session. 

Additionally, review of homework or coverage from a previous module was included as a 

structured activity without having to meet one of the rules, provided that it could be clearly 

categorized as MATCH content. Previews of future sessions were not included. Structured 

activities outside of MATCH were required to have a protocol with a clear objective and a set of 

steps to be followed towards achieving that objective, such as creating an agency treatment plan 

or a cognitive-behavioral technique not found in MATCH. Conversely, unstructured activities 

encompassed all other activities (e.g., general discussion of the client’s week, playing a game).  

Provider responses to ELEs. When an ELE was identified within session, coding of 

structured and unstructured activity was further delineated to capture specific provider responses. 

As seen in Figure 1, structured activity after an ELE was categorized in two ways. First, 
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providers could relate the ELE to MATCH or a skill from another structured protocol. Providers 

were required to make statements to tie the ELE to the protocol, using the module to demonstrate 

why MATCH may be helpful (e.g. psychoeducation) or to demonstrate a way of handling the 

ELE (e.g. problem solving). In other words, they used the ELE as a “teaching moment” for the 

learning of MATCH. A second way of employing structured activity after an ELE was to teach a 

MATCH module or other structured skill without relating it to the ELE.  

Similarly, unstructured activity after the reporting of an ELE was categorized as either 

related or unrelated to the ELE. If the provider responded to the ELE with unstructured, related 

content, coders rated the occurrence of the following 12 specific responses: (1) supportive or 

empathic statements- active expressions of support for how the client is handling the ELE or 

understanding for the difficulty of the client’s experience, (2) relating the ELE to past life 

experiences- comparing/contrasting the ELE to past experiences, (3) information gathering 

about the event- inquiring about the facts of the situation, (4) information gathering about the 

subjective impact of the ELE on client- inquiring about the client’s subjective or affective 

experience of the event, (5) informal advice giving- offering on-the-spot suggestions for how the 

client should handle the ELE in the absence of a structured protocol, (6) informal problem 

solving- asking the client to generate possible solutions and/or select from a variety of solutions 

for dealing with the ELE in a general way, (7) psychoeducation about the ELE- teaching the 

client about how these types of ELEs typically occur and their potential impact, (8) informal 

reframing statement- attempting to spin the ELE in a more positive light, (9) safety assessment- 

safety assessment and planning or abuse reporting in order to manage risk, (10) provision of 

supportive resources outside of therapy- identifying formal supports beyond the current therapy 

to help the client deal with the ELE, (11) provision of supportive resources by therapist- 
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therapist taking concrete actions outside of session to solve the ELE for the client, or (12) other 

unstructured response. Responses could consist of brief statements (e.g., “Tell me more about 

what happened”). Specific guidelines were provided in the coding manual to differentiate 

between structured and unstructured activities that had similar content (e.g., informal problem 

solving vs. the Problem Solving module from MATCH). 

Conversely, providers could employ unstructured activity unrelated to the ELE after it 

was reported (e.g., playing a board game without talking about the ELE). Given that brief 

digressions from treatment content are common, all unstructured activity unrelated to the ELE 

was required to last more than two minutes in order to be coded. 

Thus, as depicted in Figure 1, when an ELE was reported in session, providers’ responses 

were broadly categorized into four types: (a) use of structured activity related to the ELE, (b) use 

of structured activity unrelated to the ELE, (c) use of unstructured activity related to the ELE, or 

(d) use of unstructured activity unrelated to the ELE. It was possible for a provider to respond in 

multiple ways to an ELE, in which case multiple responses were coded. For instance, a provider 

might initially respond using unstructured activities related to the ELE (e.g., information 

gathering about the event), then move on to structured activity unrelated to the ELE (e.g., the 

Relaxation module of MATCH that is not proposed as a potential solution to the ELE). In 

addition, coders selected the first specific provider response utilized after the ELE was reported 

from a comprehensive list of specific unstructured and structured activities. 

Extensiveness ratings. The extensiveness rating was defined as a combination of the 

proportion of time spent on a given activity and the thoroughness with which it was pursued. All 

structured and unstructured activities identified in session were assigned an extensiveness rating 

from 0 (absent) to 5 (high intensity). Anchors for a 1, 3, and 5 for each activity were outlined in 
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the coding manual. Specifically, an extensiveness rating of 1 for a given structured activity was 

assigned to providers who covered content from a MATCH module for one or two minutes with 

little depth, low concentration of effort, and/or with only one step from the module. An 

extensiveness rating of a 3 was assigned to providers who were beginning to spend a moderate 

proportion of the session covering content from the MATCH module in some depth, with 

moderate concentration of effort, and/or with several steps from the module. Lastly, an 

extensiveness rating of a 5 was assigned to providers who spent nearly all of the session time 

covering content from the MATCH module in great depth, with high concentration of effort, 

and/or with multiple steps from the module. 

Provider adherence to MATCH. Provider treatment adherence was measured using a 0-5 

session-wide extensiveness rating combining across all structured activities covered in the 

session, including MATCH and other structured protocols. Due to the low frequency of other 

structured protocols (i.e., coded in 4% of all sessions), this metric will be hereafter referred to as 

“adherence to MATCH.” By definition, the session-wide extensiveness rating was required to be 

at least as high as the rating for any single MATCH module.2  

Consultation Record. A Consultation Record (CR; Ward et al., 2013) was completed by 

project consultants during a weekly semi-structured consultation meeting with MATCH 

providers to track implemented and planned treatment practices from the most recent therapy 

session. The CR has demonstrated strong agreement between provider report and coder 

observation of session practices (Ward et al., 2013). It is organized by a matrix of checkboxes in 

                                                 
2 Because treatment integrity can be considered in the context of consultant input as well as the treatment manual, 

we also conducted analyses using an “adherence to consultant” extensiveness rating, which measured the extent to 

which providers covered the specific MATCH practices recommended for that session by the consultant on the 

preceding Consultation Record. However, given the high correlation (r = .68) and similar pattern of results between 

the two adherence measures, here we report only results from the “adherence to MATCH” outcome. 
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which rows represent MATCH and other practices and columns represent questions associated 

with their implementation (e.g., was the practice partially or fully covered in session?). 

Information on whether the practice was recommended by the consultant for the next session was 

used assess whether MATCH modules coded following an ELE in session corresponded to the 

MATCH module originally recommended for that session (i.e., a present module), a previously 

covered module (i.e., a past module), or a module neither recommended nor previously covered 

(i.e., a future module). 

The “crisis” section of the CR, which requires consultants to ask about the presence of an 

ELE in the previous session, was used to sample sessions with and without ELEs for coding. To 

record an ELE on the CR, the consultant utilized the following definition: the event was acute, of 

a serious nature, and caused significant distress for the client and/or family that warranted 

clinical attention during session. Previous research has shown acceptable agreement between the 

CR and coded sessions on the presence of ELEs in session (κ = .53; Guan et al., 2017a). 

Coding Procedure 

Coder Training. Coders were five clinical psychology doctoral students trained in 

MATCH who were blind to study hypotheses. The coding team met weekly to discuss the coding 

manual and the MATCH protocol as applied to practice recordings. General issues with item 

content and definitions were also discussed at this time. Following these discussions and 

consultation with co-authors, a revised version of the coding manual was produced. After 

demonstrating 80% or greater agreement with gold-standard codes (including within-1 ratings 

for dimensional codes) for five consecutive recordings, coders independently rated the sampled 

MATCH session recordings. Two coders were fluent in Spanish and coded sessions conducted in 
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Spanish; Spanish-language sessions accounted for 18% of all coded sessions. Coders continued 

to meet biweekly throughout this time to discuss issues and prevent drift.  

Sampling of Sessions for Coding. For the random sample of 100 sessions, sessions were 

randomly selected from all MATCH sessions on the CR that were longer than 10 minutes in 

length and had no technical issues (n = 1210). For the stratified sample, all MATCH sessions 

with a reported ELE on the CR that were longer than 10 minutes and had no technical issues 

were selected (n = 87). To control for client and provider differences across groups influencing 

provider adherence results, a control sample of sessions was selected by matching each ELE 

session with a session from the same client and provider, but without a reported ELE (n = 87). 

Given that previous research indicates that ELEs are associated with decreased provider 

adherence for at least two sessions (Guan et al., 2017b), the control sample also excluded 

sessions occurring one session after a session with a reported ELE.  

Interrater Reliability. To assess for interrater reliability of the ELECS-R, a stratified 

random sample of 30% of recordings was selected for double coding. To ensure a sufficient 

sample of ELE recordings to measure reliability for ELE-specific codes, 20% of double coded 

recordings were selected from recordings with a reported ELE, with the remaining 10% having 

no reported ELE. Discrepancies between coders across double-coded recordings were resolved 

by randomly preselecting one coder’s data to be used for each session in the analyses.  

Analyses 

 Goal 1: Assess Interrater Reliability of Codes. Interrater reliability was calculated 

across all coders using Cohen’s κ for categorical variables and ICCs (model [2, 1], consistency) 

for dimensional variables. In addition, a κ was calculated across all 274 sessions to assess 

agreement between report of an ELE on the CR and in coded sessions. 
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 Goal 2: Describe ELEs. We used data from the random sample to assess base rates and 

confidence intervals of ELEs. Then, combining data across all non-overlapping sessions in which 

an ELE was identified in the random and stratified samples, we generated descriptive statistics 

for each ELE characteristic. To further understand the nature of the ELEs reported, we then 

examined correlations among continuous ELE characteristic variables. Lastly, we obtained 

descriptive statistics for each type of unstructured and structured provider response to ELEs. 

Given that the limited remaining time in session would necessarily change the range of 

reasonable responses available to providers (e.g., providers might be more likely to utilize briefer 

responses rather than teaching a MATCH skill), this latter set of analyses excluded ELEs (n = 4) 

that were reported in the second half of the session time. 

 Goal 3: Examine ELEs as Predictors of Provider Adherence to MATCH. Analyses 

were conducted in HLM 7. To examine the overall association between ELEs and adherence to 

MATCH, we used the stratified sample of ELE and control sessions described above, excluding 

two sessions that contained ELEs reported in the second half of the session. ELE and control 

sessions were defined based on coded presence or absence of ELEs; t-tests and chi-square 

analyses showed that coded ELE and control sessions did not significantly differ on any client or 

provider demographic characteristics.  

 Presence or absence of an ELE was modeled as a session-level predictor of session-level 

adherence in a multilevel random coefficient model with 172 sessions nested within 43 clients 

nested within 21 providers. The initial model included random intercepts and Level 1 predictor 

slopes at both the client and provider levels; non-significant variance components were 

subsequently removed to achieve a more parsimonious structure. An effect size (d) and 
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associated approximate 95% confidence interval for this primary analysis were computed 

following procedures described in Feingold (2015).  

 Using the same multilevel random coefficient modeling process described above, we also 

investigated each characteristic of ELEs (all session-level variables) as a predictor of adherence 

to MATCH within ELE cases only. We subsequently examined a combined random coefficient 

model that included all significant ELE characteristics and their interaction(s) as predictors of 

MATCH adherence. When multiple ELEs were reported in a single session, it was impossible to 

differentiate the effects of each ELE on the session-wide adherence score. Thus, analyses of ELE 

characteristics as predictors of adherence excluded these ELEs, as well as the aforementioned 

ELEs reported in the second half of session (n = 20 ELEs total). The resulting sample size for 

these latter analyses was 59 sessions nested within 33 clients nested within 18 providers. 

Results 

Goal 1: Assess Interrater Reliability of Codes  

 Interrater reliability of the ELECS–R was high for the vast majority of codes (κ > .60 

[substantial or above agreement; Landis & Koch, 1977] or ICC > .60 [good or above agreement; 

(Cicchetti, 1994)]), indicating that trained raters were able to reliably identify ELEs, their 

characteristics, and provider responses to them in therapy sessions. However, two ELE 

characteristics (persistence and dependence on family) and one provider response (provision of 

supportive resources by therapist) fell below acceptable reliability levels of κ or ICC > .40 and 

were therefore excluded from analyses. Complete reliability results are presented in Table 2. 

 Additionally, there was moderate agreement on the presence of an ELE in session 

between the CR and coded sessions using the ELECS–R (κ = .46). This level of agreement was 

expected given previous research showing low to moderate concordance between observers and 
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providers on EBT session content (Guan et al., 2017a; Hogue, Dauber, Lichvar, Bobek, & 

Henderson, 2015). In fact, providers did not report an ELE in 31% of sessions in which ELEs 

were identified by coders (i.e., false negatives), and they reported an ELE in 25% of sessions in 

which no ELE was identified by coders (i.e., false positives).  

Goal 2: Describe ELEs  

How many and what kinds of ELEs are reported?  

 At least one ELE was identified in 13 out of 100 sessions in the random sample, resulting 

in a 13% base rate of ELEs across sessions (95% CI [8%, 21%]). A total of 79 non-overlapping 

ELEs was reported across all coded recordings within the random and stratified samples, with an 

average of 1.13 ELEs (SD = 0.38) per ELE session. Specifically, 70 sessions contained at least 

one ELE; the vast majority (89%) of these sessions contained one ELE, with 10% containing two 

ELEs and 1% containing three ELEs.  

 Complete results for characteristics of ELEs are presented in Table 3. In brief, ELEs 

ranged widely in content. The top five identified categories, followed by specific examples of 

ELEs identified in the sample, were: family conflict (34%; e.g., physical fight between youth and 

sibling, argument between caregivers over child custody); injury, health-care problem, or death 

of loved one or client(s) (29%; e.g., caregiver’s friend hospitalized, death of youth’s 

grandmother); client engaging in risk behavior (23%; e.g., youth threw objects at family 

members, youth engaged in self-cutting); problems at school (23%; e.g., youth failing grade, 

youth suspension for fighting); and change in family routine or structure (22%; e.g., caregivers 

divorced and father moved out, youth sent to live temporarily with relatives).  

 Identified ELEs were largely rated as having a moderate (3; 47%) or marked (4; 49%) 

negative impact, with only 4% of ELEs receiving the highest rating of severe (5; e.g., youth 
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charged with felony). Both youth and caregiver clients expressed a mild to moderate average 

level of subjective distress regarding ELEs in session. On average, ELEs were reported early in 

session, with only four ELEs (5%) being reported in the second half of the session. In addition, 

the identified ELEs had mostly independent (2) to mixed (3) mean dependence on the youth, 

indicating that clients’ behaviors partially contributed to the occurrence of the ELEs.  

What characteristics of ELEs tend to cluster together? 

 Two-tailed Pearson correlation analyses between ELE negative impact, maximum client 

distress, time reported in session, and youth dependence revealed no significant associations 

between ELE characteristics.  

How are providers responding to ELEs? 

 Providers responded to ELEs in a variety of ways, as presented in Table 4. Some 

unstructured activity was identified following the report of an ELE in session 100% of the time, 

with a moderately high session-wide extensiveness rating (M = 3.79, SD = 1.17). Providers used 

at least some structured activity in 75% of ELE cases, with a mild to moderate session-wide 

extensiveness rating (M = 2.63, SD = 1.02). Of the four responses presented in Figure 1, 

unstructured activity related to the ELE was the most common (100%), followed by unstructured 

activity unrelated to the ELE (67%), structured activity unrelated to the ELE (55%), and 

structured activity related to the ELE (40%). A combination of these four responses was 

employed in 88% of cases, with the most prevalent combination being unstructured activity 

related to the ELE, structured activity unrelated to the ELE, and unstructured activity unrelated 

to the ELE (25%).  

 When an ELE occurred, providers’ first response was invariably to use some form of 

unstructured activity related to the ELE, with the most common first response being information 
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gathering about the event (64%). Similarly, the most frequently identified unstructured responses 

overall were information gathering about the event (93%), supportive/empathic statements 

(89%), information gathering about the subjective impact of the ELE on client (77%), and 

informal advice giving (57%). However, the responses with the highest extensiveness ratings 

were informal advice giving (M = 2.33, SD = 1.02) and safety assessment (M = 2.07, SD = 0.87), 

indicating that these responses took up the most time and intensity once they were used.  

 Within the category of structured activity related to the ELE, the Problem Solving 

module from the MATCH depression protocol was the most frequently applied to address the 

ELE (used in 23% of ELEs with structured activity related to the ELE), followed by the Rewards 

module from the conduct protocol (14%). Of note, all MATCH modules used to address the ELE 

came from the depression and conduct rather than the anxiety and trauma protocols. The 

majority of modules utilized were originally planned for the present session (54%), followed by 

modules that were covered in past sessions (28%). 

Goal 3: Examine ELEs as Predictors of Provider Adherence to MATCH  

Overall effects of ELE occurrence on adherence to MATCH 

 Within the stratified sample, average provider adherence to MATCH was 2.89 (SD = 

1.57) in control sessions and 2.05 (SD = 1.42) in ELE sessions. Our primary analysis indicated 

that ELE occurrence significantly predicted reduced provider adherence to MATCH (b = -0.96, 

SE = 0.26, t = -3.70, p < .001). The estimated effect size for this analysis was in the medium to 

large range at d = 0.61 (95% CI [0.29, 0.93]) (Cohen, 1988).  

ELE characteristics that predict adherence to MATCH 

 Within ELE cases, individual analyses revealed few ELE characteristics that significantly 

predicted adherence. Higher maximum client distress significantly predicted reduced provider 
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adherence to MATCH (b = -0.58, SE = 0.12, t = -4.86, p < .001). ELE negative impact (b = -

0.70, SE = 0.36, t = -1.95, p = .062), time elapsed when reported (b = 0.03, SE = 0.02, t = 1.48, p 

= .150), and dependence on youth (b = -0.15, SE = 0.12, t = -1.25, p = .222) were not significant 

predictors of adherence to MATCH; however, there was a trend towards greater negative impact 

predicting reduced provider adherence. Finally, the four ELE categories did not significantly 

predict adherence to MATCH (family issues, b = -0.20, SE = 0.36, t = -0.56, p = .582; trauma 

and health issues, b = 0.06, SE = 0.37, t = 0.15, p = .882; peer and school problems, b = 0.29, SE 

= 0.42, t = 0.69, p = .499; client risk behavior, b = -0.70, SE = 0.43, t = -1.64, p = .113).  

 Finally, we explored whether the effect of maximum client distress on provider 

adherence was moderated by the negative impact of the ELE. As depicted in Figure 2, there was 

a significant interaction effect (b = -0.63, SE = 0.25, t = -2.50, p = .020). Simple slope analyses 

revealed that when ELE negative impact was marked, higher client distress was associated with 

reduced provider adherence to MATCH (b = -0.89, SE = 0.14, t = -6.38, p < .001). Conversely, 

no association between client distress and provider adherence to MATCH was revealed when 

ELE negative impact was moderate (b = -0.26, SE = 0.20, t = -1.29, p = .211).  

Discussion 

 Using a large sample of observationally coded modular EBT sessions with diverse 

community youth, the present study is the first to offer an in-depth examination of how provider 

in-session behavior is impacted by the frequently cited barrier of ELEs. Specifically, we sought 

to: (1) establish the reliability of a revised coding system for ELEs (the ELECS-R), (2) provide a 

detailed description of ELEs and provider responses to them, and (3) assess the impact of ELE 

occurrence on in-session provider treatment adherence. Interrater reliability was high for most of 

the constructs within the ELECS-R, thus enabling us to proceed with the two subsequent goals.  
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 With regard to our second goal, the current study was the first to provide an objective 

estimate of the base rate of ELEs across sessions. ELEs were identified in 13% of a randomly 

selected sample of coded sessions, a rate that was nearly twice as high as provider report of ELEs 

within the same trial (8%; Chorpita et al., 2014). About a third of the time, providers did not 

report an ELE when one was identified by an objective coder. These results could be attributable 

to the slightly different definition of ELEs within the ELECS-R. In determining whether to 

record ELEs on the CR, providers did not use a set severity scale and considered level of client 

distress, whereas the ELECS-R focused on ELEs that met a set severity level regardless of level 

of client distress. Because the average level of client distress regarding ELEs in this study was 

less than moderate, it is possible that the ELECS-R captured a greater number of ELEs that were 

severe, but did not elicit significant client distress at the time they were reported to the provider. 

However, even when providers did not retrospectively report on the occurrence of an ELE, ELEs 

coded in session appeared to negatively impact their treatment adherence, suggesting that 

increased provider training in recognizing ELE severity may be beneficial. Future research could 

examine differences between ELEs that were and were not reported by providers to better 

pinpoint the reasons for these false negatives and thereby improve ELE detection.  

 The present study offered a rich description of the nature of ELEs within a low-income, 

largely Latino youth population presenting with a range of psychopathology. As predicted, the 

ELEs identified in the sample encompassed a broad range of content categories, including 

stressors related to family conflict, traumatic events, and client risk behaviors. ELEs were 

frequently reported within the first few minutes of the session, allowing ample time for providers 

to respond. Somewhat surprisingly, characteristics of these ELEs did not systematically cluster 
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together (e.g., more severe events were not consistently associated with higher client distress). 

Taken as a whole, these results suggest that ELEs are highly idiosyncratic and unpredictable. 

  The unpredictable nature of these ELEs, combined with a lack of structured guidance 

within the EBT to address these events, likely contributed to providers’ use of widely varied 

responses when ELEs were reported. Consistent with previous research (Guan et al., 2017a), 

providers responded more frequently and with a higher intensity of non-EBT content than EBT 

content. However, non-EBT and EBT responses were often combined. Specifically, providers 

invariably used at least some form of “improvisatory” non-EBT response (e.g., information 

gathering, support/empathy) to initially address the ELE. In three quarters of cases, they 

proceeded to deliver at least some EBT content; however, using the ELE as a “teaching moment” 

for EBT content was the least common type of response. It is worth noting that the modular EBT 

employed in the current study contained techniques designed to address multiple areas of 

psychopathology (i.e., anxiety, depression, trauma, and conduct problems) rather than the one 

area addressed by many standard EBTs; thus, rates of EBT responses in this study are likely an 

overestimate compared with the rates of providers employing standard EBTs, in which a more 

limited array of skills to address ELEs may be offered. 

 These findings indicate that providers never fully “ignored” the ELE, which may have 

damaged therapeutic rapport and outcomes (e.g., Castonguay et al., 1996). In addition, the most 

common non-EBT responses are likely to be appropriate for many, if not all, ELEs. For instance, 

it is likely that an “improvisatory” response of empathy is necessary to maintain therapeutic 

rapport with the client, and information gathering about the event and its impact are necessary to 

inform selection of additional responses to address the event. Given that providers gravitate 

towards the use of these three responses with the vast majority of ELEs, it may be important to 
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consider including some degree of empathic and information gathering responses when 

developing a toolkit for responding to ELEs in an optimal manner. However, ELEs for which no 

EBT content is covered in session are associated with significantly reduced rates of client 

progress on symptoms and functioning (Guan et al., 2017a). Thus, exclusive use of the most 

common types of “improvisatory” responses to ELEs is likely to have a detrimental impact on 

client outcomes. However, the optimal dosage of each type of non-EBT and EBT response 

remains unknown. 

 Conversely, consistent with past research (Guan et al., 2017a), providers employed the 

ELE as a “teaching moment” to rehearse EBT skills in a minority of cases. When they delivered 

EBT content in session, it was more often unrelated to the ELE. However, providers’ selection of 

treatment skills when they did use the “teaching moment” strategy is informative. They most 

commonly chose skills that could be applied across many stressors (e.g., problem solving, 

relaxation) rather than situation-specific skills (e.g., exposure for anxiety), suggesting that there 

may be a subset of EBT skills that are easier to apply to ELEs. Additionally, providers largely 

chose to apply skills that were planned for the current session of therapy, with occasional review 

of prior skills. If it is the case that the “teaching moment” response to ELEs is more effective 

than using EBT skills unrelated to the ELE, these findings suggest that there may be value in 

training providers to more flexibly select from all portions of an EBT manual to appropriately 

address a given ELE.  

 With regard to our third goal, the present study demonstrated that compared to control 

sessions, ELE sessions were associated with significant reductions in provider adherence to the 

modular EBT. These findings are consistent with hypotheses and extend upon previous work by 

utilizing a stronger control group of sessions, which increased our confidence that the impact of 
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ELEs on provider adherence was attributable to the ELEs themselves rather than provider or 

client characteristics. In addition, it is worth noting that the current study lowered the threshold 

of ELEs to include events with moderate negative impact or severity, rather than solely marked 

or severe negative impact as in previous research (Guan et al., 2017a). Results suggest that 

provider adherence continues to be negatively affected by moderately impairing ELEs, although 

there was a trend towards more severe events having a greater impact on adherence. Also of 

note, the present study contained very few ELEs rated at the highest level of severity, and 

therefore results are not generalizable to these types of events. 

 Our exploration of characteristics of ELEs that are more likely to impact provider 

adherence identified few significant characteristics. Although our power to detect effects may 

have been limited by the moderate number of ELEs we were able to include in these analyses, 

the sparse findings may indicate that many different types of ELEs can negatively affect provider 

adherence. Our results did highlight a significant interaction effect between ELE severity and in-

session client distress regarding the ELE. Higher levels of client distress were associated with 

reduced provider adherence to the EBT, but only when the reported ELE was more severe. These 

findings suggest that providers may be especially attuned to client distress in session when 

selecting their responses to ELEs – particularly when there is a severe ELE that perhaps warrants 

greater distress. Any structured guidance for addressing ELEs may therefore benefit from 

including EBT strategies that providers can use to manage client distress in session (e.g., a 

relaxation technique) as well as to address the event itself. 

Limitations 

 Although the current study offers a wide-ranging examination of ELEs and their effect on 

modular EBT delivery, several limitations should be noted. We attempted to control for 
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confounding client and provider influences when assessing associations between ELEs and 

provider adherence; however, the lack of random assignment to ELE and control conditions 

prevents us from making causal inferences about the impact of ELEs on adherence. Additionally, 

analyses of provider responses and adherence in the present study focused only on ELEs that 

were reported in the first half of sessions (the vast majority of ELEs). Thus, results are not 

generalizable to later ELEs. In addition, given the limited sample size of ELEs and the low 

frequency of ELEs falling within each of the 10 original content categories, we combined 

categories in our analyses of ELE category predicting provider adherence. This combining 

process may have caused us to lose important information specific to the original categories. 

Further, a strength of the present study is its use of an underserved, largely Latino population of 

clients that included Spanish-speaking families; however, use of this sample also restricts our 

findings given that results may have limited generalizability to other populations. Lastly, the low 

number of Spanish-language sessions containing an ELE precluded separate interrater reliability 

estimates from being calculated for Spanish and English sessions, whose reliability may have 

differed.  

Future Directions 

 Future research can expand upon the results from this study in a number of ways. Firstly, 

it is unclear which types (or combinations of types) of responses to ELEs best promote client 

outcomes as well as therapeutic alliance. An examination of these questions will be crucial to 

developing and testing an evidence-based toolkit for responding to ELEs. In addition, although 

we suspect that using the ELE as a “teaching moment” for EBT skills is an optimal response, 

there may exist ELEs that would not be appropriate to address primarily with EBT skills. For 

example, events involving client self-harm may require a safety planning procedure that may 
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preclude coverage of EBT content in session. Future research would benefit from assessing the 

extent to which ELEs are able to be addressed with EBT skills, so that additional resources not 

available in current EBTs may be identified to help manage ELEs. From this research, it would 

also be helpful to identify common EBT skills that can be applied to many ELEs, for the purpose 

of including training in these strategies in an ELE management toolkit. Finally, the current study 

collapsed across all sessions in which ELEs were reported. However, given that a single ELE can 

frequently disrupt provider adherence in more than one session of treatment (Guan et al., 2017b), 

future research could differentiate between provider behavior in the first sessions in which ELEs 

are reported as opposed to subsequent sessions. 

Conclusion 

 The present study characterized the broad array of ELEs that arise during community-

based implementation of a modular evidence-based psychotherapy for youth, as well as the 

impact of these events on provider behavior and treatment adherence. Consistent with provider 

perspectives on using EBTs with complex populations, findings highlight the disruptive nature of 

many types of ELEs and the need for structured guidance in responding to ELEs - even within a 

modular treatment with a goal of addressing client complexity. It is our hope that the knowledge 

gained in this study will further the progress made with modular treatment designs, by informing 

the development of ELE management procedures that can help clients achieve maximum benefit 

from existing EBTs.
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Table 1 

Demographic Characteristics of Youth, Caregiver, and Provider Participants by Sample 

Characteristic Random Sample 

(n = 100 sessions) 

Stratified Sample 

(n = 174 sessions) 

Youth n = 45 n = 43 

Gender 58% male 56% male 

Age M = 9.65, SD = 2.83 M = 9.93, SD = 2.77 

Race/Ethnicity   

Latino/Hispanic 80% 86% 

Black/African-American 9% 7% 

Mixed 7% 5% 

Caucasian 4% 0% 

Not Reported 0% 2% 

Birth Country   

United States 96% 98% 

Other (Colombia, El Salvador) 4% 2% 

Primary Language^   

English 82% 84% 

Spanish 44% 49% 

Primary Problem Area   

Disruptive Behavior 40% 42% 

Depression 31% 33% 

Anxiety 29% 23% 

Traumatic Stress 0% 2% 

Primary Caregivers   

Gender 84% female 77% female 

Age M = 36.02, SD = 8.56 M = 35.59, SD = 6.97 
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Birth Country   

United States 38% 35% 

Mexico 38% 44% 

El Salvador 16% 14% 

Other (Colombia, Honduras, 

Nicaragua, Armenia) 

9% 5% 

Primary Language^   

English 47% 42% 

Spanish 62% 63% 

Marital Status   

Never Married, Separated, Divorced, 

or Widowed 

57% 56% 

Married or Living with Partner 40% 39% 

Not Reported 2% 5% 

Household Income   

$0-19,000 76% 74% 

$20,000-39,000 18% 21% 

$40,000-59,000 4% 5% 

Not Reported 2% 0% 

Providers n = 25 n = 20 

Gender 92% female 95% female 

Age M = 32.92, SD = 4.53 M = 32.40, SD = 4.15 

Race/Ethnicity   

Latino/Hispanic 44% 40% 

Caucasian 28% 40% 

Mixed 12% 15% 
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Note. ^Some families indicated two primary languages; thus, percentages do not add up to 100%. 

*Significant difference on this characteristic compared with the full sample of MATCH 

providers. Random sample refers to the 100 randomly sampled MATCH sessions used to 

calculate base rates of ELEs. Stratified sample refers to the 87 sessions with reported ELEs and 

87 without ELEs used to assess associations between ELEs and provider treatment adherence.

Asian 12% 5% 

Black/African-American 4% 0% 

Language Fluency   

English 100% 100% 

Spanish 36% 40% 

Other 16% 25% 

Highest Degree Completed   

Master’s (M.A., M.S., or M.S.W.) 92% 95%* 

Doctorate (Ph.D. or Psy.D.) 8% 5%* 

Years of Experience Post-Degree M = 3.32, SD = 2.70 M = 3.10, SD = 1.94 

Primary Theoretical Orientation   

Eclectic 36% 35% 

Cognitive-Behavioral 32% 45% 

Humanistic/Client-Centered 12% 10% 

Family Systems 12% 5% 

Other 8% 5% 
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Table 2 

Interrater Reliability of the Emergent Life Events Coding System-Revised (ELECS-R) 

Item Description ICC or κ*  

 

Presence or Absence of at Least One ELE in Session .78* 

Number of ELEs Per Session .67   

ELE Characteristics  

Negative Impact .72 

Maximum Client Distress .66 

Category: Trauma and Health Issues .72* 

Family Issues .80* 

Peer and School Problems .71* 

Client Risk Behavior .63* 

Reporter .76* 

Time Reported .98 

Dependence on Youth .88 

Dependence on Family .40^ 

Persistence .33*^ 

Session-Wide Extensiveness of Structured Activity (Adherence to MATCH) .75 

Session-Wide Extensiveness of Unstructured Activity .75 

Responses to ELE  

First Response .83* 

ELE Occurrence → Yes → Structured Activity .76* 

Extensiveness .72 

ELE Occurrence → Yes → Structured Activity → Related to ELE .74* 

Which MATCH Module Related to ELE .77* 

Extensiveness .84 
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ELE Occurrence → Yes → Structured Activity → Unrelated to ELE .60* 

Which MATCH Module Unrelated to ELE .81* 

Extensiveness .68 

ELE Occurrence → Yes → Unstructured Activity 1.00* 

Extensiveness .73 

ELE Occurrence → Yes → Unstructured Activity → Related to ELE 1.00* 

Supportive/empathic statements .73 

Relating the ELE to past life experiences .65 

Information gathering about the event .57 

Information gathering about subjective impact of ELE on client(s) .71 

Informal advice giving .77 

Informal problem solving .77 

Psychoeducation about the ELE .47 

Informal reframing statement .69 

Safety assessment .97 

Provision of supportive resources outside of therapy .49 

Provision of supportive resources by therapist .31^ 

Other .75 

ELE Occurrence → Yes → Unstructured Activity → Unrelated to ELE .80* 

Extensiveness .78 

ELE Occurrence → No → Structured Activity .69* 

Extensiveness .72 

ELE Occurrence → No → Unstructured Activity .54* 

Extensiveness .76 

Note. Items correspond to Figure 1. ^Code excluded from data analysis due to poor reliability. 

ICC = intraclass correlation coefficient. ICCs (2, 1) were calculated for continuous variables, and 

Cohen’s κ’s (denoted with an asterisk) were calculated for categorical variables. 
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Table 3 

Characteristics of Coded Emergent Life Events (N = 79 ELEs) 

Characteristic M (SD) Frequency [95% CI] 

Negative Impact (1-5) 3.57 (0.57)  

Youth Distress (1-5) (n = 50) 2.32 (1.17)  

Caregiver Distress (1-5) (n = 53) 2.91 (1.10)  

Maximum Client Distress (1-5) (n = 79) 2.76 (1.18)  

Reporter   

Caregiver  42% [31%, 53%] 

Provider  34% [25%, 45%] 

Youth  24% [16%, 35%] 

Time Elapsed When ELE Reported (Minutes) 7.12 (10.52)  

Proportion of Session When ELE Reported 0.14 (0.18)  

Dependence on Youth (1-5) 2.54 (1.67)  

Category (Multiple May Apply)   

Family Issues  51% [40%, 61%] 

Family Conflict  34% [25%, 45%] 

Change in Family Routine or Structure  22% [14%, 32%] 

Housing/Financial Issues  9% [4%, 17%] 

Trauma and Health Issues  35% [26%, 46%] 

Injury, Health-Care Problem, or Death  29% [20%, 40%] 

Child Abuse or Neglect  8% [3%, 16%] 

Exposure to Community Violence or Crime  3% [1%, 9%] 

Peer and School Problems  27% [18%, 37%] 

Problems at School  23% [15%, 33%] 

Peer or Social Problems  9% [4%, 17%] 

Client Risk Behavior  23% [15%, 33%] 

Other  3% [1%, 9%] 
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Table 4 

Provider Responses to Emergent Life Events (n = 75 ELEs) 

Response Frequency  

[95% CI] 

M (SD) 

First Response to ELE   

Information gathering about the event 64% [53%, 74%]  

Information gathering about subjective impact of    

ELE on client(s) 

15% [8%, 24%]  

Supportive/empathic statements 15% [8%, 24%]  

Other unstructured responses related to ELE 7% [3%, 15%]  

Structured Activity 75% [64%, 83%] 2.63 (1.02)* 

Structured Activity → Related to ELE 40% [30%, 51%]  

Extensiveness of Relating MATCH Module to ELE  2.53 (1.37)* 

Extensiveness of Each MATCH Module Overall  1.98 (0.89)* 

MATCH Module Related to ELE (n = 43)   

Past, Present, or Future Modules   

Module Planned for Present Session 54% [39%, 67%]  

Module from Past Session 28% [17%, 43%]  

Module for Future Session 9% [4%, 22%]  

Unable to Determine (Missing Session Plan) 9% [4%, 22%]  

Which Modules Were Related to ELE   

Depression: Problem Solving 23% [13%, 38%] 2.20 (0.92)* 

Conduct: Rewards 14% [7%, 27%] 1.83 (0.75)* 

Depression: Learning to Relax/Quick Calming 12% [5%, 24%] 1.60 (0.55)* 

Depression: Learning Depression- Child 12% [5%, 24%] 2.40 (0.89)* 

Depression: Cognitive BLUE 7% [2%, 19%] 1.67 (0.58)* 

Depression: Cognitive TLC 7% [2%, 19%] 2.33 (1.16)* 
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Other MATCH Modules 26% [15%, 40%] 1.82 (1.08)* 

Other Structured Protocol Related to ELE (n = 4)  1.50 (1.00)* 

Structured Activity → Unrelated to ELE 55% [43%, 65%]  

Extensiveness of MATCH Modules  1.68 (0.95)* 

Past, Present, or Future Modules  

Module Planned for Present Session 47% [36%, 59%] 

Module from Past Session 34% [24%, 46%] 

Module for Future Session 10% [5%, 19%] 

Unable to Determine (Missing Session Plan) 9% [4%, 17%] 

Extensiveness of Other Structured Protocols  2.60 (0.89)* 

Unstructured Activity 100% [95%, 100%] 3.79 (1.17)* 

Unstructured Activity → Related to ELE 100% [95%, 100%]  

Information gathering about the event 93% [85%, 97%] 1.80 (0.69)* 

Supportive/empathic statements 89% [80%, 95%] 1.75 (0.79)* 

Information gathering about subjective impact of 

ELE on client(s) 

77% [67%, 85%] 1.78 (0.75)* 

Informal advice giving 57% [46%, 68%] 2.33 (1.02)* 

Psychoeducation about the ELE 41% [31%, 53%] 1.68 (0.75)* 

Informal reframing statement 33% [24%, 45%] 1.44 (0.65)* 

Informal problem solving 20% [13%, 30%] 1.40 (0.74)* 

Safety assessment 19% [11%, 29%] 2.07 (0.83)* 

Relating the ELE to past life experiences 19% [11%, 29%] 1.07 (0.27)* 

Provision of supportive resources outside of therapy 16% [9%, 26%] 1.33 (0.49)* 

Other 35% [25%, 46%] 1.77 (0.95)* 

Unstructured Activity → Unrelated to ELE 67% [55%, 76%]  

Note. *Extensiveness when response was utilized (1-5). Bolded items correspond to the 

responses depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Basic Structure of the Emergent Life Events Coding System (ELECS). Structured Activity = Provider coverage of a MATCH module or 

other structured protocol. Unstructured Activity = Provider coverage of any other content. Items marked with an asterisk (*) indicate activities for 

which extensiveness ratings (1-5) were coded. Figure reproduced from Guan et al. (2017a). 
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Figure 2. Impact of maximum client distress on provider adherence to MATCH is moderated by ELE negative impact. ELE = Emergent life event. 

MATCH = Modular Approach to Therapy for Children with Anxiety, Depression, Trauma, or Conduct Problems. 
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CHAPTER 2: 

 

Delivering an Evidence-Based Treatment for Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder in Public 

Mental Health Settings: How Emergent Life Events, Barriers to Engagement, and Caregiver 

Participation Relate to Clinician Adherence  
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ABSTRACT 

 In the context of a collaborative, caregiver-mediated intervention for reducing 

challenging behaviors in children with autism spectrum disorder delivered in publicly-funded 

mental health programs (AIM HI; Brookman-Frazee & Drahota, 2010), the present study 

characterized the occurrence of three types of in-session caregiver behaviors: reporting emergent 

life events (ELEs), evincing barriers to engagement (i.e., expressing concerns about treatment 

strategies; disinterested or apathetic behaviors; expressing difficulty using skills; expressing 

difficulty completing homework), and parent participation engagement (PPE) (i.e., asking 

questions; participating in activities; showing commitment to therapy). Further analyses 

examined potential cultural differences in caregiver behaviors and the associations between these 

caregiver behaviors and clinician adherence. Participants included 39 client-clinician dyads 

enrolled in a community effectiveness trial of AIM HI. Video recordings from 107 sessions 

during the first two months of treatment were coded for in-session caregiver behaviors and 

clinician adherence. Results indicated that mild to moderate ELEs were reported in 32% of 

sessions, and barriers to engagement were observed in 55% of sessions. ELEs, barriers, and PPE 

were all positively correlated, suggesting that they may have captured a common construct of 

caregivers “speaking up” in therapy. Hispanic caregivers reported fewer ELEs and barriers and 

demonstrated lower PPE behaviors in session compared with non-Hispanic White caregivers, 

suggesting that cultural factors may impact overall involvement in sessions. Finally, barriers and 

PPE (asking questions; showing commitment to therapy) were positively associated with 

clinician adherence. Findings suggest that behaviors previously conceptualized as barriers to 

engagement may actually be indicators of engagement in the context of a collaborative, 
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caregiver-mediated intervention and can go hand in hand with more intensive treatment delivery 

in routine care. 
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Introduction 

In the past few decades, there have been substantial advances in the development of 

efficacious mental health treatments for children and adolescents (Chorpita et al., 2011). To 

further the impact of these advances, implementation research has increasingly focused on 

identifying challenges to delivering evidence-based treatments (EBTs) within complex, routine 

care service settings, with the ultimate goal of addressing these challenges to optimize the 

effectiveness of community care. Specifically, research has identified challenges related to 

therapy process in youth psychotherapy, including difficulties with ongoing engagement in 

services (McKay & Bannon, 2004). In order to identify and address early signs of 

disengagement, it is important to examine in-session factors that may be indicative of 

engagement challenges and negatively impact treatment effectiveness.  

In-Session Caregiver Behaviors 

Given that many EBTs for youth require a significant level of caregiver involvement 

(e.g., parent training for youth conduct problems), it is important to consider how caregiver 

behaviors, in particular, arise in session and affect treatment delivery. Caregivers have the 

potential to play a considerable role in shaping the course of treatment for youth, yet little is 

known about how they participate in EBT sessions (Haine-Schlagel & Walsh, 2015). In 

particular, three types of in-session caregiver challenges are likely to impact the diverse, 

disadvantaged families often served in community settings: stressful emergent life events 

(ELEs), barriers to treatment acceptability or mastery, and low levels of in-session caregiver 

participation. Thus, the present study focused on describing caregiver-expressed ELEs, barriers 

to engagement, and participation in sessions, which will be referred to collectively as in-session 

caregiver behaviors.  
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Emergent life events (ELEs). ELEs are a common challenge to treatment identified by 

community mental health clinicians (Reding et al., 2016). Derived from the life stress literature 

(e.g., Rudolph & Hammen, 1999), ELEs are conceptualized as unexpected, acute life stressors, 

disclosed during treatment sessions, that negatively impact the client(s) (Chorpita, Korathu-

Larson, Knowles, & Guan, 2014; Guan et al., 2017). In a sample of low-income, primarily 

Hispanic families treated in community clinics, ELEs were reported for the majority of youth 

(69%), and within those youth, more than one ELE over the course of treatment was the norm 

(Chorpita et al., 2014). Common ELEs included reports to child protective services, violence 

among family members, death or health problems among relatives or close friends, and marital 

conflict or distress. In a study using observational coding to objectively identify session content, 

sessions in which ELEs were reported were significantly less likely to contain an adequate dose 

of EBT content than sessions without ELEs (Guan et al., 2017). In response to ELEs, clinicians 

frequently offered support and empathy or gathered information about the ELE for much of the 

session. These results suggest that ELEs may interfere with clinicians’ delivery of an EBT as 

intended. 

Barriers to engagement.  Early research on parent training interventions identified that 

“resistant” caregiver behavior, such as unwillingness to cooperate with the clinician’s 

suggestions, was associated with clinicians spending less time teaching social learning skills 

(Patterson & Chamberlain, 1994). Yet, beyond active refusal to comply with treatment, there 

may be a subtler range of caregiver behaviors and attitudes that complicate EBT delivery. 

Research on parent training with ethnic minority families has identified two types of engagement 

barriers: (1) caregivers’ negative perceptions about acceptability of EBT strategies, which may 

limit their willingness to participate in treatment, and (2) caregivers’ difficulty with mastery of 
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skills taught in EBTs, which may decrease perceived self-efficacy to carry out treatment 

activities and contribute to more passive forms of disengagement (Lau, Fung, Ho, Liu, & 

Gudiño, 2011; Lau, Fung, & Yung, 2010). Specific examples of these types of barriers include 

caregivers expressing concerns about the helpfulness, acceptability, feasibility or relevance of 

intervention strategies, disinterested behavior in session, expressing difficulty understanding or 

mastering skills, and expressing difficulty completing homework assignments. While this range 

of challenges in therapeutic process may act as barriers to delivering EBTs in routine care 

settings, it is also possible that these behaviors may reflect processes inherent in collaborative 

parent training intervention approaches (Brookman-Frazee, 2004; Webster-Stratton, 1998). For 

example, caregiver concerns may be elicited by the clinician in a collaborative manner that may 

actually promote discussion to ultimately improve treatment engagement. Additionally, 

caregivers who ask questions and express concerns may elicit more individualized therapist 

attention and higher quality care (Alegría et al., 2008). To date, there is limited information 

about the role of caregiver-expressed barriers in the context of collaborative parent-mediated 

interventions.  

Parent participation engagement (PPE). Recently, there has been increased attention to 

active caregiver participation within sessions in child treatment. Haine-Schlagel and Walsh 

(2015) define parent participation engagement (PPE) as a caregiver’s active, independent, and 

responsive contribution to treatment and includes both in-session (e.g., asking questions, sharing 

one’s opinion, participating in activities) and between-session behaviors (e.g., homework 

completion). In contrast to caregivers’ attendance engagement and attitudinal engagement (e.g., 

cognitive preparation), PPE is a relatively understudied aspect of treatment engagement in youth 

and family treatments (e.g., Becker et al., 2015). However, it is essential to better understand 
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these behaviors as they are likely to impact treatment effectiveness (Hoagwood, 2005; Nock & 

Ferriter, 2005). The current study focused on three specific indicators of PPE behaviors: asking 

questions, participating in activities, and showing commitment to therapy.  

Cultural Influences on In-Session Caregiver Behaviors 

Racial/ethnic minority clients, some of whom do not speak English as a primary 

language, constitute a majority of the populations served within many publicly-funded mental 

health settings (e.g., County of San Diego Behavioral Health Services, 2010). Given the growing 

efforts to implement EBTs in routine care settings, it is critical to examine cultural factors as 

they relate to treatment processes and delivery. In particular, previous literature suggests that 

race, ethnicity and culture may influence the likelihood of occurrence of life stressors and levels 

of caregiver engagement in EBTs for youth. Research indicates that ethnic minorities are more 

likely than non-Hispanic Whites (NHWs) to experience traumatic or other stressful life events 

(Hatch & Dohrenwend, 2007; Turner & Lloyd, 2004). For instance, Hispanic youth have higher 

levels of exposure to community violence and environmental stressors than NHW youth 

(Crouch, Hanson, Saunders, Kilpatrick, & Resnick, 2000). Additionally, immigrant families may 

experience immigration-specific stressors, such as family separation and difficulty acculturating 

(Gudiño, Nadeem, Kataoka, & Lau, 2011). From these findings, one might expect ethnic 

minority clients to report a greater number of ELEs in session when compared with NHW 

clients. However, research has yet to examine ethnic differences in stressful life events in the 

form of ELEs, which would facilitate our understanding of how disparities in external stressors 

may translate into treatment sessions. 

With regard to cultural differences in caregiver engagement, research suggests that ethnic 

minority caregivers may be less engaged in youth treatment than their NHW counterparts. A 
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study of parent management training found that ethnic minority status was negatively associated 

with attendance and quality of caregiver participation (Nix, Bierman, McMahon, & The Conduct 

Problems Prevention Research Group, 2009). With regard to Hispanic caregivers in particular, 

another study found that Hispanic Spanish-speaking caregivers were less likely to report 

participating in treatment (e.g., meeting with clinician, carrying out recommendations at home) 

than NHW caregivers (Fawley-King, Haine-Schlagel, Trask, Zhang, & Garland, 2013). In 

Hispanic families, ethnicity and language status may overlap, such that Hispanic Spanish-

speaking caregivers experience additional barriers related to language (e.g., trouble talking to 

staff members) that may also limit their participation (Yeh, McCabe, Hough, Dupuis, & Hazen, 

2003). In addition to language barriers, it is possible that ethnic minority caregivers experience 

greater cultural barriers to engaging in treatment, such as difficulty understanding or reluctance 

to use EBT skills that are culturally foreign (e.g., Chinese caregivers' lack of familiarity with and 

difficulty practicing positive reinforcement strategies; Lau et al., 2011).  

However, these more subtle, behavioral forms of in-session engagement and 

disengagement have rarely been assessed (Haine-Schlagel & Walsh, 2015); thus, it remains 

unknown whether these behaviors differ across racial/ethnic groups. Furthermore, it is unclear 

how ELEs and caregiver engagement processes relate to one another and how they may impact 

EBT delivery. 

In-Session Caregiver Behaviors and Their Impact on Clinician Adherence 

Little is known about how in-session caregiver behaviors impact clinicians’ adherence to 

treatment - that is, the extent to which clinicians delivers prescribed EBT procedures as intended 

(Perepletchikova & Kazdin, 2006). Clinician adherence is an important ingredient in the success 

of a given EBT and has been linked to improving client outcomes. For instance, clinicians’ 
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adherence to Multisystemic Therapy (MST), an EBT for at-risk youth implemented in 

community settings, predicted improved youth clinical outcomes and functioning over time 

(Schoenwald, Carter, Chapman, & Sheidow, 2008; Schoenwald, Chapman, Sheidow, & Carter, 

2009). As noted above, initial research on severe ELEs disclosed in EBT sessions indicates that 

they are associated with reduced in-session clinician adherence to a modular EBT for youth 

(Guan et al., 2017). However, it remains to be seen whether these associations replicate with 

different types of ELEs in the context of different settings (e.g., other EBTs and populations). 

With regard to engagement, it is possible that clinicians who encounter barriers to engagement 

(including overt concerns as well as less active participation from caregivers) may be inclined to 

adapt EBTs in ways that are inconsistent with core treatment principles (e.g., omitting elements 

perceived as less acceptable to clients), thereby reducing their adherence to treatment. These 

questions have yet to be explored empirically. 

The study of caregiver engagement and clinician adherence is particularly important in 

early phases of treatment. Past research suggests that early sessions are essential to interventions 

because symptom change is most likely to occur in this stage of treatment (Ilardi & Craighead, 

1994), and improvements in this phase are less likely to be attributable to other non-treatment 

related variables introduced over time. Client engagement in the first two months of treatment 

has been shown to significantly predict long-term treatment retention (Simpson & Joe, 2004), 

suggesting that early engagement is a vital component of treatment. In addition, research on 

cognitive therapy in depressed individuals has identified clinician adherence in early sessions as 

a strong predictor of symptom improvement (Strunk, Brotman, & DeRubeis, 2010); similarly, 

adherence to therapy-specific techniques early in treatment predicts subsequent positive 

outcomes (Feeley, DeRubeis, & Gelfand, 1999). Thus, it is important to investigate both 
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engagement and clinician adherence in the context of early treatment, particularly among ethnic 

minority families who are more likely than non-minority families to drop out of treatment early 

on (McKay & Bannon, 2004).   

An Individualized Mental Health Intervention for Children with Autism Spectrum 

Disorders (AIM HI) 

As an intervention that relies on active caregiver participation, particularly in the early 

phases of treatment, An Individualized Mental Health Intervention for Children with Autism 

Spectrum Disorders (AIM HI; Brookman-Frazee & Drahota, 2010) is a fitting treatment in which 

to examine in-session caregiver behaviors. Developed in collaboration with community 

clinicians and caregivers and designed specifically for delivery in publicly-funded mental health 

service settings, AIM HI is a package of evidence-based behavioral strategies designed to reduce 

challenging behaviors in children ages 5 to 13 years with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). The 

rationale for caregiver involvement in treatment protocols for children with ASD is to increase 

the intensity of intervention (i.e., caregivers use treatment strategies throughout naturally 

occurring interactions with their children) and improve the generalization of child skills across 

settings and people, a significant deficit associated with ASD (Brookman-Frazee, Stahmer, 

Baker-Ericzén, & Tsai, 2006; Owen-DeSchryver, Carr, Cale, & Blakeley-Smith, 2008). Thus, 

AIM HI uses a collaborative, caregiver partnership approach (Brookman-Frazee, 2004) to teach 

caregivers to understand patterns in their children’s behaviors and to use strategies to reduce 

challenging behaviors and increase acquisition of child skills. This model uses active caregiver 

engagement strategies (e.g., proactively seeking caregiver input; considering caregiver as partner 

in teaching child skills). The caregiver-clinician partnership approach has been shown to 

improve observed caregiver involvement during treatment sessions, including reduced stress, 
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increased confidence, and improved parent-child interactions in session (Brookman-Frazee, 

2004). Additionally, initial piloting of AIM HI in community mental health settings identified 

that AIM HI training was feasible, clinicians adhered to the treatment, and the intervention 

strategies were perceived to be useful and effective by clinicians and caregivers (Brookman-

Frazee, Drahota, & Stadnick, 2012; Drahota, Stadnick, & Brookman-Frazee, 2014). Data from 

the present study are drawn from a large-scale randomized controlled effectiveness trial of AIM 

HI in publicly-funded mental health programs.  

The Current Study 

The present study aimed to address three major research questions using early treatment 

sessions from clinicians being trained to deliver AIM HI in the context of a community 

effectiveness trial. The first aim of the study was to characterize in-session caregiver behaviors 

during the early treatment phase of AIM HI. We examined the occurrence and impact of 

caregiver-reported ELEs, caregiver-expressed barriers to engagement, and caregivers’ active 

participation in session. Secondly, we sought to examine potential cultural differences in-session 

caregiver behaviors. In particular, we were interested in whether in-session caregiver behaviors 

differed by caregiver ethnicity and preferred language. Based on the previous literature, we 

hypothesized that English- and Spanish-speaking Hispanic caregivers would express a greater 

number of ELEs and barriers to engagement as well as participate less actively in session than 

NHW caregivers. Thirdly, we investigated associations between in-session caregiver behaviors 

(ELEs, barriers to engagement, and PPE) and in-session clinician adherence to AIM HI strategies 

used with caregivers (i.e., structuring the session skill-building, engaging/motivating 

participants, and teaching specific skills). We hypothesized that within a given session, a greater 
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number of ELEs and barriers to engagement, as well as decreased caregiver participation, would 

be associated with lower clinician adherence.  

Method 

Participants  

 Data were drawn from a large-scale, randomized effectiveness trial of AIM HI conducted 

in Southern California to examine the impact of AIM HI on child, family, and clinician 

outcomes. As part of the trial, publicly-funded community and school-based mental health 

programs were randomized to immediate AIM HI training and delivery or to a wait-list 

control/routine care observation condition. Given our interest in clinician adherence to a 

particular treatment, for the purposes of this study, only data from the AIM HI training condition 

were used. Participants were a subset of 39 client-clinician dyads enrolled in the AIM HI 

condition who met the following criteria: (a) clinicians participated in the first of four AIM HI 

training cohorts, and (b) a caregiver was involved in at least one video-recorded session in the 

first two months following the initiation of clinician AIM HI training. Participants in the current 

study were drawn from six publicly-funded mental health programs. Informed consent was 

obtained from all participants, and all study procedures were approved by the Institutional 

Review Board at the University of California, San Diego. 

 Clinician participants.  Clinicians were considered eligible for the effectiveness trial if 

they: (a) were employed as trainee or staff at a participating program and were anticipated to be 

at the program for at least the next seven months, and (b) had a child on their caseload meeting 

the study inclusion criteria. Participants in the current analyses included the subgroup of 

clinicians who completed the post-training data collection. 
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 Thus, the present study included 35 clinicians who were 83% female, with a mean age of 

33.51 years (SD = 7.90, range = 23-57). Clinicians’ reported race/ethnicity was 51% non-

Hispanic White, 37% Hispanic (including 3% who also identified as Native Hawaiian/Other 

Pacific Islander and 3% as multiracial), 6% Asian American, 3% non-Hispanic multiracial, and 

3% not reported. Regarding professional discipline, 34% of clinicians endorsed a marriage and 

family therapy discipline, 29% psychology, 20% social work, 9% psychiatry, 3% school 

psychology, and 6% another field.  

Caregiver and youth participants. Families were considered eligible for the 

effectiveness trial if they fit the following inclusion criteria for youth: (a) 5-13 years old at the 

time of recruitment, (2) had a current ASD diagnosis on record, (3) exhibited clinically 

significant ASD symptoms on a standardized ASD diagnostic measure and (4) were English or 

Spanish speaking. 

Given our research questions in the present study, we included only sessions from 

participating caregivers who were Hispanic or non-Hispanic White. The 39 participating 

caregivers were primarily female (95%) with a preferred language of English (82%, with the 

remaining 18% preferring Spanish). Caregivers’ race/ethnicity was reported as 49% Hispanic 

and 51% non-Hispanic White; two of the Hispanic caregivers (5%) additionally identified as 

American Indian/Alaskan Native. Thus, when combining across caregiver preferred language 

and race/ethnicity, 51% of caregivers identified as English-speaking NHW, 31% as English-

speaking Hispanic, and 18% as Spanish-speaking Hispanic. Families’ reported household income 

was $25,000 or below for 36% of families, $25,001 - $50,000 for 28% of families, $50,001 - 

$75,000 for 18% of families, and $75,001 or above for 18% of families.  
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The 39 participating youth were ages 5-14 years at baseline (M = 8.44, SD = 2.42). Of 

these participants, 85% were male. Caregiver-reported youth race/ethnicity was 62% Hispanic 

(including two who additionally identified as American Indian/Alaskan Native and two who 

identified as multiracial), 33% non-Hispanic White, 3% non-Hispanic American Indian/Alaskan 

Native, and 3% Asian.  

 The majority of the 39 families (82%) received the intervention primarily in an outpatient 

clinic, while 8% received school-based services and 10% received services in multiple settings. 

The primary funding source for services was Medi-Cal (California’s Medicaid) for 82% of 

clients and school special education funds for the remaining 18% of clients.  

Sampling of Sessions for Coding  

 Because this study focused on caregiver behaviors, only sessions in which the caregiver 

was present were coded, including sessions in which the child client was and was not present. 

Given our focus on caregiver engagement and clinician adherence in the early phases of 

treatment, sessions consisted of 107 video recordings from the first two months of treatment 

following study intake. To assess for inter-rater reliability, 25% of the recordings were randomly 

selected for double coding. 

Intervention 

An Individualized Mental Health Intervention for Children with Autism Spectrum 

Disorders (AIM HI). AIM HI (Brookman-Frazee and Drahota, 2010) is based on the principles 

of applied behavior analysis and was designed to be delivered in public mental health settings by 

clinicians with limited experience with ASD or behavioral interventions. The intervention was 

developed via partnerships between stakeholders and ASD intervention experts based on a 

comprehensive needs assessment (Brookman-Frazee, Drahota, Stadnick, & Palinkas, 2012). It 
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includes a series of steps and within-session strategies to reduce challenging behaviors and 

increase positive alternative skills (e.g., social skills, self-regulation) in children with ASD ages 

5-13. All individual components of the intervention are considered “well established” for this 

population (National Autism Center, 2009; Wong et al., 2015). While there is no set number of 

sessions, a minimum of 13 sessions is required, and completion of the protocol takes 

approximately six months. Early sessions of treatment focus on working with caregivers to 

conduct a functional behavior assessment to develop a structured behavior plan, including 

antecedent- and consequence-based strategies (i.e., caregiver strategies) and alternative behaviors 

for children (i.e., child skills) (see Brookman-Frazee et al., 2012 for more details about the 

protocol).  

 Clinician Training. Clinicians in the AIM HI condition received training and 

consultation for six months using a variety of components. First, clinicians attended an 8-hour 

workshop introducing them to the underlying concepts, required session elements, and protocol 

steps of AIM HI (e.g., determining the underlying function of behaviors; developing behavior 

plans; skill building using active teaching strategies). The workshop consists of didactic lecture, 

video exemplars, and interactive practice opportunities. Following the workshop, clinicians 

delivered AIM HI for 6 months with participating families while receiving consultation and 

performance feedback approximately twice a month from an AIM HI trainer. A total of 11 

consultation meetings (9 group, 2 individual) were provided that included dyadic instruction, 

case-specific feedback, and performance feedback based on review of session videos.  

Measures 

 Emergent Life Events (ELEs). The Emergent Life Events Coding System (Guan et al., 

2017), an observational coding system for therapy sessions, was employed to capture ELE 
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occurrence and characteristics. Coders first identified the presence or absence of an ELE. For the 

current study, an ELE was operationally defined as a discrete event that occurs outside of 

therapy, is disclosed during a treatment session, and has at least a mild negative impact on the 

child or family. Note that while previous studies on ELEs defined the events as having a 

significant negative impact on the client(s) (Chorpita et al., 2014; Guan et al., 2017), to capture a 

broader range of ELEs and their potential impact on clinician adherence, we elected to include 

all events with at least a mild negative impact on the child/family. However, we continue to refer 

to these events as ELEs.  

 Additional inclusion criteria were that ELEs must have occurred recently (e.g., within the 

past few weeks). All events involving injury due to violence towards self or others were 

considered ELEs. Excluded from the definition of an ELE were chronic issues, attendance or 

engagement issues, symptoms of psychopathology not tied to a discrete event with at least a mild 

negative impact, medication changes related to the youth’s mental health treatment, and future 

events. The total number of ELEs in each session was employed in the following analyses. 

 At the end of each session, coders rated several characteristics of each ELE. Objective 

negative impact, defined as the severity of the event when considered in the context of all 

possible ELEs for all possible clients, was coded on a scale from 1 (no negative impact) to 5 

(severe negative impact). Events rated 2 (mild negative impact) or above were considered ELEs. 

In addition, coders provided information on who reported the ELE and the content of ELE 

according to the following categories: family conflict; change in family routine or structure; 

health-care problem, injury, or death of a loved one, the client, or caregiver; client engaging in 

risk behavior; problems at school; peer or social problems; exposure to an incident of community 

violence or crime; or housing/financial issues. Given that the present study sought to examine 
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caregiver in- session behaviors, only ELEs reported by caregivers (87% of all ELEs) were 

analyzed. In previous research in diverse community mental health clinics, ELE occurrence in 

observationally coded sessions had acceptable agreement with clinician report of ELEs (Guan et 

al., 2017).  

 The following coding process was implemented to establish ELE occurrence. Two coders 

were assigned to each video-recorded session, with the first coder rating all variables (ELEs, 

barriers to engagement, and PPE) and the second coder rating ELEs only. The two coders then 

met to reach a consensus regarding the occurrence of ELEs and rated their associated 

characteristics (e.g., objective negative impact). To ensure that these consensus ratings of ELE 

characteristics were reliable, if at least one ELE was identified, that session was assigned to a 

third coder who independently rated the ELE characteristics. In the current sample, using kappas 

for categorical variables and intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs; model [2, 1], consistency) 

for continuous variables, inter-rater reliability between consensus and third-party coders for ELE 

negative impact and content category were within acceptable ranges (.53-.70) (i.e., κ > .40 or 

moderate, Landis & Koch, 1977; ICC > .40 or fair; Cicchetti, 1994). 

 Barriers to Engagement. To examine caregiver engagement behaviors, a coding system 

that assesses observable caregiver behaviors in therapy sessions was developed for the current 

study. The measure consists of five items indicative of low self-efficacy in two domains: 1) 

barriers to acceptability of treatment components, as demonstrated by behaviors including: 

expressing concerns about treatment strategies  (e.g., “That strategy won’t work for my child,” 

“We don’t have time to give him choices for everything”); disinterested or apathetic behaviors 

(e.g., appearing distracted by phone, answering a call in session); and expressing hesitation or 

reluctance to participate in therapy activities in session (e.g., keeping a distance from the 
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activity, saying “I don’t need to role play”); and 2) barriers to mastery of skills, as demonstrated 

by behaviors including: comments indicating expressing difficulty using skills (e.g., “I don’t 

understand how to fill out the Behavior Tracking sheet,” “It's really hard for me to use the 

timer”); and expressing difficulty completing homework (e.g., “I forgot to bring in the Behavior 

Tracking form”).  

 Barriers to engagement were assigned a global extensiveness rating for the entire session 

on a 5-point Likert scale for (1 [barrier absent] to 5 [strongly expressed barrier]. Extensiveness 

ratings incorporated both the presence/frequency and the intensity of the expressed barrier. Inter-

rater reliability of barrier extensiveness fell in the good to excellent ranges (ICCs .66-.95) for all 

barriers except for expressions of hesitation or reluctance to participate, which had poor 

reliability (ICC = .04). Thus, this code was not used in the analyses. 

 In addition to the extensiveness rating for each barrier type, the total number of distinct 

barriers (excluding the hesitation or reluctance barrier) identified as occurring in each session 

was also scored with a possible range of zero to four for each session. This score was found to 

have excellent reliability across raters (ICC = .80). 

 Parent Participation Engagement (PPE) Behaviors. To capture parent participation 

engagement behaviors, several codes from the Parent Participation Engagement Measure 

(PPEM) were employed (Haine-Schlagel & Martinez, 2014). In the current study, global 

extensiveness ratings on a Likert scale from 1 (no participation) to 5 (high participation) were 

assigned for each of three types of caregiver behaviors observed in session: asking questions 

(e.g., administrative or clinically relevant questions), participating in activities (e.g., engaging in 

activity, making comments and spontaneous contributions), and showing commitment to therapy 

(e.g., commenting on helpfulness, demonstrating enthusiasm for session topics, encouraging 
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client or other family members to participate). In the case that there were no explicit activities 

within a session (i.e., role-plays, in-session practice, therapeutic games, and psychoeducation), 

coders rated the participating in activities code as “not applicable.” Extensiveness incorporated 

both presence/frequency and intensity, with the exception of participating in activities which 

relied on intensity only. Inter-rater reliability for these three PPE behaviors was within 

acceptable ranges (ICCs = .52-.85). For the purposes of this study, given unacceptable internal 

consistency between the three items (Cronbach’s α = .55) (Cicchetti, 1994), each was considered 

as a separate variable for subsequent analyses.  

 In-Session Clinician Adherence to Treatment. These data were extracted from the 

larger effectiveness study. Clinicians’ use of in-session AIM HI strategies was measured via 

blind observer ratings of adherence to seven strategies directed to caregivers. Adherence ratings 

were comprised of an extensiveness rating reflecting both the presence/frequency and intensity 

of use. Strategy extensiveness was rated on a scale of 0-6, where a score of 0 indicates that the 

strategy was not observed and a score of 6 indicates that the strategy was used with high 

extensiveness. The seven strategies included: (1) using an agenda/session schedule, (2) using 

materials with caregiver, (3) providing psychoeducation/ information to caregiver, (4) 

modeling/demonstrating skills to caregiver, (5) providing opportunity for in-session practice to 

caregiver, (6) providing feedback to caregiver, and (7) assigning/reviewing between-session 

practice to caregiver. Inter-rater reliability for each of the seven strategies was in the good to 

excellent ranges within the larger effectiveness trial (ICCs = .62-.82). Given fair internal 

consistency (Cronbach’s α = .73)  between the seven adherence ratings in the current study as 

well as the theory that these strategies are capturing a common construct, a composite adherence 

score was calculated by averaging across ratings and was used for subsequent analyses.  
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Coding Procedure 

 ELE, Barriers, and PPE Coder Training. A team of nine psychology undergraduate, 

post-baccalaureate, graduate students, and postdoctoral coders was trained to reliably code ELEs, 

barriers to engagement, and PPE behaviors according to the coding manual. Three coders were 

fluent in Spanish and coded sessions conducted in Spanish. Training was conducted by two of 

the authors and included group didactics, individual practice sessions, and meetings with the 

trainers to discuss discrepancies with gold standard ratings. After coders achieved 80% reliability 

on at least six “gold standard” training sessions, they began coding sessions independently. 

Coding meetings were conducted every 2-3 weeks thereafter to clarify portions of the manual 

and prevent drift. The coding team was blind to study hypotheses. 

Analyses 

 For Aim 1, descriptive analyses were conducted to characterize the frequency, impact, 

and content category of ELEs, presence of barriers to engagement, and extent to which 

caregivers demonstrated PPE in the overall sample. In addition, correlations between in-session 

caregiver behaviors were examined.  

 For Aims 2 and 3, due to the nested nature of the data (sessions within client-clinician 

dyads within site), we determined whether there was significant variance attributable to the 

client-clinician and site levels by running unconditional models with the outcome variables of 

interest (number of ELEs, number of barriers, each of the PPE ratings, and in-session clinician 

adherence score). While a significant proportion of variance across outcomes was attributable to 

the client-clinician level (ICCs ranging from .19 to .32), the proportion of variance attributable to 

site was less than .006 for each outcome, demonstrating that modeling a third level was not 

necessary. Although four clinicians in the sample had two clients rather than one, this number 
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was too low to necessitate another level of nesting, and therefore client-clinician dyads were 

used as a single level. Thus, all analyses employed a two-level model with session observations 

(Level 1; n = 107) nested within unique client-clinician dyads (Level 2; n = 39). Because 25 

sessions did not include structured therapy activities directed to the caregiver (i.e., most of the 

session was directed to the child; caregiver-focused attention was comprised of unstructured 

conversation), models examining one PPE behavior, participating in activities, only examined 82 

sessions within 35 client-clinician dyads. For all models, the Level 1 intercept was modeled as 

random. For models with count or continuous predictors, slopes were also modeled as random. 

All multilevel analyses were run using HLM 7.01. 

 Aim 2 sought to examine caregiver cultural characteristics (preferred language, ethnicity) 

that predict in-session caregiver behaviors. For these analyses, we employed a combined 

language/ethnicity variable using two dummy codes for English-speaking Hispanic and Spanish-

speaking Hispanic with NHW as the reference group. As appropriate for counts of relatively rare 

events, multilevel Poisson models were run with language/ethnicity (Level 2) as a predictor of 

number of ELEs and number of barriers to engagement (Level 1 variables). Because Poisson 

models assume that the variance of the count outcome is equal to its mean, when the variance 

was greater than the mean, we included a parameter to correct for overdispersion. Multilevel 

regression models were used to examine language/ethnicity as a predictor of extensiveness of the 

three PPE codes (all Level 1 variables). Note that because language/ethnicity is a Level 2 

predictor, all effects can only be assessed as means at Level 2, the client-clinician level 

(Preacher, Zyphur, & Zhang, 2010).  

 Aim 3 sought to examine in-session caregiver behaviors as predictors of in-session 

clinician adherence. Multilevel regression models were employed to investigate number of 
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ELEs, number of barriers to engagement, and each of the PPE behaviors (all Level 1 variables) 

as predictors of adherence ratings (also Level 1).  

Results 

Aim 1: Describe In-Session Caregiver Behaviors in AIM HI Sessions 

 In the current sample of AIM HI treatment sessions, at least one ELE was identified in 

32% of sessions for 51% of clients. Despite the high prevalence of ELEs, almost all (96%) were 

rated as having mild or moderate (as opposed to marked or severe) objective negative impact. 

The most common category of ELE was related to a health care problem, illness or injury or 

death. With regard to barriers to engagement, at least one barrier was identified in 55% of 

sessions, with each barrier type being identified in approximately 20% of sessions. Of the 

barriers, expressing difficulty completing homework had the highest and disinterested or 

apathetic behaviors had the lowest average extensiveness ratings. Average extensiveness of PPE 

behaviors varied based on the specific behaviors, with average extensiveness of participating in 

activities being moderate and extensiveness of asking questions and showing commitment to 

therapy being low. See Table 1 for descriptive statistics for ELEs, barriers to engagement, PPE, 

and in-session clinician adherence.  

 To examine associations between in-session caregiver behaviors, we ran correlations 

between number of ELEs, number of barriers to engagement, and extensiveness of the three PPE 

behaviors. Results are presented in Table 2. Number of ELEs, number of barriers, and 

extensiveness of one PPE behavior (participating in activities) were significantly and positively 

associated with one another. 

Aim 2: Examine Cultural Differences in In-Session Caregiver Behaviors 
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 We next investigated whether there were cultural differences in the number of ELEs, 

number of barriers, and PPE extensiveness scores. Results from a multilevel, overdispersed 

Poisson regression revealed that there were significant cultural differences in caregiver report of 

number of ELEs in session. Specifically, the expected number of ELEs reported by English-

speaking Hispanic caregivers was 0.39 times that of NHW caregivers (95% CI [0.16, 0.93]), an 

effect that was significant (p = .035). There was not a significant difference in frequency of ELEs 

between Spanish-speaking Hispanic and NHW caregivers (event rate ratio = 0.57, 95% CI [0.18, 

1.84], p = .338).  

 Similarly, a multilevel, overdispersed Poisson regression was conducted to examine 

cultural differences in caregiver-demonstrated barriers to engagement in session. The expected 

number of barriers reported by Spanish-speaking Hispanic caregivers was 0.29 times that of 

NHW caregivers (95% CI [0.09, 0.94]), an effect that was significant (p = .039). There was no 

significant difference in frequency of barriers between English-speaking Hispanic and NHW 

caregivers (event rate ratio = 0.66, 95% CI [0.35, 1.28], p = .214).  

 Additional multilevel regression models revealed some significant cultural differences in 

the extent to which PPE behaviors were observed. The extensiveness of asking questions was 

marginally lower for Spanish-speaking Hispanic compared with NHW caregivers (b = -0.40, SE 

b = 0.22, p = .088); there was no significant difference between English-speaking Hispanic and 

NHW caregivers (b = -0.05, SE b = 0.30, p = .879). Furthermore, the extensiveness of 

participating in activities was significantly lower for Spanish-speaking and English-speaking 

Hispanic caregivers compared to NHW caregivers (b = -1.14, SE b = 0.33, p = .001 and b = -

0.64, SE b = 0.29, p = .036, respectively). Finally, the extensiveness ratings for showing 

commitment to therapy were significantly lower for Spanish-speaking Hispanic caregivers 
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compared to NHW caregivers (b = -1.10, SE b = 0.25, p < .001), while there was no significant 

difference for English-speaking Hispanic caregivers (b = -0.31, SE b = 0.33, p = .349).  

Aim 3: Examine Associations between In-Session Caregiver Behaviors and Clinician 

Adherence 

  Finally, we examined the in-session caregiver behaviors in relation to clinician 

adherence to AIM HI within-session strategies directed to caregivers. Results of the first 

multilevel regression indicated that number of ELEs was a marginally significant predictor of 

adherence; for each additional caregiver-reported ELE, in-session adherence to AIM HI 

improved by 0.20 points (SE b = 0.11, p = .067). In addition, number of barriers to engagement 

significantly predicted adherence, such that for each additional barrier reported by a caregiver, 

adherence scores increased by 0.37 points (SE b = 0.07, p < .001). With regard to PPE behaviors, 

asking questions significantly predicted clinician adherence; each one point increase in 

extensiveness of question-asking was associated with a 0.27 point increase in adherence scores 

(SE b = 0.10, p = .009). For the 82 sessions containing therapy activities directed to a caregiver, 

caregiver participating in activities did not significantly predict adherence (b = 0.12, SE b = 

0.09, p = .182). Finally, caregivers’ showing commitment to therapy significantly predicted 

adherence; for each one point increase in extensiveness of commitment, clinician adherence 

increased by 0.31 points (SE b = 0.07, p < .001). 

Discussion  

 The current study examined the process of delivering EBT in the context of publicly-

funded mental health services. Specifically, it characterized three types of in-session caregiver 

behaviors - emergent life events, barriers to engagement, and parent participation engagement - 

during delivery of AIM HI, a collaborative, caregiver-mediated package of evidence-based 
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strategies for youth with ASD. Findings from our first aim indicated that in this context, ELEs 

were reported in approximately one third of sessions, with nearly all ELEs having mild or 

moderate impact. The number of ELEs reported was positively associated with caregiver 

engagement behaviors in session, including both barriers to engagement and parent participation 

in therapy activities. For our second aim, we found that Hispanic caregivers, both English- and 

Spanish- speaking, were less likely than NHW caregivers to report ELEs and express barriers to 

engagement, and they showed lower participatory engagement in session. Finally, results from 

our third aim revealed that when caregivers expressed a greater number of barriers to 

engagement, asked more questions, and expressed more commitment to therapy, clinicians had 

higher adherence to AIM HI in-session strategies directed to caregivers.  

 Results from our descriptive analyses indicate that, in this setting, caregiver report of 

ELEs of significant severity was much less frequent (observed in 3% of sessions) than in 

previous research on ELEs in community treatment (observed in 8% of sessions; Chorpita et al., 

2014). While previous research only measured ELEs with a marked or severe negative impact, 

the current study expanded measurement of ELEs to include mild and moderate events. The 

lower prevalence of significant ELEs as compared with that of the Chorpita et al. study may be 

attributable to the higher average family income in this sample (i.e., more evenly distributed 

across income brackets as opposed to 70% below $19,999 in Chorpita et al.), which may have 

resulted in fewer severe, poverty-related stressors. Additionally, the less severe nature of ELEs in 

this study may explain the lack of association between ELEs and in-session clinician adherence 

to AIM HI. From past research (Guan et al., 2017), we expected that ELEs would be associated 

with reduced clinician adherence. However, it is likely that more minor events have less of a 

disruptive impact on treatment, perhaps because they are easier for clinicians to address within 
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the context of the EBT protocol (many of which, like AIM HI, can reference mild or moderate 

stressful life situations as an opportunity to practice skills).  

 While it was reasonable to anticipate that ELEs would be positively associated with 

barriers to engagement, which are another potential challenge that caregivers bring into therapy, 

the finding that both of these constructs were positively associated with PPE behaviors was not 

expected. It is worth noting that the observational coding of these behaviors focused almost 

entirely on caregiver verbalizations - for instance, reporting of ELEs, stating that intervention 

strategies were not feasible, or asking questions. (Only one barrier served as an exception - 

disinterested or apathetic behaviors, which was demonstrated through more passive 

disengagement behaviors.) Therefore, it appears that the ELEs, barriers to engagement, and PPE 

measured in this study may characterize a common construct of “speaking up,” whether the 

content of speaking up was positively or negatively valenced.  Caregiver input on therapy 

process, both positive and negative, is highly encouraged within the collaborative framework of 

AIM HI.  

 Additionally, as noted above, the ELEs identified in this study were largely of mild or 

moderate severity. It is therefore unclear whether the positive associations between ELEs and 

caregiver engagement behaviors would extend to more severe ELEs, which may be more likely 

to be reported regardless of the caregiver’s level of engagement. Furthermore, the association 

between ELEs and session-level engagement may vary according to how the clinician responds 

to ELEs; for example, if the clinician responds in a way that the caregiver perceives as helpful, 

the caregiver may show higher levels of participation and commitment. Further work on clinician 

responses to ELEs in relation to client engagement would help to elucidate these relationships.  
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 It is essential to situate our findings within the context of the AIM HI intervention. AIM 

HI utilizes a collaborative approach between clinicians and caregivers, in which clinicians are 

encouraged to elicit concerns and questions from caregivers in order to individualize caregiver 

use of strategies aimed to reduce challenging behaviors and increase their children’s use of 

positive alternative skills. For instance, in our sample, over half of caregiver-expressed concerns 

about treatment strategies were elicited directly by the clinician’s questions (e.g., “How do you 

think this strategy will work with your son?”). Thus, caregiver behaviors that have been 

traditionally viewed in the literature as barriers may actually be indicative of positive treatment 

engagement in the context of a collaborative intervention that encourages caregivers to bring up 

concerns. This interpretation is also supported by our findings that greater caregiver expression 

of barriers to treatment, as well as higher levels of parent participation engagement, was 

associated with higher adherence to in-session strategies directed to caregivers. Because eliciting 

concerns is a component of the AIM HI protocol, caregivers who shared their concerns likely 

provided clinicians with an opportunity to address those concerns using AIM HI strategies, such 

as providing psychoeducation or helping to troubleshoot caregivers’ use of a skill in session. In 

this way, it seems as if caregivers who actively participated in session, whether through 

expressing concerns or generally speaking up, were likely to receive more intensive delivery of 

AIM HI strategies.  

 Also contrary to our hypotheses were the findings that Hispanic caregivers reported fewer 

ELEs and barriers to engagement than NHW caregivers. From previous literature, we had 

expected that Hispanic families would be exposed to greater life stressors (e.g., Crouch, Hanson, 

Saunders, Kilpatrick, & Resnick, 2000) and would experience greater cultural barriers to 

engaging in treatment (Fawley-King et al., 2013). Our findings do not necessarily contradict past 
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findings, as it is possible that Hispanic families experienced greater ELEs and barriers, but were 

less likely to speak up about them in session. This interpretation is consistent with the finding 

that Hispanic families demonstrated lower levels of active participation (e.g., expressing 

commitment to therapy), as well as reporting fewer ELEs and barriers.  

Hispanic cultural values may have also contributed to caregivers being less likely to 

generally speak up in therapy. Respeto, for instance, is a traditional Hispanic value of respect and 

obedience to authority figures (such as clinicians), whereas simpatia is the desire to avoid 

conflict to maintain kindness (Kim, Lau, & Chorpita, 2016). These factors were identified in 

focus groups with therapists who delivered AIM HI to Hispanic caregivers and were highlighted 

as being particularly relevant with mono-lingual Spanish-speaking caregivers. These values may 

have influenced Hispanic caregivers, particularly Spanish-speaking ones who may be more tied 

to traditional values, to be hesitant to speak up during therapy for fear of appearing disrespectful 

or creating conflict by raising a concern (e.g., Añez, Paris Jr., Bedregal, Davidson, & Grilo, 

2005). 

 Taken together, findings from the present study indicate the importance of studying in- 

session caregiver behaviors in the context of youth EBTs, as these behaviors are likely to 

influence how clinicians deliver treatment. In particular, Hispanic caregivers were less likely to 

speak up in session (whether through sharing barriers to treatment or demonstrating positive 

participation behaviors). While this study was not powered to examine whether these cultural 

differences ultimately impacted clinician adherence to treatment, it is possible that Hispanic 

caregivers’ lower levels of speaking up resulted in fewer opportunities for clinicians to 

intensively deliver AIM HI strategies. Future studies should examine this possibility directly. 

Results of the current study point to potential implications for building clinicians’ cultural 
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competency in working with Hispanic caregivers. For instance, a greater focus on establishing 

rapport and trust may facilitate caregivers’ comfort in sharing their concerns, as may 

normalization of concerns and increased clinician-led conversations to elicit concerns with these 

populations.  

 Several future directions for research can further our understanding of in-session 

caregiver behaviors of ELEs and caregiver engagement. Firstly, given AIM HI’s collaborative, 

parent-focused approach, it will be important to see if our findings hold for other youth 

interventions that are less focused on caregiver engagement. In AIM HI, clinicians were 

encouraged to elicit and work through caregiver concerns about engagement, but in other 

interventions without an explicit framework for addressing concerns, clinicians could be inclined 

to respond to them in a less collaborative manner (e.g., by confronting the caregiver; Patterson & 

Chamberlain, 1994). Thus, the context of the intervention and the way it suggests particular 

clinician responses to obstacles may affect clinician adherence and outcomes. Secondly, it would 

be helpful to compare observed in-session caregiver behaviors to caregiver report of ELEs and 

barriers. As previously discussed, there may be a discrepancy between what caregivers 

experience (e.g., doubts about being able to master a skill) and what they report in session (e.g., 

agreeing to try a skill), particularly for Hispanic caregivers. If such a discrepancy exists, it will 

be important to investigate its influence on treatment process and outcome. Finally, examination 

of cultural differences in ELEs and client engagement should be broadened to look at other 

cultural groups and factors, as their in-session behaviors are likely influenced by different 

contexts and values. 

Limitations 
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 Several limitations should be noted regarding the present study. We employed a 

relatively small sample of clinicians and caregivers, such that we were not able to examine an 

overall, indirect effect between language/ethnicity, in-session caregiver behaviors, and clinician 

adherence. Such a model would have provided greater insight into how cultural factors influence 

implementation quality. Additionally, this study was conducted as part of an effectiveness trial, 

such that findings hold limited generalizability to the context of routine EBT implementation. 

For example, clinician behaviors such as adherence to in-session strategies were likely affected 

by the ongoing feedback that they received from AIM HI trainers as they delivered AIM HI.  

Finally, interrater reliability for one barrier to engagement measured in this study, expressions of 

hesitation or reluctance to participate, fell in the poor range and was not able to be used. Thus, 

three of the four remaining barriers to engagement represented verbal expressions by the 

caregiver rather than more subtle behaviors. More precise measurement is needed to better 

understand the full range of caregiver in-session behaviors.  

Conclusion 

 This study offered a unique view into the behaviors that caregivers demonstrate in 

evidence-based, youth-focused psychotherapy sessions. In the context of a collaborative 

intervention focused on caregiver engagement being delivered in routine mental health settings, 

we found that emergent life events and caregiver engagement behaviors (both negative and 

positive) were common, but they were less likely to be demonstrated by Hispanic than NHW 

caregivers. Furthermore, increased expression of barriers and positive participation in treatment 

predicted higher in-session clinician adherence to treatment. Findings indicate that in-session 

caregiver behaviors are an important mechanism through which to examine challenges and 

positive predictors of EBT delivery in community settings.   
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Table 1 

Descriptive Statistics for Constructs across the Sample (n = 107 sessions) 

 

Item Description Frequency [95% CI] Mean (SD) 

 

Emergent Life Events (ELEs) Reported By Caregiver 

 % of Clients with At Least One ELE  51% [35-68%] 

 % of Sessions with At Least One ELE 32% [23-41%] 

 Number of ELEs per Session  0.43 (0.74) 

  1 ELE 22% 

  2 ELEs 6% 

  3 ELEs 6% 

 Objective Negative Impact of ELE*  2.54 (0.61) 

  Mild 59% 

  Moderate 38% 

  Marked 3% 

  Severe 0% 

 Content Category* 

  Health-Care Problem, Injury, or Death of a Loved One, the Client or Caregiver 41% 

  Family Conflict 24% 

  Change in Family Routine or Structure 21% 

  Problems at School  18% 

  Client Engaging in Risk Behavior 12% 
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  Other 12% 

Barriers to Engagement (1-5 extensiveness)  

 % Sessions with At Least One Barrier 55% [46-65%] 

 Number of Barriers per Session  0.83 (0.97) 

 Barrier Types  

 Expressing Difficulty Completing Homework 22% [14-30%] 2.65 (1.74) 

 Expressing Concerns about Treatment Strategies 22% [14-29%] 1.44 (0.95) 

   Concerns Elicited by Clinician’s Question 52% 

  Behaviors Indicating Disinterest and/or Apathy 21% [13-28%] 1.33 (0.71) 

  Expressing Difficulty Using Skills 19% [11-26%] 1.34 (0.79)  

Parent Participation Engagement (PPE) Behaviors (1-5) 

  Participating in Activities  3.73 (1.07) 

  Showing Commitment to Therapy  2.51 (1.25) 

  Asking Questions  2.28 (1.04)  

In-Session Clinician Adherence to Treatment: Session Adherence Composite (0-6)  3.03 (1.14) 

 

Note: CI= confidence interval, SD= standard deviation. Items marked with an asterisk (*) are characteristics of identified ELEs (n = 

34) rather than the full sample of sessions. Of the coded constructs, one barrier to engagement (expressions of hesitation or reluctance 

to participate) was excluded from descriptive analyses due to poor interrater reliability. For ELE Content Category, percentages do 

not add up to 100% given that a single ELE could be assigned multiple content categories. For barriers to engagement and PPE 

behaviors, means listed are for session-wide extensiveness ratings on a 1-5 scale, and in-session treatment integrity mean scores are on 

a 0-6 scale.  
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Table 2 

Correlations between Caregiver-Expressed ELEs, Barriers to Engagement, and Parent Participation Engagement (PPE) (n = 107 

sessions) 

 
   ELEs      Barriers     PPE 1     PPE 2    PPE 3 

 

ELEs -- .27* .11 .23* .10       

Barriers --        -- .16 .27* .07  

PPE 1 -- -- -- .32* .35*  

PPE 2 --   -- -- -- .24* 

 

Note: * p < .05. PPE 1: asking questions, PPE 2: participating in activities, PPE 3: showing commitment to therapy. All constructs are 

measured at the session level. ELEs and barriers were measured as count variables, whereas PPE codes were measured on a 1 to 5 

extensiveness scale. 
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Emergent Life Events during Youth Evidence-Based Treatment:  
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ABSTRACT 

 Objective: Emergent life events (ELEs)— unexpected stressors disclosed in 

psychotherapy that have a significant negative impact on the client—commonly occur in 

community populations of youth and are associated with decreased provider adherence to 

evidence-based treatment (EBT) in session. The present study extends previous research by 

examining longer-term associations of ELEs with: (1) provider adherence to planned EBT 

practices in subsequent sessions, and (2) clinical progress. Method: Data were drawn from the 

modular EBT condition (MATCH) of the Child STEPs California trial conducted with primarily 

Latino youth, ages 5-15, who were 54% male (Chorpita et al., 2017). Study 1 utilized data from 

57 MATCH participants who reported at least one ELE during treatment. Provider adherence 

was measured by identifying whether planned practices were covered in either the session in 

which the ELE was reported or the following session using the MATCH Consultation Record. In 

Study 2, clinical progress for 78 MATCH participants was assessed using weekly youth- and 

caregiver-ratings of symptomatology (Brief Problem Checklist) and functioning (Top Problems 

Assessment). Results: Study 1 revealed that ELEs were associated with reduced adherence to 

planned practices for at least two sessions. Study 2 demonstrated that each disruptive ELE (i.e., 

an ELE for which no EBT content was covered) was associated with a 14-20% slower rate of 

clinical improvement, with greater declines for functioning and externalizing symptoms. 

Conclusions: Findings suggest that ELEs can be a major barrier to the effectiveness of an EBT 

and require further research in order to be addressed effectively. 
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Introduction 

 An estimated 20% of children and adolescents suffer from mental disorders in the United 

States (O’Connell, Boat, & Warner, 2009), and the need for evidence-based care for these 

populations is a clear public health priority (Department of Health and Human Services, 2007). 

Yet, despite substantial advances in the development of efficacious treatments for a variety of 

disorders (e.g., Weisz & Kazdin, 2010), providers in community mental health clinics often do 

not use evidence-based treatments (EBTs) (Weersing, Weisz, & Donenberg, 2002), and even 

when they are used, EBTs can fail to achieve equal success in community as compared with 

laboratory settings (e.g., Barrington, Prior, Richardson, & Allen, 2005; Southam-Gerow et al., 

2010). Given that many of the nation’s most vulnerable children receive services from 

community mental health clinics, it is crucial to identify possible reasons why implementation 

and effectiveness of EBTs has been so challenging in these contexts.  

 Among the many complex and often multi-systemic challenges raised, one common view 

is that EBT protocols, designed in structured laboratory settings, are unable to address the more 

complicated issues experienced by populations treated in community settings. For instance, 

qualitative research has shown that community practitioners find it challenging to apply EBTs to 

unexpected crises in their clients’ lives (Reding et al., 2016). We refer to such crises as emergent 

life events (ELEs) - significant, unexpected stressors in a client or family’s life (e.g., suspension 

from school, death in family, job loss). These types of events may occur within any client 

population, but are likely to be more prevalent in underserved populations. For instance, research 

indicates that ethnic minorities are more likely than non-Hispanic Whites (NHWs) to experience 

traumatic or other stressful life events (Hatch & Dohrenwend, 2007; Turner & Lloyd, 2004). An 

initial study conducted in diverse, low-income community youth found that over the course of 
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treatment, providers reported that 69% of clients experienced at least one ELE (Chorpita, 

Korathu-Larson, Knowles, & Guan, 2014). Furthermore, for clients experiencing at least one 

ELE, multiple ELEs were the norm, with an average of 2.5 ELEs per client. Despite their 

frequency across clients, ELEs were only reported in 8% of sessions, suggesting that they are 

unpredictable in any given session. 

 Additionally, providers’ perception that ELEs are challenging to their attempts to 

implement an EBT (Reding et al., 2016) has been validated by quantitative findings. Results 

from a controlled study using objective coding of therapy sessions indicated that when faced 

with an ELE, providers were significantly less likely to deliver an adequate dosage of protocol-

consistent treatment content than when an ELE was not reported (Guan et al., 2017). Thus, it 

appears that ELEs may influence treatment integrity (also referred to as treatment fidelity), the 

extent to which an intervention is delivered as intended (Perepletchikova & Kazdin, 2006). 

Specifically, one component of treatment integrity, providers’ treatment adherence (i.e., the 

degree to which treatment providers deliver treatment techniques) was measured in the above 

study. These results highlight the potential for ELEs to impact provider adherence within the 

session in which an ELE is reported.  

 The notion that ELEs may interfere with EBT delivery is not surprising given that few 

EBTs currently offer explicit guidance for how to deal with these events should they arise. When 

structured guidance is not available to handle an unexpected or exceptional event, it has been 

proposed that providers are likely to: (a) ignore the event (e.g., in the case of ELEs, move on to 

the EBT protocol before the client is ready) or (b) improvise and react (e.g., use protocol-

inconsistent methods to address the ELE) (Chorpita & Daleiden, 2014). Respectively, these 

options fall on opposite ends of a continuum between maintaining treatment integrity (i.e., 
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forging ahead with the protocol) and being responsive to specific client needs. As a middle 

ground between the two options, a strategy that maintains treatment integrity while responding to 

client needs may be to address the ELE using content from the EBT (e.g., applying problem 

solving skills from the EBT to the current ELE). An initial examination of providers’ responses 

to ELEs, as coded in therapy sessions, found that the most common response was to improvise 

and react - that is, providers often used protocol-inconsistent responses such as offering empathy 

and gathering information about the event (Guan et al., 2017). Responses involving either 

addressing the ELE using EBT content or ignoring the ELE by pushing ahead with the EBT were 

far less common. However, research has not yet examined which among these responses is most 

effective in promoting client engagement and outcomes. 

 The findings from Guan and colleagues (2017) demonstrate that ELEs influence whether 

EBT providers adhere to treatment in a single session. However, the effects of such responses on 

the overall course of treatment remains unknown. One could, for example, assume that deviating 

from the protocol for one session to respond to a crisis would not threaten the overall quality of 

service. Thus, we were interested to see whether there were possible enduring effects of ELEs on 

treatment integrity, as well as whether ELEs were ultimately associated with poor client 

outcomes.   

 Previous research on treatment integrity in relation to clinical outcomes does not provide 

a clear hypothesis as to whether ELE-induced reductions in EBT adherence are detrimental to 

overall client progress. Evidence has been mixed regarding the association between treatment 

integrity to EBTs and clinical outcomes, in general. Some studies have found that provider 

adherence to an EBT protocol predicted improved youth outcomes (Hukkelberg & Ogden, 2013; 

Schoenwald, Carter, Chapman, & Sheidow, 2008). However, a meta-analysis of 36 studies 
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investigating treatment integrity in relation to clinical outcomes found that average effect sizes 

were close to zero across studies, with significant heterogeneity in effect sizes across studies 

(Webb, DeRubeis, & Barber, 2010). Other research has found that although greater adherence 

predicts greater improvement for some outcomes, there is a curvilinear relationship between 

integrity and outcome for others, with intermediate levels of adherence predicting better 

outcomes than low or high levels of adherence (Hogue et al., 2008). 

 To our knowledge, only one study has somewhat examined the integrity-outcome 

question with regard to ELEs. Clients in a trial of modified cognitive processing therapy (MCPT) 

for PTSD were offered the choice of a “stressor” session during treatment - that is, if an ELE 

arose, clients could choose to remain on-protocol with the treatment or focus the session on the 

ELE. Clients who chose to use a single stressor session over the course of treatment did not 

differ from those who did not use a stressor session in number of trauma-focused sessions or 

post-treatment symptoms (Galovski, Blain, Mott, Elwood, & Houle, 2012), which indicates that 

a single ELE-disrupted session may not be associated with worse outcomes. However, it is worth 

noting that when clients chose to use a stressor session, the session focused on “providing 

support and applying current CPT skills to the issue at hand,” (p. 973) - that is, addressing the 

ELE using EBT content. Thus, it appears that these stressor sessions may not have been full 

deviations from the protocol but rather structured adaptations that maintained some degree of 

treatment adherence. It is possible that full deviations would have resulted in a greater impact on 

outcomes. Additionally, use of more than one stressor session may have also reduced clinical 

improvement. Galovski and colleagues’ study therefore raises further questions as to whether 

ELEs that provoke protocol-inconsistent provider responses are detrimental to clinical 
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improvement, as well as whether multiple ELE-induced disruptions can affect treatment 

outcomes. 

The Current Studies 

 Over the course of two studies, we therefore sought to: (1) to examine whether ELEs 

were associated with reduced provider treatment adherence beyond the session in which they 

were reported, and if so, how adherence was affected (i.e., breadth or depth of practices), and (2) 

to examine whether a greater number of ELEs that were followed by provider non-adherence to 

the EBT (i.e., “disruptive” ELEs) was associated with worse client progress in treatment. Data 

were drawn from the modular EBT condition (MATCH; Chorpita & Weisz, 2009) of a clinical 

effectiveness trial for youth served in community mental health agencies (Chorpita et al., 2017). 

In this trial, youth in the MATCH condition demonstrated significantly faster rates of clinical 

and functional improvement relative to a variety of community-implemented EBTs. Thus, the 

present study examined ELEs within the context of a broadly effective treatment.  

 In Study 1, we hypothesized that ELEs would be associated with reduced provider 

adherence for more than one session, given the significant severity required to qualify events as 

ELEs. For instance, a job loss would be expected to have ongoing effects in a family’s life 

beyond a single week, which may cause the provider to continue to use protocol-inconsistent 

strategies. Furthermore, given findings suggesting reduced intensity of treatment coverage in the 

face of an ELE (Guan et al., 2017), we hypothesized that both breadth (number of practices) and 

depth (intensity of a single practice) of adherence would be affected by ELEs.  

 In Study 2, we hypothesized that clinical improvement would be attenuated for clients 

who experienced disruptive ELEs, even when controlling for baseline client functioning. 

Although the adherence-outcome literature is mixed, our hypothesis was based on findings that 
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this particular EBT, MATCH, outperformed usual care in previous research, suggesting that 

delivering the EBT is more beneficial for outcomes than not delivering it (Weisz et al., 2012). 

Exploring the questions asked in this study will be an important next step towards understanding 

whether ELEs pose a significant concern for EBT delivery in the community, and if so, how 

EBTs may be improved to accommodate such events. 

Study 1: Associations between ELEs and Future Session Adherence 

Method 

Participants 

Participants were selected from the MATCH condition (Chorpita & Weisz, 2009) of a 

randomized effectiveness trial conducted within three large community mental health agencies in 

an urban environment (Chorpita et al., 2017). MATCH (i.e., the Modular Approach to Therapy 

for Children with Anxiety, Depression, Trauma, or Conduct Problems) is a collection of 33 

treatment modules that are organized according to five coordinating decision flowcharts. Within 

the protocol, providers focus on an initial problem area by following a flowchart of suggested 

treatment modules. If interference arises, for instance in the form of an emergent comorbid 

problem area, providers can address the interference by systematically employing other treatment 

modules. See Chorpita and colleagues (2016) for further details about the protocol.  

All study procedures were approved by the IRB of the University of California, Los 

Angeles as well as by the IRBs of participating service agencies that requested independent 

reviews. 

Inclusion and exclusion criteria. Youth between the ages of 5 and 15 referred to their 

local public mental health agency were included if their primary clinical concerns involved 

anxiety, depression, disruptive behavior, or traumatic stress (N = 138) determined using the Top 
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Problems Assessment procedure (Weisz et al., 2011) and showed corresponding clinical 

elevations in any of these areas (see Chorpita et al., 2017 for further details). Youth were 

excluded if: (a) they had evidence of mental retardation, autism, or psychosis as identified in the 

initial assessment procedures; (b) they were 14 or older and had current juvenile justice system 

involvement; (c) they reported an attempted suicide within the past 3 months; or (d) they scored 

38 or higher on the PTSD-RI and had a primary clinical focus of traumatic stress. The flow of 

youth into the study according to CONSORT guidelines is reported in the main outcome paper 

(Chorpita et al., 2017). 

Youth and caregiver participants. Because the aim of Study 1 was to explore 

associations between ELEs and treatment adherence, we included 57 participating youth from 

the MATCH condition who had at least one ELE over the course of treatment that was not 

followed by an ELE in the subsequent session (representing 95% of MATCH clients with at least 

one ELE; 70% of all MATCH clients) according to provider-report of session content. These 

youth were 54% male and averaged 9.97 years of age (SD = 2.75) at the time of the intake 

assessment. Their reported race/ethnicity was 83% Latino/Hispanic, 11% Black/African 

American, 4% Mixed Race/Ethnicity, and 2% Caucasian. Based on an initial assessment by 

study personnel, youths’ primary problem areas prior to treatment were categorized as 42% 

disruptive behavior, 30% depression, 26% anxiety, and 2% traumatic stress. 

Participating caregivers of the 57 youth in the current sample were predominantly female 

(83%) with an average age of 35.89 years (SD = 9.03, range = 24-70). Caregivers reported their 

marital status as 25% never married, 25% married, 21% separated, 11% divorced, 16% living 

with partner, and 4% not reported. The highest level of education completed by caregivers 

ranged widely, with 42% reporting less than a high school diploma or GED, 16% a high school 
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diploma or GED, 35% at least one year of college or a college degree, and 2% a 

graduate/professional degree, with the remaining 5% not reported. The majority of families 

(72%) reported their household income to be in the range of $0 - $19,000, with 19% in the 

$20,000 - $39,000 range and 4% in the $40,000 - $59,000 range. 

Provider participants. The 28 providers included in the present study were 93% female 

and averaged 32.18 years of age (SD = 4.04, range = 25-42). Providers reported their 

race/ethnicity as 47% Latino/Hispanic, 29% Caucasian, 11% Mixed Race/Ethnicity, 11% Asian, 

and 4% Black/African-American. The vast majority (89%) of providers reported their highest 

degree completed as a master’s degree, with the remaining 11% having completed a doctoral 

degree. On average, providers had 3.14 years of therapeutic experience (SD = 2.56) following the 

completion of their highest degree. Regarding theoretical orientation, 39% of providers identified 

as eclectic, 32% as cognitive-behavioral, 11% as family systems, 11% as humanistic/client 

centered, and 7% as other.  

Measures 

Consultation Record. The Consultation Record (CR; Ward et al., 2013) was employed 

to document the content and strategies implemented during clients’ treatment sessions. This 

measure utilized a matrix of checkboxes in which rows listed practices corresponding to 

MATCH practices and columns listed strategies associated with their implementation (e.g., 

content was fully covered, content was partially covered) and consultation (e.g., content planned 

for the next session). A fully covered practice was checked if a provider covered roughly 80% of 

the prescribed content, whereas a partially covered practice was checked if a provider covered 

less than 80% of the prescribed content or if the provider stated that s/he planned to return to the 

content in the next session due to not covering everything planned. For instance, full coverage of 
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psychoeducation for anxiety with the youth would be indicated on the CR by checking the box 

corresponding to the row “Psychoeducation for anxiety with youth” and the column “Covered 

full.” An “Other” option was also included in the list of practices in the event that providers 

delivered content outside of the MATCH protocol (e.g., quarterly clinic assessment, case 

management). The measure was completed following each treatment session by postdoctoral 

study consultants during weekly consultation meetings with providers. To complete the CR, 

consultants were directed to ask open-ended, validating questions in a semi-structured format to 

clarify and confirm the provider’s report of the session. Although CRs were collected by study 

staff following completion, providers were encouraged to take notes on the practices 

recommended by the consultant for the upcoming session, and providers adhered to consultant 

recommendations for the majority of sessions (Regan, Park, & Chorpita, 2016). The CR has 

demonstrated strong agreement between provider report and coder observation of audio- and 

video-recordings of treatment sessions (Ward et al., 2013).   

 Emergent life events. The present study used data from the “crisis” section of the CR, 

which required consultants to interview providers regarding the occurrence of an emergent life 

event (ELE), defined as an unexpected event of a serious nature, disclosed during the treatment 

session, that was identified as distressing by the client and/or family and potentially warranted 

clinical attention during the session. Symptoms of psychopathology that were not related to a 

serious event were not considered ELEs. For example, suicidal ideation by itself did not qualify 

as an ELE, but a major breakup resulting in suicidal ideation or suicidal ideation resulting in a 

hospitalization qualified as an ELE. Thus, although there could be overlap between the two, 

ELEs differed from clinical symptoms in their unexpected nature as well as the presence of an 

acute stressful event.  
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 Because this study intended to capture ELEs as they naturally occurred, and by nature 

ELEs are unexpected events, providers did not routinely ask clients about possible ELEs in 

session. However, consultants made the ultimate clinical judgment as to whether an event 

qualified as an ELE (e.g., if a provider reported an event that did not fit the given definition of a 

serious and significantly distressing event, it would not be recorded on the CR). In order to 

standardize ELE reporting, consultants received ongoing training and feedback in identification 

of ELEs from the principal investigator at the beginning of the effectiveness trial. Examples of 

ELEs provided to consultants included major family- or peer-related problems or losses (e.g., 

death of close family or friend, domestic conflict, parental separation or divorce, major illnesses 

and/or hospitalizations, loss of parent job, change of living situation), major emergencies such as 

natural disasters or major weather problems (e.g., storms, earthquakes), major national or local 

emergencies (e.g., 9/11, war, terroristic threats), and other major problems in the environment 

(e.g., fires, car accidents, witnessing of community violence, suspension or expulsion from 

school, suicide risk, child abuse).  

 The ELE variable in this study was created as follows: as zero was assigned to sessions in 

which an ELE was not reported (i.e., control sessions), and a one was assigned to sessions in 

which an ELE was reported (i.e., ELE sessions). In previous research, provider report of ELEs 

on the CR demonstrated acceptable agreement with observational coding of ELEs in session 

recordings (κ = .53; Guan et al., 2017).  

 Providers in the effectiveness trial did not receive any a priori training with regard to how 

to respond to ELEs. In the consultation session following report of an ELE from the previous 

treatment session, consultants made recommendations for how to proceed with future sessions of 

treatment on a case by case basis. 
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Average provider treatment adherence in non-ELE sessions. Given the possibility that 

providers who have lower typical treatment adherence may provide greater opportunity in 

session for clients to report an ELE, we controlled for providers’ average treatment adherence in 

non-ELE sessions when predicting adherence from ELEs. This enabled us to better tease apart 

the directionality between ELEs and treatment adherence. We used CR data to calculate a client-

level variable representing providers’ average treatment adherence for each client. Specifically, 

for all sessions in which an ELE was not reported, a score of one was assigned to sessions in 

which at least one planned practice from the preceding consultation session was covered in any 

depth (i.e., either fully or partially) and a score of zero was assigned to sessions in which no 

planned practices were covered. These scores were then averaged across each client. Sessions for 

which no practices were planned, such as when a provider and his/her consultant were unable to 

meet before a given session, were excluded from this calculation.  

Provider treatment adherence in ELE and subsequent sessions. Treatment adherence 

was operationally defined as the extent to which planned treatment practices for the session were 

covered in the same session (i.e., the ELE or control session sampled), the next session, or 

neither. In order to investigate the effects of ELE occurrence on multiple levels of treatment 

adherence, we examined treatment adherence according to four different, binary metrics: (a) 

whether any planned practices were covered in any depth (i.e., partially or fully; referred to 

hereafter as “any” coverage), (b) whether all planned practices were covered in any depth 

(referred to hereafter as “breadth” of coverage), (c) whether at least one planned practice was 

covered fully (referred to hereafter as “depth” of coverage), and (d) whether all planned practices 

were covered fully. Because the base rates of covering all planned practices fully in the same or 

next session were quite low across both ELE and control sessions (i.e., 16% and 26%, 
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respectively), results are not reported for this fourth metric. Each session was therefore assigned 

a zero or one for “any coverage,” “breadth” and “depth.” For example, a score of one for depth 

meant at that least one planned practice was covered fully in that session.  

Procedure 

 Using CRs, we obtained data on the session content (i.e., which practices were 

delivered?) and level of coverage (i.e., was the practice covered partially or fully?) of each 

treatment session as well as the treatment plan for those sessions, as determined by providers and 

consultants in the preceding consultation meeting. Given that ELEs tended to recur within cases 

(i.e., 86% of clients with at least 1 ELE reported at least one more over the course of treatment), 

to isolate the effects of a single ELE on subsequent treatment adherence, we sampled all pairs of 

sessions in which an ELE was reported on the CR but was not followed by an ELE in the next 

session. In choosing a control group of sessions, we strove to minimize the possibility that 

baseline differences (e.g., symptom severity) between clients with and without ELEs would 

contribute to differences in treatment adherence across the ELE and control groups. Thus, a 

control group of session pairs without a reported ELE in either session was randomly selected 

from the same set of clients (n = 57) who reported at least one ELE. To ensure independent 

groups of sessions for analysis, there was no overlap between ELE and control pairs of sessions 

(e.g., the second session of an ELE pair could not be also selected as the first session of a control 

pair of sessions). Because the present study focused on disruption of ELEs to an EBT plan, 

sessions with no session plan (n = 4 pairs of ELE sessions) and no MATCH practices planned 

(i.e., exclusively “other” practices planned; n = 2 pairs of ELE sessions, 1 pair of control 

sessions) were excluded from the sample. The final sample included 125 ELE session pairs and 

122 control session pairs.  
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Analyses 

 Two sets of analyses were conducted. First, we examined frequencies of maintaining 

treatment adherence across time for ELE and control sessions. Second, we employed binary 

logistic regression to examine associations between ELE occurrence and likelihood of covering 

the treatment plan across sessions. To determine the need for multilevel models, intraclass 

correlation coefficients (ICCs) for all binary outcomes were computed using a threshold model 

with a set Level-1 variance of 3.29. ICCs revealed that for all outcomes, a three-level model was 

needed account for the clustering of sessions (Level 1) within clients (Level 2) within providers 

(Level 3) when calculating standard errors and statistical significance. We used the HLM 7 

program to conduct two sets of multilevel binary logistic regression analyses. The first set of 

analyses examined ELE occurrence as a predictor of covering the planned treatment (with any, 

breadth, and depth of coverage, respectively) in the same session, whereas the second set 

examined ELE occurrence as a predictor of the three measures of treatment adherence in the 

same or next session. Given that the observed variance for each outcome variable was 

significantly greater than the expected variance, an overdispersion parameter was modeled 

within each analysis. 

Results 

Frequencies of Maintaining Treatment Adherence over Time across ELE and Control 

Sessions 

 Descriptive analyses of providers’ coverage of the treatment plan in ELE versus control 

sessions and future sessions is presented in Table 1. As demonstrated in the third column of 

Table 1, row a, the presence of an ELE was associated with a higher likelihood of no part of the 

treatment plan being covered in either the sampled (i.e., “same”) or the following session (29% 
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of ELE versus 13% of control sessions). Consistent with previous research, much of this effect 

was attributable to the fact that when an ELE was reported, coverage of any part of the treatment 

plan was significantly less likely to occur in the same session (43% of ELE versus 79% of 

control sessions; Table 1, row a, column 1). Additionally, the frequency of covering any part of 

the treatment plan in the next session was higher in ELE than in control sessions (28% versus 

8%, respectively), indicating that compared to when an ELE was not present, providers faced 

with an ELE more frequently covered the original treatment plan in the following session. A 

similar pattern of results was found for covering breadth of practices (i.e., all planned practices) 

(Table 1, row b) and covering depth of practices (i.e., at least one planned practice fully) (Table 

1, row c). 

Do ELEs Predict Whether the Treatment Plan Is Covered in the Same Session? 

 To confirm the above descriptive findings, we used inferential analyses to investigate 

ELEs as a predictor of the same session’s treatment adherence. Three-level analyses examined 

coverage of the treatment plan in the same session across ELE and control groups (i.e., 

comparing the “same session” column to the combined “next session” and “not same or next 

session” columns in Table 1), controlling for client-level average treatment adherence in non-

ELE sessions. Results revealed that over and above the significant effects of average adherence, 

ELE occurrence was associated with a 5.90-fold decrease in the likelihood of providers covering 

any part of the plan in the same session (1/0.17 = 5.90; OR = 0.17, p < .001). ELE occurrence 

also significantly predicted reduced breadth of treatment coverage within the same session, such 

that over and above the significant effects of average adherence, ELE occurrence was associated 

with a 2.70-fold decrease in the odds of providers covering all planned practices within the ELE 

session (1/0.37 = 2.70; OR = 0.37, p < .001). Additionally, ELEs significantly predicted reduced 
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depth of coverage within the same session; the occurrence of an ELE in session was associated 

with a 2.63-fold decrease in the likelihood of providers covering at least one planned practice 

fully in that session (1/0.38 = 2.63; OR = 0.38, p = .012), while average adherence was not a 

significant predictor. Results are presented in Table 2. 

Do ELEs Predict Whether the Treatment Plan Is Covered in the Same or Next Session? 

 Finally, to examine ELEs as predictors of treatment adherence in future sessions, we 

compared coverage of the treatment plan in the same or next session as opposed to neither across 

ELE and control groups (i.e., comparing the combined “same session” and “next session” 

columns to the “not covered in same or next session” column in Table 1), controlling for client-

level average treatment adherence in non-ELE sessions. Results from three-level binary logistic 

regression analyses revealed that over and above the significant effects of average adherence, 

when an ELE occurred, the odds of a provider covering any of the plan in either the same or next 

session decreased by 2.94-fold as compared with when an ELE did not occur (1/0.34 = 2.94; OR 

= 0.34, p = .007). No significant differences were found between ELE and control sessions in 

coverage of all planned practices (breadth) or coverage of at least one planned practice fully 

(depth) in the same or next session, although average adherence was a significant predictor of 

breadth. Results are depicted in Table 3. 

Study 2: Associations between ELEs and Clinical Progress 

Method 

Participants 

The aim of Study 2 was to examine associations between ELEs and clinical progress in 

all youth, including those who did and did not experience an ELE over the course of treatment. 

Thus, although Study 1 examined only youth who experienced at least one ELE, all youth from 
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the MATCH condition of the same effectiveness trial as in Study 1 (n = 78; Chorpita et al., 2017) 

were included in analyses for Study 2.  

Youth and caregiver participants. The 78 participating youth from the MATCH 

condition were 54% male and averaged 9.73 years of age (SD = 2.84) at the time of the intake 

assessment. Their reported race/ethnicity was 81% Latino/Hispanic, 9% Black/African 

American, 5% Mixed Race/Ethnicity, 3% Caucasian, and 3% not reported. Youth were treated 

for the following primary problem areas assessed at intake: 40% disruptive behavior, 32% 

anxiety, 27% depression, and 1% traumatic stress. 

Participating caregivers in the present sample were predominantly female (87%) with an 

average age of 35.43 years (SD = 8.47, range = 24-70). Caregivers reported their marital status 

as 26% married, 23% separated, 22% never married, 13% divorced, 13% living with partner, 1% 

widowed, and 3% not reported. The highest level of education completed was 42% less than a 

high school diploma or GED, 18% a high school diploma or GED, 26% at least one year of 

college, 5% college degree, and 5% graduate/professional degree, with the remaining 4% not 

reported. The majority of families (73%) reported their household income to be in the range of 

$0 - $19,000, with 18% in the $20,000 - $39,000 range, 4% in the $40,000 - $59,000 range, and 

5% not reported. 

Provider participants. Providers included in the present study (n = 29) were 97% female 

and averaged 32.21 years of age (SD = 3.80, range = 25-42). Providers reported their 

race/ethnicity as 38% Latino/Hispanic, 38% Caucasian, 10% Mixed Race/Ethnicity, 10% Asian, 

and 3% Black/African-American. The majority (83%) of providers reported their highest degree 

completed as a master’s degree, with the remaining 17% having completed a doctoral degree. On 

average, providers had 2.83 years of therapeutic experience (SD = 2.00) following the 
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completion of their highest degree. Regarding theoretical orientation, 41% of providers identified 

as eclectic, 35% as cognitive-behavioral, 10% as family systems, 7% as humanistic/client 

centered, and 7% as other.  

Measures 

 Consultation Record (CR). The emergent life event (ELE) section of this measure 

(Ward et al., 2013), described in Study 1, was used to identify the number of ELEs reported by 

providers across each client’s treatment episode, while the sections on session content were used 

to determine “disruptive” ELEs, defined as ELEs for which no MATCH strategies were covered 

in that session. Thus, the disruptive ELEs variable was a client-level variable consisting of the 

number of ELEs reported on the CR for which no MATCH practices were covered in session.  

 Within this sample, the average number of total ELEs reported per client was 2.19 (SD = 

2.27), while the average number of disruptive ELEs was 0.97 (SD =1.26). Examples of ELEs 

reported in the sample included death of a grandparent, violent fights between family members, 

youth suspension from school, and academic failure. A more thorough description of categories 

of ELEs experienced by clients in the same trial is reported elsewhere (see Chorpita et al., 2014). 

An unconditional multilevel model with clients nested within providers revealed that there was 

significant variance across providers in the number disruptive ELEs reported per client (ICC for 

provider-level variance = .11). However, given that each provider had very few clients (M = 

2.00, SD = 1.00, median = 1, range = 1-5), it is difficult to separate provider and client-level 

differences in number of ELEs. In addition, results of a multilevel model revealed that the 

primary problem area for which clients received treatment (i.e., disruptive behavior, anxiety, 

depression, or traumatic stress) was not a significant predictor of the number of disruptive ELEs 

reported [F(3,73) = 1.08, p = .362]. 
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 Brief Impairment Scale (BIS). We controlled for baseline client functioning as a 

predictor of clinical progress, as it is possible that independent of ELEs and their associated 

reductions in treatment adherence, there is a direct effect between lower baseline functioning and 

reduced clinical progress. Thus, analyses included each client’s total score on the BIS (Bird et 

al., 2005) as a predictor. The BIS is a 23-item measure that assesses caregivers’ report of youth 

functioning across three domains: interpersonal relations, school/work, and self-care/self-

fulfillment functioning. This measure was completed at study intake, and a total score was 

computed by summing all 23 items. Internal consistency within the current sample was good (α 

= .86). Psychometric testing in clinical and community samples of children indicates sound test-

retest reliability as well as high convergent and concurrent validity (Bird et al., 2005).  

 Brief Problem Checklist (BPC). The BPC is a 12-item interview measuring symptoms 

of psychopathology in youth. Separate youth and caregiver forms were administered weekly to 

participants via telephone. The BPC was derived using item response theory and factor analysis 

with data from the Youth Self-Report and Child Behavior Checklist (YSR and CBCL; 

Achenbach & Rescorla, 2001) in a sample of 2,332 youth (Chorpita et al., 2010). This brief 

measure was designed to be administered to assess change over time, using a frequent 

assessment schedule, with administration time averaging less than one minute. The BPC 

produces three scales that are summed from their component items: Internalizing Problems (6 

items), Externalizing Problems (6 items), and Total Problems (all 12 items); all three scales were 

employed as progress measures in the current study, with higher scores indicating more severe 

symptomatology. Chorpita and colleagues’ (2010) study of 184 children found that the BPC 

yielded good test-retest reliability and convergent validity with the YSR, CBCL, and diagnoses 

obtained from a structured diagnostic interview. Longitudinal data gathered over 6 months of 
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treatment demonstrated that the BPC significantly predicted change on related measures of child 

symptoms. Baseline internal consistency in the overall effectiveness trial was acceptable across 

all three scales (Chorpita et al., 2017). 

 Top Problems Assessment (TPA). The TPA (Weisz et al., 2011) was also administered 

weekly to youth and caregivers via telephone. It consists of youth and caregiver severity ratings 

of the top three problems independently identified by youth and caregiver as most important to 

them in separate structured pre-treatment interviews. Problems are rated on a scale of 0 to 10 

with higher ratings indicating greater impairment. The TPA has demonstrated strong reliability, 

validity, and sensitivity to change during treatment (Weisz et al., 2011). In the effectiveness trial, 

internal consistency was acceptable (Chorpita et al., 2017). Concerns reported on the TPA range 

in their correspondence to clinical symptoms scales (correspond 38-80% of the time, depending 

on scales and informants), suggesting that the TPA may capture client-relevant functioning 

independent of symptomatology (Weisz et al., 2011). 

Analyses 

           Analyses were run to assess for the association between “disruptive” ELEs and clinical 

progress on the BPC (Internalizing, Externalizing, and Total) and TPA while controlling for 

baseline youth functioning on the BIS. Youth outcomes on the BPC and TPA were evaluated 

longitudinally (i.e., measuring rate of change over time), given that treatment did not have a 

fixed length, thus rendering pre-post analyses difficult to interpret. We estimated multilevel 

regression models (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002) with the following predictors: intercept, BIS, 

ELE, time (days since intake), BIS by time, and ELE by time; ELE by time was the primary 

predictor of interest. The modeled nesting structure was three-level: repeated measures within 

informant (youth or caregiver) within case. Intercept and time were modeled as random effects at 
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the informant level; the intercept only was modeled as random at the case level, and ELE and 

BIS were modeled as fixed at the case level. Additional models designed to explore higher levels 

of nesting showed that the variance accounted for in clinical progress by provider or agencies 

was near zero and thus the modeling of higher level random effects was not necessary.   

            Given that youth ages 5 and 6 were unable to provide self-report data for the study, our 

preference was to estimate models using all available data for each participant when possible. 

Thus we explicitly tested whether youth and caregiver information was empirically 

distinguishable (Kenny, Kashy, & Cook, 2006, p. 7) in terms of (1) fixed effects, and (2) 

variance components at the informant level. Specifically, for fixed effects, we examined 

interactions between a binary informant predictor (caregiver = 0, youth = 1) and BIS, ELE, time, 

BIS by time, and ELE by time, retaining any statistically significant interactions and the 

necessary lower-order effects to support them. Once we determined which fixed effects could be 

combined across informants, we conducted likelihood ratio tests to compare nested models that 

estimated either a single set of variance components at the informant level or separate sets of 

variance components for caregivers and youth, retaining the latter only if it resulted in a 

significant improvement in model fit.  Thus, our preference was to use all data in a single model 

with informant as a predictor when this approach fit the data best. 

Results 

Associations between ELEs and Progress on Symptoms 

 Internalizing Symptoms. We first examined disruptive ELEs as predictors of BPC 

Internalizing scores. No significant interactions with informant emerged in initial models, nor 

were there significant differences in variance components across informants. Results of the final 

model revealed that there was no significant effect of the ELE by time interaction when 
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controlling for baseline BIS score, indicating that rate of clinical progress in the internalizing 

domain did not differ as a function of the number of disruptive ELEs. Results are presented in 

the first section of Table 4. 

 Externalizing Symptoms. We next examined disruptive ELEs as predictors of BPC 

Externalizing scores. The model for this outcome included a significant informant by ELE 

interaction (p = .004), such that the effect of ELEs on Externalizing scores was greater for 

caregiver than for youth-reported outcomes. It also included a significant informant by BIS 

interaction (p = .049), such that the effect of baseline functioning on Externalizing scores was 

greater for youth than for caregiver-reported outcomes. Additionally, the model estimated 

separate sets of variance components for caregivers and youth, given that preliminary analyses 

revealed this model to have a better fit than one with combined variance components, χ2(1) = 

4.60, p = .019. Results revealed a significant ELE by time interaction; when controlling for all 

other effects including baseline client functioning on the BIS, each disruptive ELE was 

associated with a 19.9% decrease in rate of improvement on Externalizing scores (percent 

decline calculated by dividing the ELE x time coefficient by the time coefficient; p = .016). 

Results are presented in the middle section of Table 4. 

 Total Symptoms. We then investigated associations between disruptive ELEs and BPC 

Total scores. Initial models revealed no significant interactions with informant and no significant 

differences in variance components across informants. Results indicated a marginally significant 

ELE by time interaction; when controlling for all other effects including baseline client 

functioning on the BIS, each disruptive ELE was associated with a 13.6% decrease in rate of 

improvement on total internalizing and externalizing symptoms (p = .100). Results are presented 

in the third section of Table 4. 
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Associations between ELEs and Progress on Functioning 

 Finally, we examined disruptive ELEs as a predictor of youth functioning on the TPA. 

Preliminary models indicated that there were no significant interactions with informant. 

However, we estimated separate sets of variance components for caregivers and youth given this 

model’s improved fit as compared with the combined variance components model, χ2(1) = 15.20, 

p < .001. Results revealed a significant ELE by time interaction; when controlling for all other 

effects including baseline client functioning on the BIS, each disruptive ELE was associated with 

a 20.3% reduction in rate of improvement on TPA scores (p = .001). Results are presented in 

Table 5. 

Discussion 

 The two studies included in the present paper investigated long-term associations 

between stressful emergent life events reported during youth EBT and (1) subsequent provider 

treatment adherence and (2) clinical progress. Consistent with hypotheses, we found that ELEs 

were associated with lack of coverage of planned treatment practices in at least two sessions 

following their occurrence. Perhaps most importantly, disruptive ELEs (i.e., those for which no 

EBT content was covered) were associated with significantly reduced rates of clinical 

improvement in an otherwise effective EBT, with rates ranging from 14-20% slower per 

disruptive ELE depending on the progress measure assessed. Given previous findings that clients 

tend to experience multiple ELEs over the course of treatment (Chorpita et al., 2014), the 

significant negative impact on provider adherence and clinical outcomes found in this study are 

likely to be compounded each time an ELE is reported, suggesting that ELEs pose a substantial 

barrier to successful implementation of EBTs in populations who experience them. Furthermore, 

the present findings occurred within the context of a randomized effectiveness trial, in which 
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consultants were strongly biased to recommend that providers maintain treatment adherence in 

the face of an ELE. Thus, the negative impact of ELEs on provider adherence and clinical 

progress may be even greater in the context of routine care. 

 Results from Study 1 extend previous findings that ELEs are associated with reduced 

adherence to EBT content within a single session (Guan et al., 2017). In the current study, we 

obtained further information that even when some planned practices were covered in the ELE 

session, providers were less likely to cover all planned practices (i.e., breadth of practices) and to 

cover practices fully (i.e., depth of practices) as compared with sessions in which ELEs were not 

reported. These findings suggest that ELEs have the possibility to interfere with EBT 

implementation in multiple ways. Furthermore, the disruptive effects of ELEs on treatment 

adherence may extend beyond the session in which they are first reported. Although the 

recurrence of ELEs within clients prevented us from being able to examine treatment adherence 

beyond the current and next session, our results indicate that ELEs were associated with the most 

severe type of disruption - not covering any of the planned practices - across at least two 

sessions. 

 Importantly, analyses of ELEs as predictors of reduced treatment adherence in the future 

controlled for providers’ typical level of adherence in sessions without ELEs. These results 

provide support for the directionality of ELEs in predicting reduced adherence, rather than vice 

versa - that is, less adherent providers offering less structure in session, thereby giving clients 

greater opportunity to report ELEs. From the current study, it seems that reductions in providers’ 

adherence in ELE sessions are attributable to more than their average tendencies to adhere to 

treatment for a particular client; rather, ELEs may be disruptive to adherence for most providers, 

even those who are typically adherent. The directionality of ELEs in further reducing treatment 
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adherence is also supported by our findings that adherence is affected for more than one session 

when controlling for average adherence, as these analyses enabled us to look at ELEs as 

prospective predictors of later adherence. Finally, a strength of Study 1 was that it examined 

treatment adherence to practices recommended by the consultant, rather than adherence to the 

EBT manual. As such, the treatment plan was likely to be more tailored to individual client needs 

than an approach strictly using sequencing and guidelines from the manual (see Regan et al., 

2016 for further details on how consultant recommendations differed from the manual in this 

sample). However, even this more flexible treatment plan did not appear to be immune to the 

disruptive effects of ELEs on provider adherence. 

 Findings from Study 2 are noteworthy in several ways. Although clients in the MATCH 

condition of the effectiveness trial significantly improved on symptoms and functioning over 

time, for each ELE for which MATCH content was not covered in session, clients’ rate of 

improvement substantially decreased on externalizing symptoms and functioning as indexed by 

client-nominated top concerns. There are multiple ways in which the ELE by time interaction 

may have impacted clinical progress. It is possible that each disruptive ELE resulted in a severe 

worsening of progress immediately following the ELE with a gradual recovery afterwards; 

alternatively, each ELE may have resulted in steady worsening of progress over time. Although a 

close examination of the nature of this disruption was outside of the scope of the current study, 

future research should investigate these questions as they are likely to shed light on when and 

how to address ELEs. It would also be important to examine whether clients who experienced 

disruptive ELEs required a longer duration of treatment than those who did not in order to 

achieve clinical improvement. Another area for further investigation relates to the mechanisms 

through which disruptive ELEs limit treatment progress. It is likely, for instance, that clients 
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experiencing significant stressors have less time and energy to devote to practicing treatment 

skills outside of session, which may in turn limit their treatment gains. Alternatively, clients 

undergoing very severe ELEs may have reduced attendance in therapy overall, and this 

attenuated dosage of treatment may negatively impact outcomes. 

 Additionally, it is interesting that internalizing symptoms appeared to be less impacted by 

disruptive ELEs. Given the caregiver-mediated nature of treatment for externalizing problems in 

the MATCH protocol, as well as our finding that the effect of ELEs on externalizing outcomes 

was greater for caregiver than for youth-reported outcomes, it is possible that treatment with 

caregivers is more negatively impacted by ELEs than treatment with youth. Furthermore, 

although we were unable to examine this question with the current data, there may be greater 

correspondence between the types of ELEs reported in this study (e.g., school suspension, youth 

arguments with family) and externalizing as opposed to internalizing symptoms, resulting in 

greater effects of ELEs on externalizing progress. These possibilities should be considered in 

future research on ELEs. 

 Our clinical progress findings are strengthened by the fact that they controlled for 

baseline client functioning on the BIS, such that disruptive ELEs predicted reduced clinical 

progress over and above clients’ initial severity. In fact, when the ELE by time interaction was in 

the model, there was no significant effect of BIS by time, indicating that ELEs had a stronger 

effect on clinical progress than baseline client functioning. Although these results point to a 

strong association between disruptive ELEs and clinical progress, the current study was unable to 

examine the reasons why providers chose not to use the protocol when faced with an ELE. For 

example, it is possible that providers felt that the ELE was not addressable by any content from 

the EBT, or that the client’s elevated distress in session required an extensive supportive 
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response. These ideas have yet to be investigated, but a closer examination of the factors that 

influence providers’ decisions to respond to ELEs is needed to develop structured guidelines for 

handling these events in a sensitive yet effective manner. 

 Furthermore, the current study only examined associations between one type of response 

to an ELE - not utilizing EBT content - with client outcomes. This type of unstructured response 

can include many different strategies, with some of the most common being provision of 

support/empathy and information gathering regarding the event and its impact (Guan et al., 

2017). Although our findings suggest that use of these unstructured responses at the expense of 

EBT content may be detrimental to outcomes, it is likely that some degree of these types of 

responses is needed to maintain the therapeutic alliance and better understand the event in order 

to intervene. Furthermore, there are different ways of responding to an ELE using EBT content 

that may also have differential effects on client progress. Ignoring the ELE while forging ahead 

with non-relevant EBT strategies may negatively affect client engagement and outcomes, 

whereas applying appropriate EBT strategies to the ELE may improve outcomes. With regard to 

the latter, previous research in which providers were instructed to “provide support and apply 

current CPT skills to the [ELE] at hand” (p. 973, Galovski et al., 2012) demonstrated that using 

this strategy within a single session was not associated with reduced clinical progress. Thus, 

future research should examine specific provider responses and their dosage in relation to 

treatment engagement and clinical progress, with the goal of informing the development of 

training for effectively responding to ELEs.  

Limitations 

 Although both studies highlight the potential for ELEs to interfere with planned EBT 

delivery, several limitations should be noted. First, we were unable to randomly assign ELEs to 
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clients; rather, both studies assessed associations between ELEs, treatment adherence and 

clinical progress within a larger effectiveness trial. In light of this, although we attempted to 

control for confounding influences, it is not possible to infer a causal relationship between ELEs 

and outcomes. Thus, results should be interpreted as associative rather than causal relationships. 

Second, our measures of treatment integrity focused only on adherence; additional measures of 

provider competence in ELE sessions would provide a more comprehensive picture of 

relationships between ELEs and multiple aspects of provider behavior. Third, both studies 

utilized provider-consultant report of ELEs, which has demonstrated fair but imperfect 

agreement with observational coding of ELEs (Guan et al., 2017). Observational coding of ELEs 

would offer more objective measurement of this construct, as well as provide opportunities to 

gather more detailed information regarding characteristics of ELEs and their associated provider 

responses. 

Conclusion 

 Although impressive progress has been made in developing efficacious psychosocial 

treatments for youth, findings from the present study suggest that ELEs may pose a serious threat 

to the delivery of these treatments. In the vulnerable population examined within this study, 

ELEs were associated with significantly reduced EBT implementation across multiple sessions 

as well as reduced clinical progress. Given that ELEs occur in the majority of cases in an 

underserved sample (69%; Chorpita et al., 2014), findings from the present study are particularly 

concerning, as they suggest that ELEs may have an enduring negative impact on the 

effectiveness of EBT for many youth. Further research is needed to effectively address ELEs as 

they occur in sessions, so that youth can receive optimal benefits from our existing EBTs.  
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Table 1  

Number of Sessions Covered According to Three Provider Adherence Metrics for Emergent Life Event and Control Sessions over Time 

 

Provider Adherence Metric Same Session Next Session Not Same or    

     Next Session  

 

a) Any Part of Plan Covered     

ELE (n = 125) 54 (43%) 35 (28%) 36 (29%)   

Control (n = 122) 96 (79%) 10 (8%) 16 (13%)   

b) All Planned Practices Covered (Breadth)      

ELE (n = 125) 42 (34%) 26 (21%) 57 (46%)  

Control (n = 122) 68 (56%) 3 (3%) 51 (42%)  

c) At Least 1 Planned Practice Covered Fully (Depth)     

ELE (n = 125) 17 (14%) 18 (14%) 90 (72%)  

Control (n = 122) 35 (29%) 14 (12%) 73 (60%)  

 

Note. ELE = emergent life event. Percentages represent row percentages computed within each group (i.e., ELE or control). 
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Table 2 

Emergent Life Events as A Predictor of Provider Treatment Adherence in the Same Session 

Outcome:                          Any Coverage                              Breadth of Coverage                         Depth of Coverage              

 b SE  OR 95% CI b SE  OR 95% CI b SE  OR 95% CI 

Predictor 

Intercept -1.00 0.60 0.37 [0.11, 1.28] -1.95 0.79 0.14* [0.03, 0.72] -2.09 0.84 0.12* [0.02, 0.69] 

Average adherence  3.28 0.71 26.56*** [6.22, 113.41]  2.92 0.94 18.51** [2.71, 126.67]  1.52 0.98 4.58 [0.61, 34.17] 

ELE -1.77 0.29 0.17*** [0.10, 0.30] -1.01 0.25 0.37*** [0.22, 0.60] -0.96 0.38 0.38* [0.18, 0.81] 

 

Note. Any coverage = any planned practices covered in any depth (partially or fully); breadth of coverage = all planned practices covered in 

any depth; depth of coverage = at least one planned practice covered fully. Average adherence = average treatment adherence for each client in 

non-ELE sessions. SE = standard error of the b coefficient; OR = odds ratio; CI = confidence interval. 

*p < .05, **p < .01,***p < .001. 
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Table 3 

Emergent Life Events as Predictors of Provider Treatment Adherence in the Same or Next Session 

Outcome:                             Any Coverage                       Breadth of Coverage                            Depth of Coverage                       

 b SE  OR 95% CI b SE  OR 95% CI b SE  OR 95% CI 

Predictor 

Intercept -0.20 0.78 0.82 [0.17, 4.00] -2.00 0.85 0.14* [0.02, 0.78] -1.28 0.92 0.28 [0.04, 1.83] 

Average adherence  2.92 0.78 18.50*** [3.72, 90.91]  3.11 0.97 22.49** [3.10, 166.67]  1.05 1.05 2.86 [0.33, 24.39] 

ELE -1.08 0.39 0.34** [0.16, 0.74] -0.19 0.30 0.82 [0.45, 1.50] -0.52 0.32 0.59 [0.32, 1.11] 

 

Note. Any coverage = any planned practices covered in any depth (partially or fully); breadth of coverage = all planned practices covered in 

any depth; depth of coverage = at least one planned practice covered fully. Average adherence = average treatment adherence for each client in 

non-ELE sessions. SE = standard error of the b coefficient; OR = odds ratio; CI = confidence interval. 

*p < .05, **p < .01,***p < .001. 
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Table 4 

Disruptive Emergent Life Events as A Predictor of Symptom Progress over Time 

Outcome:               BPC Internalizing                                      BPC Externalizing                         BPC Total                          

  

 b SE  t b SE  t b SE  t  

Predictor 

 

Intercept 2.72170 0.60510 4.50*** 1.46380 0.53070 2.76** 5.12940 0.91720 5.59***  

Time -0.00904 0.00274 -3.30** -0.00777 0.00200 -3.88*** -0.01676 0.00428 -3.92*** 

BIS 0.06327 0.02927 2.16* 0.05209 0.02615 1.99 0.15670 0.04448 3.52*** 

ELE 0.28640 0.21120 1.36 0.57610 0.18430 3.13** 0.43250 0.32000 1.35 

BIS x Time 0.00002 0.00013 0.16 -0.00004 0.00009 -0.39 -0.00006 0.00020 -0.29 

ELE x Time 0.00049 0.00088 0.56 0.00155 0.00063 2.47* 0.00228 0.00136 1.67^ 

Informant    1.82880 0.67200 2.72**  

BIS x Informant    0.06599 0.03283 2.01*   

ELE x Informant    -0.70070 0.23380 -3.00**  

 

Note. BPC = Brief Problem Checklist; BIS = Brief Impairment Scale; ELE = number of emergent life events per case for which no MATCH 

practices were covered in session; time = days since intake; informant = caregiver (0) or youth (1) report. SE = standard error of the b 

coefficient. 

^p < .10, *p < .05, **p < .01,***p < .001. 
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Table 5 

Disruptive Emergent Life Events as A Predictor of Progress on Functioning over Time 

Outcome:               Top Problems Assessment               

 b SE  t   

Predictor 

 

Intercept 5.07830 0.41760 12.16***   

Time -0.01499 0.00281 -5.34***  

BIS 0.06697 0.01990 3.37**  

ELE -0.02342 0.14270 -0.16  

BIS x Time -0.00007 0.00013 -0.51  

ELE x Time 0.00304 0.00089 3.43**  

 

Note. BIS = Brief Impairment Scale; ELE = number of emergent life events per case for which 

no MATCH practices were covered in session; time = days since intake. SE = standard error of 

the b coefficient. 

**p < .01,***p < .001. 
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Appendix A (Chapter 1): Emergent Life Events Coding System-Revised (ELECS-R) 

Coding Manual for Emergent Life Events and Therapist Responses in MATCH Sessions 

 

Developed By: 

Karen Guan, M.A. & Bruce F. Chorpita, Ph.D. 

 

12/2/15 Version 
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INTRODUCTION 

This manual provides an overview of scoring guidelines intended to help coders score therapy sessions in 

an efficient, standardized, and reliable manner. Therapy sessions are drawn from the Child STEPs Los 

Angeles study, a randomized clinical trial comparing the Modular Approach to Therapy for Children with 

Anxiety, Depression, Trauma, or Conduct Problems (MATCH; Chorpita & Weisz, 2009) to usual clinical 

care in community mental health clinics. For the purposes of this study, only MATCH sessions will be 

sampled for coding. 

1. PURPOSE OF CODING 

The major purposes of the coding process are to: (1) Identify the presence of emergent life events (ELEs), 

which are recent, major stressors occurring in the client and family’s lives, (2) Characterize the nature of 

the ELEs, and (3) Identify how therapists respond to ELEs in session.  

Importance of Reliability: The goal of the coding process is to obtain valid and reliable descriptive data 

ELEs and therapist responses to them.  The potential validity of the codes is based, in part, on the extent 

to which the codes are used reliably by multiple coders. Reliability refers to the degree to which 

independent observers provide the same (or similar) ratings of the events that they observe.  If two 

different coders were to use very different codes to describe the same therapy session, the coding system 

would be unreliable and have little meaning. It is critical to maximize the degree to which independent 

raters code sessions similarly.  To achieve that objective, a number of different elements have been put in 

place to maintain the reliability of the codes including: (a) clear definitions of codes, (b) a structured 

coding process, (c) training and ongoing practice, and (d) continuous reliability review. Reliability is 

absolutely critical to the scientific process and most of the instructions in this manual are designed to help 

you code as efficiently and reliably as possible.  If recordings are not coded reliably, the scientific 

objectives of the study will be seriously compromised. 

2. CODER TRAINING PROCESS 

The training process includes the following steps: 

1) Independent Review of Coding Manual and MATCH Protocol 

2) Initial Group Didactic Training (approximately 3 sessions, 2 hours each): 

(a) Group Session 1: Introduction to Coding Process 

• Review background/ purpose of coding 

• Overview of coding procedures 

• Discussion of confidentiality & potential reactions to session content 

• Practice determining what is and is not an ELE 

(b) Group Session 2: Introduction to Codes 

• Go over how to use coding form 

• Practice determining unstructured vs structured session activity, including 

responses to ELEs 

(c) Group Session 3: Practice Coding (Note-taking and Ratings) 

• Begin to code a sample session together. Discuss potential codes as a group.  

3) Individual Practice Sessions and Group Meetings: Each coder will independently code at 

least 5 practice sessions. After coding every tape, coders will meet as a group with the coding 

trainers to assess reliability with the “gold standard” codes and discuss areas of discrepancies. 
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Coders are considered “trained” when they reach at least 80% agreement with gold standard 

codes across the last 5 sessions. Specifically, coders must reach 80% agreement on binary 

codes and agreement within 1-point on continuous codes. Percent agreement is calculated as 

follows: # of agreements divided by the number of agreements and disagreements multiplied 

by 100.  

4) Independent Coding: Once a coder is considered reliable, he/she will be assigned an 

allotment of recordings to code at a frequency of 2-4 recordings per week. If more than 2 

weeks of coding are missed, coders are required to re-read the entire manual to prevent drift.  

5) Ongoing “Booster” Sessions: Approximately every 2 weeks during the Independent Coding 

phase, double-coded recordings will be assessed for reliability, and coders will meet with the 

coding team to discuss difficult codes. As a result of these meetings, clarifications may be 

added to the manual to facilitate reliable coding.  

3. GENERAL CODE DESCRIPTIONS 

 

The coding system is divided into 5 sections, as pictured above and described below: 

A. ELE Occurrence and Characteristics: These codes identify whether an ELE (or multiple 

ELEs) has been reported in session, and if so, provide descriptions of such characteristics as 

the severity of their impact, client distress, and content area. 

B. Therapist Responses to ELE: These codes identify which, if any, responses the therapist 

uses to address the ELE after it has been reported in session. Codes are divided into two 

major types of responses: (1) Responses relating the ELE to MATCH or another treatment 

protocol, and (2) Unstructured responses. 
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C. Therapist Activity Unrelated to ELE: These codes apply to two situations: (1) If no ELEs 

were reported in session, all session activity should be coded in this section, or (2) If one or 

more ELEs was reported, but there was session activity unrelated to the ELE, the unrelated 

activity should be coded in this section. That is, all activities occurring before the reporting of 

an ELE and activities occurring after the reporting of an ELE but not related to the ELE 

should be coded here. As with therapist responses to ELEs, all activities in this section are 

categorized into: (1) Activities consisting of MATCH or another treatment protocol, or (2) 

Unstructured activities. 

D. Extensiveness Ratings: These codes are applied to the entire session and measure the 

intensity with which activities in the B and C sections were conducted (i.e., a combination of 

time spent on the activity and the thoroughness with which it was pursued). 

E. Alliance and Process Ratings: These codes are also applied to the entire session and 

measure the coder’s impressions of the alliance between the clients and therapist as well as 

therapist characteristics in conducting the session. 

Note: Given the multiple codes to keep track of, it may be helpful for coders to keep in mind the most 

important distinctions we are interested in making. These distinctions are highlighted in the diagram 

above: 

• Whether or not an event is an ELE (Section A) 

• Whether the therapist’s activities after the ELE occurs are related to the ELE (Section B, 

responses to ELE) or not (Section C, activity unrelated to ELE) 

• Whether a response to the ELE (Section B) is unstructured or related to MATCH/other protocol.  

• Similarly, whether an activity unrelated to the ELE (Section C) is unstructured or uses 

MATCH/other protocol. 

4. CODING PROCESS AND GUIDELINES 

You will be coding sessions that are at least 10 minutes in length. You will be coding an entire therapy 

session that will usually be approximately 45-50 minutes long. Some may be briefer. Have your coding 

manual and the MATCH manual in front of you and reference them often as you code the tape. Please use 

the following process to code a tape: 

1) Open a blank copy of the ELE Coding Form. Save the form onto your computer with the tape 

number at the beginning and your initials at the end, like the following: Tape#_Name of 

Original Coding Form and Version_Your Initials (e.g., “291_ELE Coding Form R21 8-3-

15_KG; note that the date is the version of the coding form, not the date you coded the tape).  

2) Listen to and code the tape. You may take notes about potential ELEs and other codes in the 

“Free Notes” tab of the coding form. Once you have determined that an activity or an ELE 

should be coded, fill out the appropriate cell in the Main Form or ELE tabs. For each activity 

or response in session that you fill out, type in the adjacent cell, under the “Supporting 

Evidence with Timestamps” column, when the behavior occurred and what happened. For 

instance, supporting evidence for therapist responses to ELEs should have specific quotes. 

Supporting evidence for MATCH modules should include the steps covered to qualify it as a 

MATCH module. Pause the video whenever necessary to allow for sufficient time to write 

down evidence of what is observed in session. Remember that extensiveness and alliance 

codes should be assigned after the entire session has been viewed. 

3) Double check that all necessary information has been filled out accurately, especially the 

“Number of ELEs” cell at the top of the Main Form. Because data will be extracted 
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directly from these forms, it is critical that you make sure everything is in order before saving 

the form. 

4) Upload completed coding form: Finally, copy your completed coding form onto the NAS 

under COWs/Completed Coding Forms/Your Name. Once uploaded, try opening the file to 

make sure that it loaded properly. Then, you can delete the form from your computer. 

Time considerations: Coding one session should take approximately 2-3 times the length of the session 

(usually 2-3 hours).  Only begin coding a session if you know that you will have time to finish it.  Do not 

rush.  Each session will be very different so do not try to complete a particular session in any set amount 

of time or faster than previous sessions.  Rushing may compromise the reliability of coding. In addition, 

coding for too long continuously, or while very tired may compromise reliability.  We recommend that 

coders take at least a short break between sessions and not score more than 2 therapy sessions in one 

sitting.  

Code behaviors not intentions: For therapist responses to the ELE (Section B) and therapist activity 

unrelated to ELEs (Section C), coders should only score what the therapist actually does in session, not 

what might have been done. Try not to speculate too much on what the therapist may have been intending 

to do - focus on what he/she did or said. Only observed therapist behaviors should be considered when 

scoring therapist responses and activities.  Here is a brief summary of important guidelines for Sections B 

and C: 

• Code only therapist behavior. 

• Rate only what a therapist does and not what you believe the therapist might have intended to do. 

• Never assume or interpret what a therapist might be doing. If there is no behavioral evidence of a 

specific activity in the form of something the therapist says or does, then do not endorse the 

corresponding item. 

Jumping the Gun: Since ELE occurrence (Section A), extensiveness (Section D) and alliance (Section 

E) ratings refer to the entire session, they should not be scored until the entire session has been viewed. 

What happens later in the session may influence a coder’s perspective on what happened earlier. Re-

estimation is important because it can result in a coder increasing or decreasing an extensiveness or 

alliance score. For example, a therapist who initially uses unstructured responses to an ELE to a great 

extent may transition to MATCH for the rest of the session, resulting in a lower extensiveness rating for 

unstructured responses. However, re-estimation can also work in the reverse. For example, consider an 

ELE that seems to have a mild negative impact when it is first reported, but over the course of the session 

information emerges that elevates the negative impact to severe. An early inclination towards not 

counting the event as an ELE is revised so that the event is ultimately coded. This is why it is very 

important to take thorough notes on anything you believe may be an ELE, then make your decisions as to 

which behaviors/events qualify as codeable after you have watched the entire session.  

Being Thorough: Make sure you know each item. When coding, always have a coding manual and 

MATCH manual present and refer to it whenever there is any confusion about scoring an item. 

Periodically (e.g., after scoring every 6-8 sessions) review the coding manual in detail. Review helps 

ensure reliable ratings and protects against coder drift (i.e., helps prevent coders from inadvertently 

imposing their own definitions and standards on items). Finally, because scoring recordings is a 

demanding and work-intensive process, do not do other tasks when scoring. 

Avoiding Potential Biases: Coders should be careful to avoid instances of response bias, such as “halo” 

effects. Halo effects refer to situations where the scoring for one item is biased or influenced by the 

scoring of another item, or by a global judgment about the whole session. Potential biases come in many 

forms; here are some relevant examples: 
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• A coder notices that the therapist appears very concerned and spends a lot of time asking 

questions about an event with the parent. The coder therefore decides that the event should be 

coded as an ELE without determining whether its objective negative impact is at least moderate. 

• A coder has experienced a similar life event to one reported in session by a client, and was 

extremely distressed about the event. Thus, the coder uses his/her own distress level to determine 

client distress for the ELE, rather than comparing the client’s distress to examples from the 

coding manual.  

To avoid halo effects, coders have to follow the consistent criteria provided by this manual.  

5. CODING CONFIDENTIALITY & POTENTIAL REACTIONS TO SESSION CONTENT 

Confidentiality:  To protect the privacy of the participants (therapists and clients) in this study, all 

recordings, notes, and coding forms are to remain in a secure location. Audio files of the therapy 

recordings must be coded in a private location with headphones on at all time. Tape files may be copied 

and pasted onto your personal computer from the NAS immediately before coding and must be deleted 

from both the location on your computer and the Recycle Bin immediately after coding. Coding forms 

should be saved onto the COWs NAS under Completed Coding Forms (164.67.63.35/COWs/Completed 

Coding Forms). 

Confidentiality also means that as a coder in this study, you agree not to discuss the contents of the 

recordings with anyone other than the coding team in private meetings.  

Potential Reactions to Session Content: At times, you may have negative reactions to session content. If 

your reaction is continuing to cause you distress, please let a coding trainer know and they will be happy 

to discuss it with you. As discussed above, commenting about session content to anyone other than the 

coding team in a private meeting is a violation of confidentiality. 
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Coding Manual for Emergent Life Events in MATCH Sessions 

 

Coder Name: Enter name of rater 

Tape Number: From the name of the audio file 

Session Start Time: Time in the tape that the therapist begins the session, NOT time that taping begins 

(not always 0:00) 

Session End Time: Time in the tape that the therapist ends the session, NOT time that taping ends  

Tape Format: Video __  Audio __ 

For videorecordings, minimize the visual component so that you are only coding based on the audio. 

Youth Present in Session?: Yes___ No ___ 

Number of Caregivers Present: ____ A caregiver is someone who regularly looks after the youth. If you 

cannot tell who is a caregiver in the session, record the number of adult clients in the session.  

Number of Other Clients Present: ____ This is any clients other than the youth or caregivers, such as 

siblings. 

 Number of ELEs in Session: ____ This number should be the number of events coded, not the number 

of times a single event was reported (e.g., for an ELE that was reported by the caregiver in her portion of 

the session, then by the youth in his portion of the session, only 1 ELE would be recorded here). 

Notes: Indicate whether the clients present changed over the course of the session (e.g., first 30 minutes 

was with youth only, last 20 minutes with both youth and caregiver). Also note anything unusual that 

occurred with the coding of this tape, such as difficulty hearing the tape.  

 

A. Was an emergent life event (ELE) reported in session?  

__No → A1. Skip to Section C in the Main Form. Code all session activities in the “Before Any ELEs” 

column of Section C. 

__Yes → A2. Fill out ELE forms (Sections A and B) located on additional sheets ELE1-ELE8. Any 

session activities that occurred before the ELE was reported should have been coded in 

the “Before Any ELEs” column of Section C, located below. If more than 1 ELE is 

reported in session, fill out a new sheet for each ELE; same for if the same ELE is 

reported more than once by different clients in the session (e.g., once by caregiver in her 

portion of the session, once by youth in his portion of the session). There should only be 

one Section C for the session; fill this out below. Save all activities relevant to the session 

in a single spreadsheet. Code a single set of extensiveness and alliance ratings for the 

session. 

Definition 

• An emergent life event (ELE) is a discrete event that: (a) occurs outside of therapy, (b) is 

disclosed during a treatment session, and (c) has moderate to severe negative impact on the child 

or family. 

 

Major Categories of ELEs: 

1. Family conflict (e.g., conflict between adults, between adults and child, or child and other family, 

tantrum at home resulting in child being sent to a relative’s home)  

2. Change in family routine or structure (e.g., divorce, change in child custody or schedule at 

different households, move, family member incarceration, disrupted child placement).  

3. Death, injury, or health-care problem of a loved one or the client or caregiver (e.g., family 

member hospitalized, injury due to accident, diagnosis of a serious illness, client’s health 

insurance revoked). Includes pets 

4. Client engaging in risk behavior (e.g., destruction of property, substance-use related event, 

suicidal behavior, self-injury, unsafe sex, criminal behavior)  

5. Problems at school (e.g., failed a test, suspension or expulsion) 

6. Peer or social problems (e.g., youth broke up with romantic partner, friend moved away, incident 

of peer violence or bullying)  
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7. Exposure to an incident of community violence or crime (e.g., gang activity, witnessing attack, 

robbery, family member was a victim of crime)  

8. Housing/financial issues (e.g., eviction, loss of money or income)  

9. Other discrete events not listed above that cause moderate to severe negative impact on the child 

or family 

 

ELE Inclusion Criteria 

In order to be coded as an ELE, the event must: 

• Objectively have at least a moderate negative impact on the client(s) - that is, ratings of 3    

(“moderate”), 4 (“marked”), or 5 (“severe”) on the objective negative impact scale below.  

• Be a discrete event, meaning that there is an identifiable beginning to the event, although the 

impact of the event may be ongoing.  

• Have occurred recently (e.g., within the past few sessions). It is possible for the same ELE to be 

coded in consecutive sessions, provided it continues to have an objective negative impact of 

moderate or above each session it is reported. 

• All events involving injury due to physical violence towards self or others should be considered 

ELEs. 

 

ELE Exclusion Criteria 

The following should not be coded as ELEs: 

• Chronic issues that are not tied to a discrete event, such as parental substance use, a youth’s 

declining grades, or a relative’s chronic illness. However, a discrete event marking the beginning 

of a potentially chronic issue (e.g., parent begins using drugs, youth finds out at a parent-teacher 

conference that his grades are declining, relative is diagnosed with illness) or a discrete event 

resulting from these issues could be coded as an ELE (e.g., parent arrest for driving under the 

influence, academic suspension, relative’s illness worsened requiring hospitalization). 

• Events that happen in a therapy session (e.g., client refusing to participate session or tantruming 

in session) that are not tied to a discrete event outside of session. If they occur in session, events 

involving injury due to physical violence towards self or others do not count as ELEs. 

• Attendance or engagement issues (e.g., late arrivals, poor homework completion, absence of a 

key participant such as a parent) that are not tied to a discrete event outside of session. 

• Symptoms of psychopathology that are not tied to a discrete event with a moderate negative 

impact. For example, suicidal ideation by itself would not qualify as an ELE, but if it was 

prompted by a major breakup or resulted in a hospitalization, those events would qualify it as an 

ELE. Behavior issues (e.g., tantruming, aggression) should only coded if there is a moderate 

negative impact (e.g., a tantrum that resulted in being sent to live elsewhere or aggression that 

resulted in injury to others would count as events, but a tantrum that resulted in mother yelling 

briefly or aggression that resulted in momentary pain would not count as ELEs). 

o Note that parent responses to behavior issues should not be coded as a negative impact 

qualifying an event as an ELE, unless the parent response is harmful to the youth. For 

example, in the case of a tantrum, parent response of grounding does not qualify it as an 

ELE, but parent response of sending youth to live with other relatives would qualify as an 

ELE. 

o If it is difficult to disentangle an event from psychopathology, do not code it as an ELE. 

For instance, an event in which the youth did not go to school because he says he had a 

headache, but the youth has a history of not going to school because of anxiety, would 

not be coded. 

• Prescribed medication changes related to the youth’s mental health treatment (e.g., increase in 

dosage of anxiety medication; discontinuation of ADHD medication). Only code an ELE if there 
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is a discrete negative event apart from the medication change (e.g., youth made a suicide attempt 

resulting from medication change). 

• Events that occurred in the distant past (e.g., youth recalls for the first time an incident of abuse 

from several months or years ago) 

• Events that will occur in the future (e.g., youth will have to switch schools, family will be evicted 

in 30 days), unless a related discrete event with its own distress/negative impact has already 

occurred (e.g., youth finds out from school that she’ll have to switch schools, family receives an 

eviction notice) 

 

Other Coding Guidelines 

• Do not consider the amount of time spent on the event when determining whether or not it 

is an ELE. The amount of time spent may be dependent on therapists’ responses to the event, 

which should be kept separate from the occurrence of an ELE. 

• If the client denies an event having a negative impact, or even states that the impact is positive, 

only code as an ELE if there is evidence that it affects functioning negatively in some way (e.g., 

although the client states that getting suspended means that he has more free time, it resulted in 

being on his permanent record, having a fight with his mother, and having to make up 

assignments) or if the event is so major that it would require lifestyle changes that involve 

inherent stress (e.g., although the client states that she is glad her partner is now in jail, there is 

inherent stress in the change to no longer having her partner in the home). 

• Coders should use the categories of ELEs, above, as a guideline for whether a particular event is 

an ELE. If the event fits easily into one of the categories, it is more likely to be codeable as an 

ELE than if it does not fit. Events that would fall into “Other” should be carefully considered, and 

evidence must be given of their negative impact. 

• If there is explicit evidence that 2 events are causally related, code them as 1 event (e.g., Youth 

was suspended, resulting in a family conflict). However, if you are not sure that 2 events are 

related and there is no explicit evidence, code them as separate events. 

 

As a reminder, an ELE must objectively have at least a moderate negative impact on the client(s) - that 

is, ratings of 3 (“moderate”), 4 (“marked”), or 5 (“severe”) on the objective negative impact scale 

below. 

 

A2-7. What is the objective negative impact of the ELE on the client(s)? 

__1: No Negative Impact 

__2: Mild Negative Impact 

__3: Moderate Negative Impact  

__4: Marked Negative Impact 

__5: Severe Negative Impact 

 

Definition 

The negative impact code is intended to capture the severity or negative impact of the event itself. It is an 

objective rating of the negative effects of the ELE when considered in the context of all possible ELEs for 

all possible clients and was thus independent of the subjective distress expressed by the client(s) in 

session when describing the event, which is coded separately below. If the ELE has a different objective 

negative impact on different clients (e.g., youth vs caregiver) code the highest of the negative impact 

ratings. 

 

Examples 
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• 1: No Negative Impact codes should be assigned to events that are so minor that any objective 

stress or negative impact would typically be forgotten or terminated shortly afterward. Examples 

of 1 codes include: 

o The caregiver had difficulty finding parking for an appointment, resulting in being 5 

minutes late. 

o The youth was scratched by his kitten, causing him momentary pain.  

o The youth refused to go to school and bit her arm; however, she did not break the skin 

and ended up going to school after 10 minutes.  

• 2: Mild Negative Impact codes should be assigned to events that are of relatively brief duration 

and/or relatively low intensity. Examples of 2 codes include: 

o The youth received detention for talking back in class, with no further consequences. 

(Brief duration, low intensity) 

o The youth was play wrestling with a friend and it got “a little out of hand,” causing youth 

to go off by himself. Youth calmed himself down in 10 minutes. (Brief duration, low 

intensity) 

o The youth’s brother was suspended at school, causing mother to have to speak with his 

teacher by phone about the incident. (Low intensity for youth and mother) 

o The youth’s bus schedule changed, causing mother to have trouble adjusting to the new 

schedule (she is still getting up early). (Low intensity) 

o The youth’s cousin tried to steal youth’s pillow, causing youth’s mother to have a brief 

argument with the cousin’s parents about her behavior. (Brief duration, low intensity)  

o A relative that the youth did not know personally died, and youth does not understand the 

permanence of death. (Low intensity) 

• 3: Moderate Negative Impact codes should be assigned to ELEs that are beginning to have 

noticeable impacts on daily life or functioning. The duration and/or intensity are beginning to 

increase. Examples of 3 codes include: 

o The youth had an angry outburst with his mom; he kicked her (no injury) and broke a 

picture frame. (Increased intensity due to broken objects and violence towards others)  

*Note that although this is a behavior issue, destroying property has a lasting negative 

impact which qualifies it as an ELE. Kicking mother alone, in the absence of any injury, 

would not qualify this as an ELE because it does not result in any negative impact beyond 

momentary pain.*  

o The youth failed a final exam in a primary class, resulting in a final grade of a D. 

(Increased duration and intensity) 

o The caregiver lost her job; however, the other caregiver in the family is still working so 

that the family will be able to survive the financial strain by cutting back on spending. 

(Increased duration and intensity) 

o The youth was diagnosed with ASD and blames his mother for it, causing her to have to 

try to explain what the diagnosis means and youth and mother having an impaired 

relationship. (Increased duration and intensity) 

o Youth’s biological father, who does not live with him, stopped having contact with him, 

causing loss of a parental relationship and the youth blaming mother for the lack of 

contact. (Increased duration and intensity) 

o A secondary relative (e.g., grandparent), not living with youth but with whom youth had 

a consistent relationship, died, but youth does not understand the permanence of death. 

OR A secondary relative (e.g., grandparent) whom youth knew but did not have a 

consistent relationship with, died, and youth understands the permanence of death.  

(Increased duration and intensity)  
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• 4: Marked Negative Impact codes should be assigned to ELEs that have a significant impact on 

daily life or functioning. Examples of 4 codes include: 

o The youth failed a class and will have to retake it next year. 

o The youth's best friend moved to a different school without her being able say goodbye or 

see her again, and youth does not have other friends to sit with at lunch. 

o The youth’s father moved out of the house and is planning to divorce the youth’s mother. 

o The caregiver witnessed a brutal beating in the neighborhood and is in therapy for 

symptoms of PTSD; however, the youth does not know about the event and the caregiver 

reports little impact on her ability to parent the youth. 

o The youth got into a fistfight with a peer at school and was suspended for one week. 

*Note that although the fistfight is a behavior issue, getting suspended has a lasting 

negative impact which qualifies it as an ELE.* 

o A secondary relative (e.g., grandparent), not living with youth but with whom youth had 

a consistent relationship, died, and youth understands the permanence of death.  

o Youth broke her leg playing sports and will have to be in a cast for the next 2 months. 

• 5: Severe Negative Impact codes should be assigned to ELEs that have a significant, pervasive, 

and enduring impact on daily life or functioning. Examples of 5 codes include: 

o The caregivers decided to divorce, and as a result the youth will be moving across the 

country with his mother and siblings. 

o The youth is expelled from school due to frequent rule violations. *Note that although 

this was caused by behavior issues, expulsion has a lasting negative impact which 

qualifies it as an ELE.* 

o The family is evicted from their home. 

o A primary caregiver or relative who lived with the youth died (regardless of whether or 

not the youth understands the permanence of death). 

Coding Guidelines 

• Depending on how much information the therapist gathers regarding the ELE, there may not be 

much from the session to determine the objective negative impact. In these instances, the coder 

should weigh the available information and make the most reasonable determination. For 

instance, if the youth reported that his caregiver had been diagnosed with cancer, but the therapist 

did not assess for the caregiver’s prognosis, the ELE would still be coded as a 5 because of its 

significant impact on the youth’s daily life (regardless of how enduring the impact might be). 

• If the session is conducted separately with multiple clients and the same ELE is reported more 

than once, codes in this category should be the same for both clients. 

• All events involving injury due to physical violence towards self or others should be rated at a 3 

or above on negative impact. 

 

Source: Adapted from Youth Life Stressor Interview - Episodic Stress Coding (Rudolph & Hammen) 

 

A2-1. Who reported the ELE? 

__Caregiver 

__Youth 

__Therapist 

__Other: _____________________________________ 

If the session is conducted separately with multiple clients and the ELE is reported more than once (e.g., 

once by the child in his segment of the session, then again by the caregiver when she joins the session), 

fill out a new ELE sheet in the coding form separately for each time the ELE is reported. Keep all 

activities relevant to the session in a single coding document. Extensiveness ratings should always be in 

the Main Form. 
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Coding Guidelines 

• If the therapist reports the ELE, the way in which s/he reports it can also be coded as a therapist 

response to the ELE (e.g., “I heard that something really hard happened this week” would also be 

coded as a Supportive/Empathic Statement, or “Your mom called and told me about the fight at 

school. How are you feeling about it?” would also be coded as Information Gathering about the 

Subjective Impact of the ELE on the Client(s). 

 

A2-2. When was the ELE first reported in session? 

__________Time in tape when event is first reported 

As with the above, if the ELE is reported more than once by different clients, note the time for each 

reporter. 

 

A2-3. What was the ELE? 

Definition 

Provide a paragraph description of the ELE, including what happened, its negative impact on the client, 

and client distress in session. You may use your notes for this description; try to include any details that 

are shared about the event. 

 

Examples  

• “Youth was raped by her uncle when he was supposed to be babysitting her. Youth told her 

mother about it, but mother refused to believe it. Youth and mother are barely talking to each 

other. Youth began crying in session and said that she can’t stop thinking about the event.” 

• “Youth’s mother asked him to go to bed. Youth responded by kicking and screaming and would 

not go upstairs. Mother tried to carry youth upstairs, but he kicked her in the knee which caused a 

bruise. Mother responded by removing privileges of TV time for the rest of the month. Mother is 

very agitated in session when describing the event and says she is ‘done with him. I just don’t 

know what to do.’ Youth yells in session that it was all mother’s fault.” 

 

Coding Guidelines 

• If multiple clients describe the same ELE from different perspectives (e.g., the youth mentions 

being sad about his grandmother’s death, but the caregiver neglects to mention the youth’s 

reaction), take all of the available information into account when describing the ELE.  

• Similarly, if the session is conducted separately with multiple clients and the same ELE is 

reported more than once, the descriptions of the ELEs should be matched to include all available 

information. 

 

A2-5. To what extent is the ELE dependent on the clients’ (youth and family’s) behaviors? 

 Youth Rest of Youth’s Family 

1: Independent (passive, external)   

2: Mostly Independent   

3: Mixed   

4: Mostly Dependent   

5: Dependent (active, internal)   

 

Definition 

The dependence code is intended to capture the extent to which the clients’ behaviors contributed to the 

occurrence of the ELE. Separate out the dependence of the youth from the dependence the rest of his/her 

family. The goal here is to determine the degree to which the youth and his/her family could have 

controlled the occurrence of the ELE. 
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Examples 

• 1: Independent codes should be assigned to ELEs that are entirely out of the client(s)’s control; 

that is, an event happened to them rather than with them or because of them. The clients are 

merely reacting to the event. Examples of 1 codes include: 

o Youth dependence: An earthquake caused the youth to be injured. 

o Youth dependence: The youth observed a shooting in his neighborhood. 

o Youth dependence: The youth’s grandmother died from cancer. 

• 2: Mostly Independent codes should be assigned to ELEs that are primarily dependent on 

someone or something other than the client(s), but there may be some factors of the event that are 

somewhat related to the client(s). Examples of 2 codes include: 

o Rest of the family dependence: The caregiver forgot to lock the door to the house, and the 

house was robbed. 

o Youth dependence: The youth ingested a food that she was not aware of being allergic to 

and had to be hospitalized. 

• 3: Mixed codes should be assigned to ELEs that are equally determined by the clients and any 

others involved in the event. Both parties play an active behavioral role, and neither party’s 

behavioral role could be removed from the story without dramatically altering how the ELEs 

played out. Examples of 3 codes include: 

o Rest of the family dependence: The caregiver decided to sue the youth’s school over 

failing to provide needed services.  

o Youth dependence: The youth made a rude comment to a classmate and was bullied and 

beaten in return. 

o Youth and rest of the family dependence: The youth had a violent fight with his mother 

about whether or not he could attend a party. Note: In the absence of information about 

who started the fight, both youth and rest of the family would be coded a 3. 

• 4: Mostly Dependent codes should be assigned to ELEs that are primarily dependent on the 

client(s)’s behavior and/or primarily within the client(s)’s control. However, there may be some 

factors of the event that buffer the ELE from being fully dependent. Examples of 4 codes include: 

o Youth dependence: The youth got into a physical fight at school, after a peer hit him first. 

o Youth dependence: The youth was driving recklessly and was hurt in an accident. 

• 5: Dependent codes should be assigned to ELEs that are entirely dependent on the client. The 

client(s) played a proactive behavioral role, the event was within their control, and the situation 

happened because of something about the client(s). Any consequences or reactions are the direct 

result of the client(s)’s behavior. Examples of 5 codes include: 

o Rest of the family dependence: The caregiver forgot to pay rent and now the family is 

being threatened with eviction. 

o Youth dependence: The youth was suspended for smoking pot at school. 

o Rest of the family dependence: The caregiver lost her job due to absenteeism and is 

experiencing suicidal ideation. 

o Rest of the family dependence: The youth’s parents decided to get divorced.  

o Youth dependence: The youth failed her grade and will have to repeat it. 

 

Coding Guidelines 

• If the more salient component of the ELE is the client’s symptoms of psychopathology, code the 

ELE as a 5. If the more salient component of the ELE is the life event that precipitated the 

symptoms, assign a lower code based on the dependence of the life event. 

• At times, it may be difficult to determine whether a family member involved in an ELE is 

participating in treatment (e.g., the youth reports that his father hit him, but the father is not 

present in session). In these cases, if the ELE involves a close family member (i.e., one who is 
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living with the youth or with whom the youth appears to have a significant relationship), include 

that family member’s contribution in the “dependence of the rest of the family” code. 

• If there is conflicting information about who was responsible for an ELE (e.g., youth was 

suspended by school for allegedly breaking a rule, but youth claims he did not break the rule), the 

default code should be a 3 unless there is strong evidence for one source of info over the other 

(e.g., youth was observed by peers to be breaking the rule). 

• For events that are fully dependent on the youth and family combined, ratings for youth versus 

the rest of youth’s family should be complementary. For example, an event that is mostly 

dependent on the youth but also involved the rest of the family would be coded a 4 for youth and 

2 for the rest of the family; an event that is entirely dependent on the youth would be coded a 5 

for youth and 1 for the rest of the family; a family event that is moderately dependent on both 

youth and the rest of the family would be coded a 3 for youth and 3 for the rest of the family; and 

so on. 

 

Source: Adapted from Youth Life Stressor Interview - Episodic Stress Coding (Rudolph & Hammen) 

 

A2-6. How distressed are the client(s) regarding the ELE in session?  

Mark one number for each client who is present in session. If the client is not present, leave the cell 

blank: 

 Youth Caregiver Other: _____ Other: ______ 

1: Not at All Distressed     

2: Mildly Distressed     

3: Moderately Distressed     

4: Markedly Distressed     

5: Severely Distressed     

 

Definition 

The distress code is intended to capture the degree of subjective distress that a client expresses when 

discussing the ELE in session. Salient factors here include the client’s level of emotionality (e.g., calm 

versus tearful), tone of voice (e.g., matter-of-fact versus hysterical), and style of presentation for the event 

(e.g., statement of facts versus use of negative words and catastrophic statements).  

 

Examples 

• 1: Not at All Distressed codes should be assigned to clients who express no negative 

emotionality, maintain a positive or neutral tone of voice, and present the ELE in a factual 

manner. Examples of 1 codes include: 

o The youth reported that his caregiver was injured in a car accident that week, but has a 

calm and unaffected tone and declines being upset when the therapist asks. 

o The dad describes youth’s school refusal and biting factually and laughs about her 

behavior. 

• 2: Mildly Distressed codes should be assigned to clients who express a relatively low intensity of 

negative emotionality, tone of voice, and/or style of presentation. Examples of 2 codes include: 

o In a slightly anxious tone of voice, the youth reported punching his mother in the face. 

o With a neutral tone of voice, the caregiver reported that her child’s failing of the grade 

was her fault because she was too busy to help him study.  

o When discussing not taking his medication, the youth says in a quiet tone, “I didn’t want 

to disappoint [my parents]” and says “Yes” when therapist asks if he feels frustrated 

about having to be on medication. 
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• 3: Moderately Distressed codes should be assigned to clients who are beginning to express a 

higher intensity of negative emotionality, tone of voice, and/or style of presentation. Examples of 

3 codes include: 

o In an angry tone of voice, the youth reported that he and the caregiver got into a physical 

fight about his refusing to go to school. He blamed his caregiver for starting the fight. 

o In a whisper, the youth reported that she was bullied and beaten at school, which made 

her worry going back to school. 

o In a laughing tone, the mother described youth’s change in custody by saying she has “no 

motivation,” is “depressed” and “anxious,” and “it’s tough on me.” 

• 4: Markedly Distressed codes should be assigned to clients who express a significant and high 

intensity of negative emotionality, tone of voice, and/or style of presentation. Examples of 4 

codes include: 

o In a shaky tone of voice, the caregiver reported that the youth was suspended for the first 

time and would never be able to succeed in life. 

o When the topic of her assault came up, the youth yelled at the therapist that she didn’t 

want to talk about it. 

• 5: Severely Distressed codes should be assigned to clients who express a significant and extreme 

intensity of negative emotionality, tone of voice, and/or style of presentation. Examples of 5 

codes include: 

o The youth reported that as a result of a fight with her best friend, she was experiencing 

suicidal ideation and that her life was not worth living.  

o The caregiver cried hysterically and yelled at the youth for running away from home.   

 

Coding Guidelines 

• Sometimes clients may express distress through repeatedly bringing up the ELE despite therapist 

attempts to move on. However, it may be that therapists’ responses to ELEs influence the number 

of times this occurs. Thus, to maintain independence from our therapist response codes, coders 

should not consider the number of times a client brings up the ELE in their assignment of the 

distress code. 

• Clients who are emotionally dysregulated may respond inappropriately to negative events by 

laughing about or minimizing them. However, as it may be difficult to tell whether this is the case 

through a recording of a single session, non-distressed responses should be taken at face value.  

• This code is intended to be independent from the severity of the event itself, which is captured 

below in the objective negative impact code. Thus, when assigning this code, do not consider how 

“appropriate” the client’s level of distress is in response to the ELE. 

• When the client provides a rating of his/her symptoms in response to the event or a general 

weekly rating (e.g., a 1-10 rating on the Fear Thermometer), use the rating as a rough guideline 

for determining the distress code. For instance, a client who rates his sadness as a 5 out of 10 

would initially be considered as a 2 or 3 out of 5 on the distress scale; however, other variables 

such as the client’s level of emotionality, tone of voice, and style of presentation should be 

considered when determining whether to lower or raise the code from those anchors. 

• Therapists’ descriptions or interpretations of how distressed the clients seem (e.g., “You seem 

really upset”) should not be taken into account in this code, unless they are describing a concrete 

behavioral event (e.g., “You’re crying” or “You’re squeezing that stress ball while you’re talking 

about this”). 

 

A2-8. Was the ELE elicited by the therapist as part of a structured therapy activity (e.g., MATCH 

module)? 

__No 

__Yes 
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Examples  

• Therapist asked youth for an example of a problem in her life so that they could practice the 

Problem Solving STEPs. 

• Therapist asked youth to imagine a stressful situation from his life prior to demonstrating a Quick 

Calming skill. 

 

Coding Guidelines 

• This does not include general check-in about the week (e.g., therapist asked if client had any 

problems this week, and client reported an ELE). 

 

A2-9. After the ELE is initially reported and the therapist responds to it, do the clients bring up the 

ELE again? 

__Yes 

__No 

 

Definition 

This item is intended to capture whether the client persisted in bringing up the ELE after the topic of the 

session had moved on to something else.  

 

Examples 

• Examples of “Yes” answers include: 

o The youth reports being bullied at school. The therapist responds with supportive 

statements and moves on to teaching an unrelated MATCH skill. In the middle of 

practicing the MATCH skill, the youth mentions that she is still thinking about the 

bullying. 

• Examples of “No” answers include: 

o The caregiver reports that a fire damaged the home. The therapist responds with informal 

reframing statements, and they begin to discuss other things that are going on in the 

caregiver’s life. The caregiver does not mention the fire again for the remainder of the 

session. 

 

Coding Guidelines 

• If multiple clients are present simultaneously in the same session, code whether any of them 

brought up the ELE again after the initial reporting.  

• If the session is conducted separately with multiple clients and the ELE is reported more than 

once (e.g., once by the child in his segment of the session, then again by the caregiver when she 

joins the session), code the first client’s persistence in bringing up the ELE in the A section of the 

his segment of the session and the second client’s persistence in bringing up the ELE in the A 

section of her segment of the session. 

• The client must bring up the ELE first; do not code if the therapist re-initiates discussion of the 

ELE. 

 

A10. Classify the nature of the event(s) from the list below.   

Select all that apply: 

Categories and Examples 

1. Family conflict (e.g., conflict between adults, between adults and child, or child and other 

family)  

2. Change in family routine or structure (e.g., divorce, change in child custody or schedule at 

different households, move, family member incarceration, disrupted child placement).  
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3. Death, injury, or health-care problem of a loved one or the client or caregiver (e.g., family 

member hospitalized, injury due to accident, diagnosis of a serious illness, client’s health 

insurance revoked). Includes pets.  

4. Client engaging in risk behavior (e.g., destruction of property, substance-use related event, 

suicidal behavior, self-injury, unsafe sex, criminal behavior)  

5. Problems at school (e.g., failed a test, suspension or expulsion) 

6. Peer or social problems (e.g., youth broke up with romantic partner, friend moved away, 

incident of peer violence or bullying)  

7. Exposure to an incident of community violence or crime (e.g., gang activity, witnessing 

attack, robbery, family member was a victim of crime)  

8. Housing/financial issues (e.g., eviction, loss of money or income)  

9. Other discrete events not listed above that cause moderate to severe negative impact on the 

child or family 

 

Coding Guidelines 

• A single ELE may have multiple category codes. For example, an ELE in which the youth 

witnessed domestic violence between his caregivers and his mother was injured would be coded 

as “1. Family violence,” and “3. Death, injury, or major health problem of a loved one or the 

client or caregiver.” 

o However, do NOT code “9. Other” if another category also applies. “9. Other” should 

only be used if none of the other categories fits the ELE. 

• Category codes can include the consequences of the ELE. For example, if the ELE was an 

incident of bullying at school that led to client’s suicide attempt, code “5. Significant problems at 

school or with peers” and “4. Client engaging in severe risk behavior.” 
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B. Did the therapist respond to the ELE? 

__No → B1. How did the therapist ignore the ELE? Mark one: 

 

Definition 

In this category of responses, the therapist fails to address the ELE using any technique. 

 

__B1-1. States that s/he will respond to ELE later in session, but never does 

Examples 

• “Let’s talk about that later when your mom comes.” 

__B1-2. States that s/he will respond to ELE at a later date 

Examples 

• “We’ll be learning how to deal with events like this in a few weeks, so let’s talk 

about it then.” 

__B1-3. Other: ___________________________________________________________ 

 

__Yes → B2. How did the therapist respond to the ELE?  

Mark all that apply with an X, except for the first response to the ELE which should be marked with the 

number “1.” 

 

Definition 

In this category of responses, the therapist responds specifically to the reporting of the ELE. 

 

General Coding Guidelines 

• Oftentimes, one type of response will be embedded in another (e.g., supportive or empathic 

statements during the course of information gathering). The goal with this coding system is to 

capture all of the ways that the therapist responds to the ELE. Thus, be sure to code each type of 

response. You can break apart sentences if needed. 

• If there is more than 1 ELE reported in session and a therapist response applies to multiple ELEs 

(e.g., “How are you doing after everything that happened this week?”), code that response for 

each ELE it applies to. 

 

B2-1. Unstructured Therapist Responses 

B2-1-1. Supportive or empathic statements  

Definition 

Supportive or empathic statements by the therapist express understanding for the 

difficulty of the client’s experience and/or support for how the client is handling the 

ELE. They can be distinguished both by reflective/supportive content and a 

sympathetic tone of voice. 

Examples 

• “It sounds like that was really upsetting for you.” 

• “Wow. I would be worried about her, too.” 

• “I’m sorry that that happened to you.” 

• “It’s great that you’ve continued to keep your husband involved with the kids 

despite the divorce.” 

• “Having to go through that would make anyone scared.” 

• (Client first says something about how it’s hard to know what to do in the 

situation.) “Yes, that’s tough because I know you don’t want to push him too far, 

but it’s also important that he knows what’s right.” (reflection) 

• “I can’t believe he did that to you. I agree, that’s not right.” 

Coding Guidelines 
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• Supportive or empathic statements must involve an active expression of support 

rather than passive listening. Therefore, brief phrases without substantive 

content, like “Oh wow” or “Oh no” or “Yeah” (in a sympathetic tone) do not 

qualify.  

• Supportive or empathic statements can be directed toward someone who is not in 

session, so long as they are in alliance with the client. For example, the therapist 

could praise how a sibling or another parent handled a situation that affected the 

client. Conversely, the therapist could agree with the client that someone the 

client is opposed to is wrong, such as the last example above. 

Differential Coding Examples 

Supportive or empathic statements VS. Informal reframing statements 

Praise the client for his/her handling of 

the ELE. 

 

Example: Client does not mention 

thinking negatively about the ELE. 

Therapist says, “You’ve been such a 

trooper through all of this.” 

Attempt to change how s/he thinks about 

the ELE. 

 

Example: Client mentions feeling 

hopeless about the ELE. Therapist says, 

“Remember how resilient you are. 

You’re a trooper and you can get 

through this.” 

Supportive or empathic statements VS. Provision of supportive resources by 

therapist 

Provide emotional support through 

words, within the bounds of a therapy 

session. 

 

 

Example: “I know this is tough. I’m 

here for you every week.” 

 

 

Example: “You’ve been through a lot 

this week!” 

Provide instrumental support through 

actions, outside of the bounds of a 

therapy session. 

 

Example: “I’m also available by phone 

anytime you want to talk about this 

between our meetings.” 

 

Example: “I’m going to call your dad 

and let him know how hard this is for 

you.” 

Supportive or empathic statements VS. Psychoeducation about the ELE  

Reflects or summarizes what the client 

has already said. 

 

Example: (Caregiver says she’s 

worried that youth may have academic 

troubles resulting from the ELE.) “Yes, 

it’s true that traumatic experiences can 

affect school performance.”  

Teaches new info about these types of 

events and how they can impact the 

client. 

 

Example: “Traumatic experiences can 

affect school performance, so your son 

may have more trouble at school.” 

 

B2-1-2. Relating the ELE to past life experiences 

Definition 

When the therapist relates the ELE to past life experiences, s/he may compare or 

contrast the ELE to past experiences. For instance, s/he may point out similarities 

between the ELE and past experiences as a way to illustrate patterns in thoughts, 

feelings, or behaviors that influence the client’s experience of the current ELE. 

Alternatively, s/he may point out how the current ELE is different from past 

experiences and therefore more or less distressing. 
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Examples 

• “Do you see any similarities between this loss and previous endings of 

relationships?” 

• “It seems like you’ve reacted in this way before.” 

• “I know you’ve told me this has happened before. Was what happened this week 

worse than usual?” 

• “So the difference is, this time, you weren’t on your meds, so you blew up more 

easily.” 

Differential Coding Examples 

Relating the ELE to past life 

experiences VS. 

Informal problem solving 

Broadly suggests associations between 

past events and the ELE, without 

explicitly asking about solutions. 

 

Example: “I know you’ve been through 

this before.” 

 

Explicitly asks the client about solutions 

to the ELE. 

 

 

Example: “Do you think you could try 

one of the strategies you’ve used when 

this has happened before?” 

Relating the ELE to past life 

experiences VS. 

Information gathering about the event; 

Information gathering about the 

subjective impact of the ELE on 

client(s) 

Introduces a comparison between the 

ELE and past experiences. 

 

 

 

Example: “Has your dad reacted in the 

same way every time this has 

happened?” 

 

 

Example: “Does it feel better or worse 

than the last time this happened?” 

Asks for more information about the 

event itself or past events that are 

similar, but does not make an explicit 

link between the ELE and past events. 

 

Example: “When you went through this 

the last time, how did your dad react? 

(Information gathering about the event) 

 

Example: “How did you feel the last 

time this happened?” 

(Information gathering about the 

subjective impact of the ELE on 

client(s) 

 

B2-1-3-1. Information gathering about the event  

Definition 

When a therapist gathers information about the event, s/he inquires about the facts of 

the situation as it occurred (the who, what, when, where, and why), as well as any 

objective consequences of the event.  

Examples 

• “Tell me more about what happened.” 

• “Were you alone at the time?” 

• “What motivated you to steal from your mother’s purse?” 

• “How often does this kind of thing happen?” 

• “Did you get grounded for being disrespectful?” 

• “Did other kids laugh at you when you tripped?” 
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• “Something happened this week.” (Note that this would only be coded if the 

therapist initiated this train of thought and it was followed by a pause for the client to 

respond, not if the therapist were reflecting or summarizing what the client had 

previously said about something happening.) 

Coding Guidelines 

• Statements can be coded here if the therapist’s tone goes up at the end of the 

statement to indicate it is a question, or if the therapist initiates an info-gathering train 

of thought and it was followed by a pause for the client to respond (see last example).  

Differential Coding Examples 

Information gathering about the event 

VS. 

Information gathering about the 

subjective impact of the ELE on 

client(s) 

Acquires concrete, objective data about 

the ELE. 

 

Example: “What happened after that? 

 

Acquires subjective data about the 

clients’ experience of the ELE.  

 

Example: “What were you thinking 

when that happened?” 

Note: In most cases, the therapist’s question will specify whether the response is 

about the event or the impact. However, in cases where it is unclear from the 

therapist’s question alone (e.g., a general statement like “What happened with 

X?”), use the content of the client’s response to determine the code (e.g., if the 

client responds by saying “I got suspended,” it would be Information gathering 

about the event, but if he responds by saying, “I started getting really anxious,” it 

would be Information gathering about the impact). If the differential between 

event and impact is still unclear after accounting for the client’s response, code 

Information gathering about the event. 

Information gathering about the event 

VS. 

Relating the ELE to past life 

experiences  

Asks for more information about facts 

of the event itself or past events that are 

similar, but does not make an explicit 

link between the ELE and past events. 

 

Example: “When you went through this 

the last time, how did your dad react?  

Introduces a comparison between the 

ELE and past experiences. 

 

 

 

Example: “Has your dad reacted in the 

same way every time this has 

happened?” 

 

• B2-1-3-2. Information gathering about the subjective impact of the ELE on client(s) 

Definition 

When a therapist gathers information about the impact of the ELE, s/he inquires or 

makes an open-ended statement about the client(s)’s subjective or affective 

experience of the event as it occurred and/or the subjective or affective consequences 

of the event on the client. This response may include encouragement and exploration 

of affective expression surrounding the ELE. 

Examples 

• “Do you remember anything about how you were feeling or thinking at the 

time?” 

• “How are you doing after that happened?” 

• “Have you been worrying about your mom leaving?” 

• “Did getting teased make you feel down about yourself?” 
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• “How have you been managing those feelings of fear?” 

• “It sounds like you’re ambivalent about what happened - tell me your feelings on 

both sides.” 

• “You look sad right now.” (Note that this would only be coded if the therapist 

initiated this train of thought and it was followed by a pause for the client to 

respond, not if the therapist were reflecting or summarizing what the client had 

previously said about being sad.) 

Coding Guidelines  

• Statements can be coded here if the therapist’s tone goes up at the end of the 

statement to indicate it is a question, or if the therapist initiates an info-gathering 

train of thought and it was followed by a pause for the client to respond (see last 

example). 

Differential Coding Examples 

Information gathering about the 

subjective impact of the ELE on 

client(s) VS. 

Information gathering about the event 

Acquires subjective data about the 

clients’ experience of the ELE.  

 

Example: “What were you thinking 

when that happened?” 

Acquires concrete, objective data about 

the ELE. 

 

Example: “What happened after that? 

 

Note: In most cases, the therapist’s question will specify whether the response is 

about the event or the impact. However, in cases where it is unclear from the 

therapist’s question alone (e.g., a general statement like “What happened with 

X?”), use the content of the client’s response to determine the code (e.g., if the 

client responds by saying “I got suspended,” it would be Information gathering 

about the event, but if he responds by saying, “I started getting really anxious,” it 

would be Information gathering about the impact). If the differential between 

event and impact is still unclear after accounting for the client’s response, code 

Information gathering about the event. 

Information gathering about the 

subjective impact of the ELE on 

client(s) VS. 

Relating the ELE to past life 

experiences  

Asks for more information about the 

client’s subjective experience of the 

event or past events that are similar, but 

does not make an explicit link between 

the ELE and past events. 

 

Example: “How did you feel the last 

time this happened?” 

Introduces a comparison between the 

ELE and past experiences. 

 

 

 

 

Example: “Does it feel better or worse 

than the last time this happened?” 

Information gathering about the 

subjective impact of the ELE on 

client(s) VS. 

Psychoeducation about the ELE 

Normalization followed by asking of a 

question about the impact. 

 

Example: “Sometimes if kids hear their 

parents arguing, they think it’s their 

fault. Is that how you felt?” 

Normalization in the absence of a 

follow-up question. 

 

Example: “Sometimes if kids hear their 

parents arguing, they think it’s their 

fault.” 
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(Note that this entire utterance would be 

coded as Information gathering; do not 

separate the first sentence into 

Psychoeducation). 

Information gathering about the 

subjective impact of the ELE on 

client(s) VS. 

MATCH: Weekly Ratings 

Asks for ratings about the client’s 

response specifically to the ELE, 

including using a MATCH scale (e.g., 

Fear Thermometer, Feelings 

Thermometer) to assess how the client 

felt before, during, or after the ELE. 

 

Example: “Where on the thermometer 

would you rate the day when the 

incident happened?” 

Asks for a single rating on a MATCH 

scale (e.g., Fear Thermometer, Feelings 

Thermometer) summarizing how the 

youth felt over the past week. 

 

 

Example: “What’s your rating on the 

thermometer for this past week?” 

Information gathering about the 

subjective impact of the ELE on 

client(s) VS. 

MATCH: Learning about Depression or 

Learning about Anxiety 

Asks about thoughts, feelings, and 

behaviors surrounding the ELE, but 

does not go on to explain how these 

things perpetuate problems that can be 

addressed with MATCH treatment. 

 

 

 

 

Example: “What were you thinking? 

What did you do? And how did that end 

up making you feel?” 

Can ask about thoughts, feelings, and 

behaviors surrounding the ELE, but 

goes on to explain how the relationships 

between these things cause depression 

or anxiety and how MATCH skills can 

be used to change the depression or 

anxiety. Follows the MATCH module 

by using steps, worksheets, etc. 

 

Example: “Let’s fill out this worksheet. 

What were you thinking? What did you 

do? And how did that end up making 

you feel? As you can see, thinking and 

doing negative things can get us stuck 

in bad feelings. What we’ll be doing is 

trying to give you lots of tools for how 

to get unstuck next time you feel this 

way.” 

Information gathering about the 

subjective impact of the ELE on 

client(s) VS. 

Another structured protocol: CBT 

Asks about thoughts, feelings, and 

behaviors surrounding the ELE, but 

does not go on to explain how these 

things perpetuate problems that can be 

addressed with treatment. 

 

 

 

Can ask about thoughts, feelings, and 

behaviors surrounding the ELE, but 

goes on to explain how the relationship 

between these things cause problems 

and how CBT skills can be used to 

change them. Does not follow the 

MATCH module by using steps, 

worksheets, etc. 
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Example: “What were you thinking? 

What did you do? And how did that end 

up making you feel?” 

Example: “What were you thinking? 

What did you do? And how did that end 

up making you feel? As you can see, 

thoughts, behaviors, and feelings can all 

feed off of each other causing us to feel 

bad. Our goal is to think and act 

differently so we can interrupt that 

cycle.” 

 

B2-1-4. Informal advice giving 

Definition 

In informal advice giving, the therapist offers on-the-spot suggestions for handling 

the client’s ELE in the absence of any structured protocol. This includes unstructured 

advice about how to deal with the event itself as well as how to prevent similar 

events in the future. 

Examples 

• “What if you tell the bully to leave you alone?” 

• “Have you tried talking to your mom about it?” 

• “If this kind of thing happens again, I think you should inform the teacher and let 

her deal with it rather than trying to deal with it yourself.” 

Differential Coding Examples 

Informal advice giving VS. Safety protocol;  

Provision of supportive resources 

outside of therapy; 

Provision of supportive resources by 

therapist 

General suggestions for handling the 

ELE that do not fit under more specific 

codes. Typically, these are suggestions 

for what the client should do 

themselves. 

  

Example: “You should stand up for 

yourself.” 

Specific suggestions that follow the 

definition of the above codes. Typically, 

these are suggestions for someone other 

than the client to help them with the 

ELE. 

 

Example: “Let’s make a safety plan so 

you know what to do next time.”  

(Safety protocol) 

 

Example: “You should join this group 

for domestic violence survivors.” 

(Provision of supportive resources 

outside of therapy) 

 

Example: “You should let me talk to 

your son to clear the air.” 

(Provision of supportive resources by 

therapist) 

Informal advice giving VS. Informal problem solving 

The therapist is making suggestions for 

solutions to the ELE. 

 

The therapist is asking the clients to 

generate solutions on their own. 
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Example: “What if you said no the next 

time?” 

Example: “What are some different 

ways you can handle it the next time?” 

Informal advice giving VS. Relates ELE to MATCH modules 

General suggestions not meeting 

criteria for MATCH skills. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example: “How about if you try getting 

out of the house?” 

Suggestions related specifically to 

MATCH skills. Unless the therapist is 

reviewing previous MATCH content 

(see specific rules under Relates ELE to 

MATCH modules), code MATCH if the 

therapist: 1) Covers something from the 

module by name, or 2) Covers more 

than 1 step in the module. 

 

Example: “Remember how we talked 

about doing something fun to feel 

better? How about if you pick 

something from your list?” 

(MATCH: Activity Selection review) 

 

B2-1-5. Informal problem solving  

Definition 

In Informal problem solving, the therapist asks the client to generate possible 

solutions and/or select from a variety of solutions for dealing with the ELE in a 

general way. This includes unstructured problem solving around the event itself as 

well as how to prevent similar events in the future. 

Examples 

• “Can you think of any other ways you could’ve handled the situation?” 

• “What are some options you’ve tried before that have helped to settle arguments 

with your mom?” 

• “If something like this happens in the future, what can you do to keep from 

getting anxious?” 

• “Out of those three options you mentioned, which one do you think you’d be 

most likely to try?” 

Differential Coding Examples 

Informal problem solving VS. Informal advice giving  

The therapist is asking the clients to 

generate solutions on their own. 

 

Example: “What are some different 

ways you can handle it the next time?” 

The therapist is making suggestions for 

solutions to the ELE. 

 

Example: “What if you said no the next 

time?” 

Informal problem solving VS. Relating the ELE to past life 

experiences  

Explicitly asks the client about 

solutions to the ELE. 

 

 

Example: “Do you think you could try 

one of the strategies you’ve used when 

this has happened before?” 

Broadly suggests associations between 

past events and the ELE, without 

explicitly asking about solutions. 

 

Example: “I know you’ve been through 

this before.” 

 

Informal problem solving VS. Relates to MATCH: Problem Solving 

module 
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General and less thorough problem 

solving, not involving a systematic 

procedure (i.e., STEPS: Say what the 

problem is, Think of solutions, 

Examine the solutions, Pick one and try 

it out, See if it worked). It may involve 

only one of these steps performed in a 

cursory manner, not enough to meet 

criteria for MATCH Problem Solving. 

 

 

Example: “What do you think you 

could do about this?” 

Problem solving that specifically 

follows the MATCH problem solving 

procedures (STEPS). Unless the 

therapist is reviewing Problem Solving 

from before (see specific rules under 

Relates ELE to MATCH modules), code 

MATCH Problem Solving if the 

therapist: 1) Covers something from the 

module by name, or 2) Covers more 

than 1 step in the module. 

 

Example: “I have something that can 

help us figure out what to do. It’s called 

Problem Solving STEPS. The first 

step is to Say what the problem is...” 

 

B2-1-6. Psychoeducation about the ELE 

Definition 

In Psychoeducation about the ELE, the therapist teaches the client(s) about: (1) how 

these types of ELEs typically occur, and (2) their potential impact on the client(s). 

Responses in this category do not necessarily have to relate to psychopathology, as 

long as they relate to the ELE. 

Examples 

• “A move is usually a big transition for kids. It has a huge impact on multiple 

areas of their lives, including school and relationships with their families. He’ll 

have to learn how to adjust to the new place, and that might make his symptoms 

worse temporarily.” 

• “Getting suspended is a big deal because it gets put on his permanent record, 

which may affect his ability to get into a good high school.”  

• “Many people experience a period of anger and denial after the loss of a loved 

one. You might notice that you’re feeling more irritable, and that’s natural.” 

• “Sometimes when these things happen to kids, they worry that their parents 

won’t love them.” 

Coding Guidelines 

• Psychoeducation about the ELE can be coded if the two necessary components 

(how these types of ELEs typically occur and their potential impact on the 

client(s)) are offered at separate times during the session, as long as both 

components are present at some point during the session. 

Differential Coding Examples 

Psychoeducation about the ELE VS. Provision of supportive resources 

outside of therapy 

Provides info about the ELE, but not a 

resource to address the ELE. 

 

Example: “Often when people go 

through experiences like yours, they 

feel ashamed to talk about it.” 

Provides info about a resource and/or 

why it may be helpful. 

 

Example: “Peer support groups offer 

you the chance to talk about your 

experiences with people who have been 

through similar things.” 

Psychoeducation about the ELE VS. Supportive or empathic statements 
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Teaches new info about these types of 

events and how they can impact the 

client. 

 

Example: “Traumatic experiences can 

affect school performance, so your son 

may have more trouble at school.” 

Reflects or summarizes what the client 

has already said. 

 

Example: (Caregiver says she’s worried 

that youth may have academic troubles 

resulting from the ELE.) “Yes, it’s true 

that traumatic experiences can affect 

school performance.”  

Psychoeducation about the ELE Information gathering about the 

subjective impact of the ELE on 

client(s) 

Normalization in the absence of a 

follow-up question. 

 

Example: “Sometimes if kids hear their 

parents arguing, they think it’s their 

fault.” 

Normalization followed by asking of a 

question about the impact. 

 

Example: “Sometimes if kids hear their 

parents arguing, they think it’s their 

fault. Is that how you felt?” 

(Note that this entire utterance would be 

coded as Information gathering; do not 

separate the first sentence into 

Psychoeducation). 

Psychoeducation about the ELE VS. MATCH psychoeducation modules (i.e., 

Learning Anxiety, Learning Depression, 

Safety Planning, or Learning about 

Behavior) 

Shares information about the specific 

ELE. At times, ELEs will be closely 

related to symptoms (e.g., A client with 

Conduct Problems gets expelled from 

school). In these cases, the coder must 

consult the relevant MATCH 

psychoeducation session to determine 

whether the therapist is using content 

from that session or not. 

 

Example: “Expulsion from school will 

go on his permanent record, which can 

affect his ability to attend another 

school.” 

Shares information about the general 

causes of psychopathology. With the 

exception of review of previous 

sessions (see MATCH guidelines), 

must: 1) Cover something from the 

module by name, or 2) Cover more than 

1 step in the module. 

 

 

 

Example: “As we discussed with the 

Four Factor Model, life stress can 

make behavior issues worse.”  

(Learning about Behavior review) 

 

B2-1-7. Informal reframing statement 

Definition 

When the therapist uses an Informal reframing statement, s/he attempts to spin the 

ELE in a more positive light for the client in the absence of teaching any structured 

cognitive skills or advising the client to take a specific action. In other words, 

responses in this category consist of the therapist asking the client to “look at the 

bright side” of their situation. 

Examples 

• “You got a D on your math test? That’s not so bad.” 

• “Well, at least once you move you’ll get to see your dad more.” 
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• “Well, it’s too bad that this happened, but what have you learned from this that 

you can remember in the future?” 

Differential Coding Examples 

Informal reframing statement VS. Supportive or empathic statements 

Offers clients a different, more positive 

perspective from the one they are 

expressing. 

  

Example: “Maybe you don’t feel this 

way now, but ultimately this could be 

better for the kids. 

Reflects or summarize the client’s 

experiences without providing a new 

perspective. 

 

Example: (Client previously said the 

event might make the kids stronger.) 

“Yes, ultimately this could be better for 

the kids.” 

Informal reframing statement VS. MATCH cognitive restructuring 

modules (i.e., Cognitive STOP, 

Cognitive BLUE, Cognitive TLC) 

General and less thorough reframing, 

not involving a systematic procedure 

(i.e., e.g., TLC: Talk to a friend, Look 

for the silver lining, Change the 

channel). It may involve only one of 

these steps performed in a cursory 

manner, not enough to meet criteria for 

a MATCH module. 

 

 

 

Example: “Are there any positives that 

came out of what happened?” 

Cognitive restructuring that specifically 

follows MATCH procedures. Unless the 

therapist is reviewing a cognitive 

module from before (see specific rules 

under Relates ELE to MATCH 

modules), code one of the above 

MATCH modules if the therapist: 1) 

Covers something from the module by 

name, or 2) Covers more than 1 step in 

the module. 

 

Example: “Let’s try to find a silver 

lining, like we talked about before.” 

(MATCH: Cognitive TLC review) 

 

B2-2-1. Safety protocol (not from MATCH) 

Definition 

For ELEs that involve safety risk for self or others, such as suicide, violence, or 

abuse, the therapist may respond by using a procedure that is required by his/her 

agency or state.  

Examples 

• Reminding youth of the limits of confidentiality and what is reportable 

• Making a safety contract with a youth who is suicidal 

• Reporting a youth’s report of physical abuse to the Department of Child and 

Family Services (DCFS) 

• Assessing for a youth’s access to means for harm such as weapons or pills 

Differential Coding Examples 

Safety protocol (not from MATCH) VS. MATCH: Safety Planning module 

Does not follow MATCH steps or is 

not thorough enough to meet criteria 

for MATCH: Safety Planning. 

  

 

Follows MATCH steps. Code if the 

therapist: 1) Covers something from the 

module by name, or 2) Covers more 

than 1 step in the module. 

 

Example: “Now that we’ve talked about 

true alarms, let’s figure out a plan for 
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Example: “I need to make sure you 

know who to call if you’re not feeling 

safe.” 

what you can do if those true alarms go 

off.” 

Safety protocol (not from MATCH) VS. MATCH: Making A Plan module  

Does not follow MATCH steps or is 

not thorough enough to meet criteria 

for MATCH: Making A Plan. 

 

 

Example: “In the future, do you think 

you could keep him away from sharp 

objects?” 

Follows MATCH steps. Code if the 

therapist: 1) Covers something from the 

module by name, or 2) Covers more 

than 1 step in the module. 

 

Example: “There are steps we can take 

to help prevent this kind of issue in the 

future. Here is a handout on Making A 

Plan. First, there are several things you 

can do to get ready before going on a 

family outing.” 

Safety protocol (not from MATCH) VS. 

 

Informal advice giving 

Specific suggestions that follow the 

definition of the Safety protocol. 

Typically, these are suggestions for 

someone other than the client to help 

them with the ELE. 

 

Example: “Let’s make a safety plan so 

you know what to do next time.”  

General suggestions for handling the 

ELE that do not fit under more specific 

codes. Typically, these are suggestions 

for what the client should do 

themselves. 

  

Example: “You should stand up for 

yourself.” 

Safety protocol (not from MATCH) VS. 

 

Psychoeducation about the ELE 

Specific information regarding safety 

procedures with regard to an ELE. 

 

Example: “You won’t be taken away 

from your family so long as your 

parents are taking good care of you.” 

General information about an ELE that 

does not involve safety procedures.  

 

Example: “When families get into 

arguments, it can be stressful for 

everyone and make it hard for you to 

concentrate.” 

 

B2-2-2. Provision of supportive resources outside of therapy 

Definition 

Code this response when a therapist identifies resources beyond therapy to help the 

client deal with the ELE.  

Examples 

• (To a caregiver who has witnessed a traumatic event): “I think seeing a therapist 

on your own could be very helpful. Here is the contact information of a therapist 

who specializes in trauma.” 

• “Sometimes hearing about the experiences of other teens who have been raped 

can make you feel less alone. I know of a rape survivor support group being held 

at our downtown clinic if you’re interested.” 

• “It sounds like your sister was badly injured in the fire, but doesn’t have health 

insurance. Would you like me to give you the names of some hospitals in town 

that don’t require insurance?” 

Coding Guidelines 
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• Responses using this code should be targeted at the ELE and its impact, not any 

other problems that the client may be having. 

Differential Coding Examples 

Provision of supportive resources 

outside of therapy VS. 

Provision of supportive resources by 

therapist 

Although recommended by the 

therapist, the support is provided by a 

third party. 

 

 

 

Example: “I’ll put you in touch with 

someone who specializes in these 

issues.” 

 

Example: “I can give your mom info 

about a summer camp that addresses 

this.” 

Provides support through the therapist, 

either to the client present in session 

(e.g., caregiver) or a client not in session 

(e.g., youth; or vice versa). 

 

Example: “I’m going to make myself 

available to you any time this happens.” 

 

Example” “I can talk to your mom about 

this if you want.” 

Provision of supportive resources 

outside of therapy VS. 

Psychoeducation about the ELE 

Provides info about a resource and/or 

why it may be helpful. 

 

Example: “Peer support groups offer 

you the chance to talk about your 

experiences with people who have been 

through similar things.” 

Provides info about the ELE, but not a 

resource to address the ELE. 

 

Example: “Often when people go 

through experiences like yours, they feel 

ashamed to talk about it.” 

Provision of supportive resources 

outside of therapy VS. 

 

Informal advice giving 

Specific suggestions that follow the 

definition of Provision of supportive 

resources outside of therapy. Typically, 

these are suggestions for someone other 

than the client to help them with the 

ELE. 

 

Example: “You should join this group 

for domestic violence survivors.” 

General suggestions for handling the 

ELE that do not fit under more specific 

codes. Typically, these are suggestions 

for what the client should do 

themselves. 

  

Example: “You should stand up for 

yourself.” 

 

B2-2-3. Provision of supportive resources by therapist 

Definition 

Code this response when a therapist offers to help the client deal with the ELE by 

providing instrumental support of his/her own. This code is action-oriented - the 

therapist is taking concrete actions to attempt to “solve” the ELE for the client. It 

involves the therapist taking some sort of action outside of the bounds of a therapy 

session. 

Examples 

• “I’ll call your teacher and let her know what happened.” 
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• “Tomorrow, I’ll go with you to the lunchroom and we can talk to the bully 

together.” 

• “Why don’t you call me if anything gets worse.” 

Differential Coding Examples 

Provision of supportive resources by 

therapist VS. 

Supportive or empathic statements  

Provide instrumental support through 

actions, outside of the bounds of a 

therapy session. 

 

Example: “I’m also available by phone 

anytime you want to talk about this 

between our meetings.” 

 

Example: “I’m going to call your dad 

and let him know how hard this is for 

you.” 

Provide emotional support through 

words, within the bounds of a therapy 

session. 

 

 

Example: “I know this is tough. I’m 

here for you every week.” 

 

 

Example: “You’ve been through a lot 

this week!” 

Provision of supportive resources by 

therapist VS. 

Provision of supportive resources 

outside of therapy 

Provides support through the therapist, 

either to the client present in session 

(e.g., caregiver) or a client not in 

session (e.g., youth; or vice versa). 

 

Example: “I’m going to make myself 

available to you any time this happens.” 

 

Example” “I can talk to your mom 

about this if you want.” 

Although recommended by the 

therapist, the support is provided by a 

third party. 

 

 

 

Example: “I’ll put you in touch with 

someone who specializes in these 

issues.” 

 

Example: “I can give your mom info 

about a summer camp that addresses 

this.” 

Provision of supportive resources by 

therapist VS. 

 

Informal advice giving 

Specific suggestions that follow the 

definition of Provision of supportive 

resources by therapist. These are 

suggestions for the therapist to help 

them with the ELE. 

 

Example: “You should let me talk to 

your son to clear the air.” 

General suggestions for handling the 

ELE that do not fit under more specific 

codes. Typically, these are suggestions 

for what the client should do 

themselves. 

  

 

 

Example: “You should stand up for 

yourself.” 

 

B2-3. Other 

Definition 
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Use this code for any skills used by the therapist to respond the ELE that do not fit 

any of the above categories or any skills from MATCH or other protocols. Specify 

the technique used and write the exact statements used. 

 

Responses Relating the ELE to MATCH or Other Treatment Protocol 

B2-4. Relates ELE to MATCH module 

Definition 

When the therapist relates the ELE to a MATCH module, s/he makes an effort to tie 

the ELE to the manual for that module, using the module to demonstrate why 

MATCH may be helpful (in the case of earlier treatment modules such as 

psychoeducation) or to demonstrate a way of handling the ELE (in the case of later 

modules on specific skills, such as problem solving). These codes can be thought of 

as using the ELE as a “teaching moment” or springboard for the learning of a 

MATCH concept or skill.  

Examples 

Demonstrating why MATCH may be helpful, as in earlier treatment modules 

• “I hear that the fight with your mom was really hard, and it made you feel down. 

That’s what we’ll be working on here, is helping you be able to change how you 

feel when you’re down so that you don’t get so stuck in those bad feelings. 

o This would be coded as Depression: Getting Acquainted module.   

• “Do you remember the Four Factor Model we went over about what causes your 

child’s behavior? Your recent divorce would be a major factor in the Life events 

portion of that model that seems to have made his behavior worse this past week. 

What we’ve been working on with providing consistent consequences for good 

behavior will help to keep the bad behavior in check. 

o This would be coded as related to the Conduct: Learning about Behavior 

module. 

Demonstrating MATCH as a way to handle the ELE, as in later treatment modules 

• “Finding out that your best friend is moving away is one of those tough situations 

where the TLC skills can come in handy. Although you can’t change what 

happens, you can change how bad you feel about it using these skills.” 

o This would be coded as related to the Depression: Cognitive TLC 

module. 

Coding Guidelines 

• The coder should *always* consult the MATCH manual as well as this coding 

manual during the process of coding a session. Brief descriptions of the 

objectives of each module are provided below as a reference for looking up 

specific MATCH modules. 

• Do not code as “Relates ELE to MATCH module” if the therapist uses the ELE 

as a way to transition to content from a module, or merely mentions a module, 

but does not use the module to teach the client something. There must be at least 

one teaching sentence. Examples of therapist responses that would not qualify 

are: 

o “Remember the Fear Ladder we set up? Where would the ELE fall on 

that thermometer?” This would not qualify as relating the ELE to Fear 

Ladder unless the therapist then linked it to a rationale for treatment, 

such as, “So what we’ll be doing here is helping you practice dealing 

with things like the ELE, so that they get less and less scary.” 

o “We’ve been talking about how he got in trouble at school. Speaking of 

school, how has the rewards program been going at school? This would 
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not qualify as relating the ELE to Rewards unless the therapist linked the 

ELE to using rewards, such as, “So I know he got in trouble this week. 

The rewards program is aimed at helping reduce those behaviors, so let’s 

figure out what we can tweak so that things like this don’t happen.” 

• Any attempt to connect the ELE to a MATCH module should be coded here and 

not in Section C of the manual. If the therapist initially relates the ELE to a 

MATCH module, then does not mention the ELE for the remainder of the 

module, only code the module in this section (as opposed to coding it in both 

Sections B and C).  

• ***Code a MATCH module rather than an informal response (e.g., Informal 

problem solving, Informal advice giving) if the therapist: 1) Covers at least 1 step 

from the module or a handout from the module by name (e.g., Cognitive STOP 

or Quick Calming; see Appendix A for a list of topics that are specific enough to 

qualify as covering something by name), or 2) Covers more than 1 step in the 

module or a handout from that module (e.g., for Depression: Activity Selection, 

Covers content from the “Discuss connection between feelings and actions” and 

“Ten things I can do to feel good” steps). Coverage requires actually 

delivering that portion of the module, not merely mentioning it.  

o Weekly Ratings and Leave ‘Em Laughing:  

Although Weekly Ratings is included at the beginning and Leave ‘Em 

Laughing at the end of each module, they do NOT count as a step 

towards qualifying as a MATCH module. The therapist must cover more 

than 1 step in the module, not including Weekly Ratings and Leave ‘Em 

Laughing. Weekly Ratings and Leave ‘Em Laughing should be coded 

separately from the MATCH module under “Weekly Ratings” and 

“Leave ‘Em Laughing” in the Main Form, since by definition they cannot 

be related to the ELE.  

• If the therapist relates the ELE to content from a previous session (e.g., going 

over homework from last session, reviewing previous modules), the above rules 

for coding a MATCH module do not need to be met. The therapist must use 

phrases that indicate content has been covered previously (e.g., “Do you 

remember when we went over X” or “So from last week, you know X” or 

“We’ve been working on X”). If those phrases are used and the content can be 

categorized into a MATCH module without covering at least 1 step by name or 

covering more than 1 step, code that module. When coding extensiveness, the 

“Review from Previous?” column for that module should then be marked “Yes.” 

An example of this would be if an ELE was reported and the therapist related the 

ELE by saying, “These are the kinds of times when we can work on facing our 

fears by taking small steps towards our goals, like we’ve been doing so far.” In 

this case, the therapist does not mention at least 1 step by name as listed in 

Appendix A, nor does she cover more than 1 step, but it is clear she is referring 

to the “Practicing” portion of MATCH which goes through an exposure 

hierarchy. In the Extensiveness ratings from Practicing, the “Review from 

Previous?” cell should be marked “Yes.” If it is unclear whether the therapist is 

referring to a MATCH module, code as unstructured activity. 

o The exemption above does not apply to sessions that are conducted with 

different clients. For example, the first portion of the session is with the 

caregiver and the therapist meets criteria for coding a MATCH module. 

The second portion of the session is with the youth, and the therapist 

briefly mentions content that is related to the MATCH module s/he was 

covering with the caregiver, but does not cover at least 1 step by name or 
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cover more than 1 step. This would not count as a MATCH module even 

though the previous portion of the session qualified as MATCH.  

• If a therapist is in the middle of covering a MATCH module, but uses statements 

within the MATCH module that could fall into unstructured responses, do not 

code the unstructured responses separately if their purpose can be linked back to 

the MATCH module. For example, during a lesson on Active Ignoring in 

response to an ELE in which youth destroyed property and then whined about his 

punishment, a therapist may ask about mother’s response to the child during the 

whining, then praise her for ignoring the whining. Although asking about 

mother’s response would technically fit under “Information gathering about the 

event,” it is clear the purpose is to assess mother’s use of Active Ignoring, so 

coding would stay in that module. 

• In rare instances, a therapist will conduct activities that are consistent with 

overall MATCH principles, but not found in the manual. For example, a therapist 

may help a caregiver find strategies to stay calm while managing a child’s 

Rewards program. Although this is not in the manual for the Rewards module, it 

is consistent with recommendations for parents to stay calm during other conduct 

modules (Active Ignoring, Giving Effective Instructions), and could therefore be 

coded as part of Rewards. Consult with the coding team if you are unsure about 

these instances. 

• Some later MATCH modules (e.g., Making A Plan, Daily Report Card, 

Maintenance, Plans for Coping) incorporate features of previous modules. For 

instance, Making A Plan incorporates Rewards and Praise. In instances where 

there is evidence that the more inclusive module is being employed, code that 

module rather than the specific ones incorporated in that module. In this example, 

Making A Plan would be coded instead of Rewards if the therapist said 

something like, “Let’s come up with a plan together to keep you from hurting 

others. What would you like as a reward for following the plan?” 

B2-5. Relates ELE to skills from another structured protocol → Which protocol/skills?  

Definition 

Use this code if the therapist makes an effort to tie the ELE to a structured protocol 

that is not part of MATCH or a safety protocol from C2-1-1. Structured protocols 

have a clear objective and a set of steps to be followed towards achieving that 

objective. 

Examples 

• Using a skill from a DBT manual to address a client’s cutting in response to a 

ELE 

• Using specific techniques that are consistent with CBT principles (e.g., 

identifying the Antecedent-Behavior-Consequence of a situation), but are not 

specifically in any module of the MATCH manual - *must be identifiable as 

specific to CBT, otherwise it is an unstructured response* 

• Adding a goal to client’s treatment plan and having the client sign the revised 

treatment plan 

Coding Guidelines 

• At times, the coder may not be familiar with the specific protocol or skills being 

covered, but it is evident (e.g., through the use of worksheets, step-by-step 

sequencing of skills, etc.) that the therapist is going over a structured protocol. In 

these cases, write “Don’t know” and describe the skills being taught. 

• This code applies to any structured protocol regardless of whether or not it is 

evidence-based.  
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• This code includes agency or system-wide structured procedures, such as 

Department of Mental Health goal setting procedures (which require setting 

quantifiable goals, writing them down, and having client sign them) or intake 

procedures (following the Initial Assessment prompts). If you are viewing an 

intake or goal setting procedure that doesn’t meet criteria for MATCH, DMH 

documents for both of these situations are provided in the Appendix for your 

reference. 
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C. Did the therapist use activities unrelated to the occurrence of an ELE? 

__No → C1. Skip to extensiveness and alliance ratings. 

 

Definition 

Use this code if the therapist spends the entire session responding in some way to the ELE. S/he is unable 

to move on to any other content. 

 

__Yes → C2. Which activities or skills did the therapist cover?  

Mark all that apply with an X. If no ELEs occurred in session, code only in the “Before Any ELEs” 

column. If one or more ELEs occurred in session, code any skills that were covered before the ELE(s) 

were reported in the “Before Any ELEs” column and any skills that were covered after the ELE(s) were 

reported in the “After Any ELEs” column. 

 

Definition 

Use this code if the therapist spends time in the session on content that is unrelated to a ELE. If no ELEs 

were reported in the session, all session content should be coded here in Main Form: C2; the ELE tabs 

(Sections A and B) should be left blank. If one or more ELEs was reported in session, all session content 

(if any) prior to the reporting of an ELE should be coded in the “Before Any ELEs” columns here in C2; 

Sections A and B should be filled out for each ELE; and all session content (if any) after the reporting of 

the ELE(s), if it is unrelated to the ELE, should be coded in the “After Any ELEs” columns here in C2.  

*Note that in the special case when a session occurs with different clients (e.g., first half with caregiver 

and second half with caregiver and youth), if no ELEs are reported in a later portion of the session, then 

go back to coding in the “Before Any ELEs” column. 

 

Examples 

• No ELEs are reported in session. The therapist covers Learning Anxiety – Child followed by 

Learning Anxiety – Parent in the session.  

o Both modules would be coded under the “Before Any ELEs” column in the Main Form 

tab. 

• No ELEs are reported in session. The therapist spends half of the session asking the client about 

how her week was and the other half of the session covering two steps in the Time Out module. 

o Both activities would be coded under the “Before Any ELEs” column in the Main Form 

tab; the first half of the session would be coded under C2-3-1: Unstructured Activity, 

with something like “Open-ended check-in about client’s week” written in the blank, and 

the second half of the session would be coded under Time Out. 

• The therapist begins the session by covering a portion of the Problem Solving module. During 

this module, the client reports a ELE. The therapist responds by stating that they will talk about 

the ELE at a later date, then returns to the Problem Solving module. 

o The beginning of the session would be coded in Section C under the “Before Any ELEs” 

column of the Problem Solving row in the Main Form tab. Sections A and B would be 

filled out for the ELE in the ELE1 tab, with B1-2: States that s/he will respond to ELE at 

a later date coded in Section B. The end of the session would be coded in the Main Form 

tab in Section C under the “After Any ELEs” column for Problem Solving. 

• The therapist begins the session by covering the Cognitive STOP module. During the module, the 

client reports a ELE. The therapist responds by making supportive or empathic statements, then 

relating the ELE to the Cognitive TLC module. Afterwards, the therapist returns to the Cognitive 

STOP module without relating it to the ELE. 

o The beginning of the session would be coded in the Main Form tab, in Section C under 

the “Before Any ELEs” column under Cognitive STOP. In the ELE1 tab, Sections A and 

B would be filled out for the ELE, with B2-1-1: Supportive or empathic statements and 
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B2-4: Relates ELE to MATCH module: Cognitive TLC coded in Section B. Because the 

therapist makes no attempt to tie the ELE to the Cognitive STOP module, the end of the 

session would be coded in Section C under the “After Any ELEs” column under 

Cognitive STOP. 

• An ELE is reported before the therapist covers any MATCH content. The therapist responds 

using information gathering. The therapist then digresses into a discussion for 5 minutes of 

youth’s feelings about an upcoming birthday party not having to do with the ELE. 

o The ELE should be coded in the ELE1 tab, with B2-1-3-1: Information gathering coded 

as an unstructured response in Section B. The birthday party discussion would be coded 

in Section C under the “After Any ELEs” as C2-3-1: Unstructured Activity, with 

something like “Discussion of birthday party” written in the blank. 

• The first half of the session occurs with therapist and caregiver; the second half, with therapist 

and youth. An ELE is reported at the beginning of the caregiver portion of the session. Without 

connecting the ELE, the therapist then covers MATCH Rewards with the caregiver. The ELE is 

not reported in the youth portion of the session, and the therapist covers Rewards with the youth. 

o The ELE should be coded under Sections A and B in the ELE1 tab of the spreadsheet. 

Rewards with the caregiver should be coded under Section C2 in the Main Form tab 

under “After Any ELEs.” Because there was no ELE reported in the youth portion of the 

session, Rewards with the youth should be coded under Section C2 in the Main Form tab 

under “Before Any ELEs.” 

 

C2-1. Skill from a MATCH module 

Coding Guidelines for MATCH 

• The coder should *always* consult the MATCH manual as well as this coding manual during the 

process of coding a session. Brief descriptions of the objectives of each module are provided 

below as a reference for looking up specific MATCH modules. 

• ***Code a MATCH module rather than an Unstructured Activity if the therapist: 1) Covers at 

least 1 step from the module by name (e.g., Cognitive STOP or Quick Calming; see Appendix A 

for a list of topics that are specific enough to qualify as covering something by name), or 2) 

Covers more than 1 step in the module or a handout from that module (e.g., for Depression: 

Activity Selection, covers content from the “Discuss connection between feelings and actions” 

and “Ten things I can do to feel good” steps). Coverage requires actually delivering that 

portion of the module, not merely mentioning it. 

• Weekly Ratings and Leave ‘Em Laughing:  

o Although Weekly Ratings is included at the beginning and Leave ‘Em Laughing at the 

end of each module, they do NOT count as a step towards qualifying as a MATCH 

module. The therapist must cover more than 1 step in the module, not including Weekly 

Ratings and Leave ‘Em Laughing. Weekly Ratings and Leave ‘Em Laughing should be 

coded separately from the MATCH module under “Weekly Ratings” and “Leave ‘Em 

Laughing” in the Main Form 

o If the therapist collects weekly ratings that are not clearly tied to a specific module, code 

as Weekly Ratings only. If the therapist follows up the weekly ratings with content from 

a specific module, code Weekly Ratings first followed by the specific module. The 

Weekly Ratings code only applies when the therapist asks specifically about ratings of 

the youths’ symptoms since the previous session. If general ratings are being taken as 

part of a MATCH activity, such as setting up the Fear Thermometer for Anxiety or using 

ratings to demonstrate changes in mood during Activity Selection for Depression, code 

those modules instead. If general ratings are being taken that are not about the previous 

week or part of MATCH activity (e.g., therapist is asking for ratings of something that 
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happened that week to gather information but not to teach a MATCH skill), code as an 

unstructured activity. 

o Note that Weekly Ratings has the potential to transition into a general discussion about 

the week (which would be an unstructured activity). If this occurs, code Weekly Ratings 

for up to 2 minutes, then if the general discussion lasts at least 2 more minutes, code an 

unstructured activity. 

o All MATCH modules end with a fun activity (the “Leave ‘Em Laughing” step); thus, if a 

MATCH session ends with a fun activity such as a game, code the activity separately as 

“Leave ‘Em Laughing.”. If the fun activity is not preceded by any MATCH activity, code 

as C2-3. Unstructured Activity and write “Game” in the blank. 

• If the therapist covers content from a previous session (e.g., going over homework from last 

session, reviewing previous modules), the above rules for coding a MATCH module do not need 

to be met. The therapist must use phrases that indicate content has been covered previously (e.g., 

“Do you remember when we went over X” or “So from last week, you know X” or “We’ve been 

working on X”). If those phrases are used and the content can be categorized into a MATCH 

module without covering at least 1 step by name or covering more than 1 step, code that module. 

When coding extensiveness, the “Review from Previous?” column for that module should then be 

marked “Yes.” If it is unclear whether the therapist is referring to a MATCH module, code as 

unstructured activity. 

o The exemption above does not apply to sessions that are conducted with different clients. 

For example, the first portion of the session is with the caregiver and the therapist meets 

criteria for coding a MATCH module. The second portion of the session is with the 

youth, and the therapist briefly mentions content that is related to the MATCH module 

s/he was covering with the caregiver, but does not cover at least 1 step by name or cover 

more than 1 step. This would not count as a MATCH module even though the previous 

portion of the session qualified as MATCH.  

• If the client mentions a MATCH module that was covered in the past (e.g., homework from the 

previous session), but the therapist does not respond to the client regarding that module, do not 

count the module as covered. 

• Previews of future sessions (e.g., “Next time we’ll be creating a Fear Ladder, which will list some 

things you’re afraid of”) do not count as a MATCH module unless content from the module is 

actually covered beyond a brief mention.  

• In rare instances, a therapist will conduct activities that are consistent with overall MATCH 

principles, but not found in the manual. For example, a therapist may help a caregiver find 

strategies to stay calm while managing a child’s Rewards program. Although this is not in the 

manual for the Rewards module, it is consistent with recommendations for parents to stay calm 

during other conduct modules (Active Ignoring, Giving Effective Instructions), and could 

therefore be coded as part of Rewards. Consult with the coding team if you are unsure about these 

instances. 

• Some later MATCH modules (e.g., Making A Plan, Daily Report Card, Maintenance, Plans for 

Coping) incorporate features of previous modules. For instance, Making A Plan incorporates 

Rewards and Praise. In instances where there is evidence that the more inclusive module is being 

employed, code that module rather than the specific ones incorporated in that module. In this 

example, Making A Plan would be coded instead of Rewards if the therapist said something like, 

“Let’s come up with a plan together to keep you from hurting others. What would you like as a 

reward for following the plan?” 

 

C2-2. Skills from another structured protocol → Which protocol/skills?  

Definition 
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Use this code if the therapist employs a structured protocol that is not part of MATCH. Structured 

protocols have a clear objective and a set of steps to be followed towards achieving that objective. 

Examples 

• Covering a portion of the Interpersonal Therapy manual for depression. 

• Using specific techniques that are consistent with CBT principles (e.g., identifying the 

Antecedent-Behavior-Consequence of a situation), but are not specifically in any module of the 

MATCH manual - *must be identifiable as specific to CBT, otherwise it is an unstructured 

response* 

• Adding a goal to client’s treatment plan and having the client sign the revised treatment plan 

• Completing an intake using an agency-specific protocol 

Coding Guidelines 

• At times, the coder may not be familiar with the specific protocol or skills being covered, but it is 

evident (e.g., through the use of worksheets, step-by-step sequencing of skills, etc.) that the 

therapist is going over a structured protocol. In these cases, write “Don’t know” and describe the 

skills being taught. 

• This code applies to any structured protocol regardless of whether or not it is evidence-based. 

• This code includes agency or system-wide structured procedures, such as Department of Mental 

Health goal setting procedures (which require setting quantifiable goals, writing them down, and 

having client sign them) or intake procedures (following the Initial Assessment prompts). If you 

are viewing an intake or goal setting procedure that doesn’t meet criteria for MATCH, DMH 

documents for both of these situations are provided in the Appendix for your reference. 

 

C2-3-1. Unstructured Activity 

Definition 

Use this code if the therapist employs any session activities, lasting two minutes or more, that are not a 

part of MATCH or any other structured protocol.  

Examples 

• Outside of the context of any protocol, the therapist asks the client how her birthday party went 

and lets the client describe the decorations, food, and guests. 

• The therapist offers the client her own advice for making sad feelings go away. 

• The therapist plays Uno with the client for the entire session. 

Coding Guidelines 

• Therapists will often digress from structured protocols such as MATCH. Do not code these 

digressions as a part of “Unstructured Activity” unless their total duration is more than 2 minutes. 

• Code all unstructured activities not related to the ELE as one single Unstructured Activity, even if 

they are interrupted by structured activities. This includes unstructured activities Before and After 

Any ELEs - they should all be included as part of the same Unstructured Activity. Write 

“Discussion of (the general topics)” in the blank and put the timestamps in the “Supporting 

Evidence” column.  
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D. Extensiveness Ratings 

Listed below are the all the activities that may occur during a treatment session. Using the Likert scale 

provided below, IF AN ELE OCCURRED, please indicate the degree to which each activity was present 

AFTER THE OCCURRENCE OF ELEs in the session you are viewing. IF AN ELE DID NOT OCCUR, 

code extensiveness for all activities in the “Before Any ELEs” columns. 

*If there are multiple ELEs within the session, or if the same ELE is reported more than once by different 

clients, only fill out one combined set of extensiveness ratings for all activities before and after the ELEs 

in the session. 

 

Definition 

This extensiveness rating is designed to reflect the intensity or dosage of a therapist’s activity in session. 

“Extensiveness” reflects two related dimensions: the time spent on the activity and the thoroughness with 

which it is pursued.  

(a) Time spent is defined as the proportion of time in the overall session that the therapist uses on the 

activity. Also considered in this dimension is the frequency of the activity - that is, the number of 

instances a therapist uses a specific therapeutic activity. Frequency and time spent are often 

associated with one another, and both should be weighed here.  

(b)  Thoroughness is determined by: (1) the depth or intensity of the activity; (2) the concentration of 

effort or commitment the therapist puts into the activity; and (3) the breadth of content covered in 

the activity.   

 

Coders should follow these steps to determine the extensiveness code for each activity: 

1) Based on the examples given for that activity, determine whether the activity is Low, Moderate, or 

High intensity. 

2) Generalizing from the examples of Low, Moderate, and High codes given for each response/activity, 

determine the specific numeric code for that activity.  

 

Examples 

B2-1-1. Supportive or empathic statements 

• A 1 (Low Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who makes a few, brief empathic 

statements that express minimal concentration of effort (e.g., “That sounds hard”).  

• A 3 (Moderate Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who makes spends a moderate 

proportion of the session making empathic statements in a few different ways. 

• A 5 (High Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends nearly all of the session 

expressing his/her support for the client in a variety of ways (e.g., “You’ve been through so much 

with the loss of your dad – not just missing the time spent with him, but having to take on more 

responsibilities at home, too. I can understand why you would be feeling sad and overwhelmed.”) 

B2-1-2. Relating the ELE to past life experiences 

• A 1 (Low Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who makes one or two brief comments 

relating the ELE to past experiences, perhaps not requiring a response (e.g., “I know you’ve been 

through this before”). 

• A 3 (Moderate Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends a moderate proportion 

of the session relating the ELE to past life experiences in an open-ended fashion, perhaps pointing 

out patterns in at least one of the following: the client’s thoughts, feelings, or behaviors. 

• A 5 (High Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends nearly all of the session 

relating the ELE to past life experiences in an open-ended fashion, pointing out patterns in the 

client’s thoughts, feelings, and behaviors. 

B2-1-3. Information gathering about the event 
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• A 1 (Low Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who asks one or two brief, closed-

ended questions to gather information about the ELE (e.g., “Who were you with at the time?”) 

before moving on to other topics. 

• A 3 (Moderate Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends a moderate proportion 

of the session gathering information about several aspects of the event (e.g., the who, what, when, 

where, or why).  

• A 5 (High Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends nearly all of the session 

time inquiring about most or all aspects of the event (e.g., the who, what, when, where, and why). 

B2-1-3-2. Information gathering about the subjective impact of the ELE on client(s) 

• A 1 (Low Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who asks one or two brief and/or 

closed-ended questions to gather information about the impact of the ELE (e.g., “Did you cry?”) 

before moving on to other topics. 

• A 3 (Moderate Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends a moderate proportion 

of the session gathering information about several aspects of the client’s experience of the event 

and its consequences (e.g., emotional, cognitive, and functional consequences; or, more than one 

type of feeling experienced). 

• A 5 (High Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends nearly all of the session 

time inquiring about most or all aspects of the client’s experience of the event and its 

consequences (e.g., emotional, cognitive, and functional consequences; or, several different types 

of feelings experienced). 

B2-1-4. Informal advice giving 

• A 1 (Low Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who offers one brief suggestion for 

handling the ELE without elaborating on why the suggestion would be helpful (e.g., “Maybe you 

should try taking a walk next time this happens”). 

• A 3 (Moderate Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who offers one or more 

suggestions for handling the ELE with some elaboration on why the suggestion(s) would be 

helpful.  

• A 5 (High Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who offers one or more suggestions 

for handling the ELE and spends a significant proportion of time elaborating on why the 

suggestion(s) would be helpful. 

B2-1-5. Informal problem solving 

• A 1 (Low Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who asks the client one or two 

questions to problem-solve, with little depth, effort, or breadth involved. 

• A 3 (Moderate Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends a moderate proportion 

of time and effort asking the client to problem-solve.  

• A 5 (High Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends a significant proportion of 

time and effort asking the client to problem-solve through assessing multiple options. However, 

High Intensity Informal problem solving differs from MATCH Problem Solving in that it may 

not follow the specific steps in the MATCH module and is generally less thorough. 

B2-1-6. Psychoeducation about the ELE 

• A 1 (Low Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who makes one or two brief statements 

about the typical occurrence and impact of the ELE, with little depth, effort, or breadth involved. 

• A 3 (Moderate Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends a moderate proportion 

of time and effort elaborating on the nature of the ELE and includes some information on how the 

ELE affects a domain of life. 

• A 5 (High Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends a significant proportion of 

time and effort elaborating on the nature of the ELE and includes in-depth information on how 

the ELE affects multiple domains. 

B2-1-7. Informal reframing statement  
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• A 1 (Low Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who makes one or two brief positive 

reframing statements before moving on to another topic. 

• A 3 (Moderate Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends a moderate proportion 

of time and effort reframing the ELE in a positive light for the client. 

• A 5 (High Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends a significant proportion of 

time and effort reframing the ELE in a positive light for the client. However, High Intensity 

Informal reframing statements differ from MATCH Cognitive modules in that they may not 

follow the specific steps in the MATCH module and are generally less thorough. 

B2-2-1. Safety protocol (not from MATCH) 

• A 1 (Low Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends a minimal proportion of 

time on and/or does an incomplete version of a protocol to ensure safety (e.g., asking a child who 

is expressing suicidal thoughts about the severity of his thoughts, but not about access to means). 

• A 3 (Moderate Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends a moderate proportion 

of time following several steps of protocol to ensure safety (e.g., with a child who is expressing 

suicidal thoughts, reminding him of the limits of confidentiality and assessing for severity of 

thoughts). 

• A 5 (High Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends a significant proportion of 

time thoroughly following a protocol to ensure safety (e.g., with a child who is expressing 

suicidal thoughts, reminding him of the limits of confidentiality, assessing for severity of 

thoughts, presence of a plan, access to means, ability to tell others about the thoughts, etc.). 

B2-2-2. Provision of supportive resources outside of therapy 

• A 1 (Low Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who briefly mentions the existence of 

another resource, but does little to attempt to persuade the client of the usefulness of the resource.  

• A 3 (Moderate Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends a moderate proportion 

of time and effort attempting to persuade the client to use the outside resource. 

• A 5 (High Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends a significant proportion of 

time and effort attempting to persuade the client to use the outside resource, including providing 

detailed information about the resource. 

B2-2-3. Provision of supportive resources by therapist 

• A 1 (Low Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who briefly mentions how s/he can 

help, but does little to attempt to persuade the client to use that help.  

• A 3 (Moderate Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends a moderate proportion 

of time and effort attempting to persuade the client to take his/her help. 

• A 5 (High Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends a significant proportion of 

time and effort attempting to persuade the client to take his/her help. 

B2-3. Other 

• Depending on what the activity is, code using the general definition for extensiveness (i.e., by 

considering the proportion of time spent on the activity and thoroughness with which the activity 

was pursued) as well as the examples above. 

B2-4. Relates ELE to MATCH module 

• A 1 (Low Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who makes a single statement to tie the 

ELE to the MATCH module, without explaining why the MATCH module is applicable or 

continuing to relate the ELE over the course of the module (e.g., initially using the ELE as an 

example of a situation that could be used for the Quick Calming module, but then moving to other 

hypothetical situations for the remainder of the module).  

• A 3 (Moderate Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who makes some effort to tie the 

ELE to the MATCH module over the course of module and explains why the MATCH module is 

applicable (e.g., using the ELE as an example of a situation that could be used for the Quick 

Calming module and explaining why the ELE situation would be appropriate for Quick Calming). 
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• A 5 (High Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who makes a continual and concerted 

effort to tie the ELE to the MATCH module over the course of module (e.g., using the ELE as an 

example of a situation that could be used for the Quick Calming module, explaining why the ELE 

situation would be appropriate for Quick Calming, discussing difficulties with applying Quick 

Calming to a ELE-like situation, and having the child imagine using Quick Calming in future 

ELE-like situations). 

B2-4-1. MATCH module, regardless of extensiveness of relating the ELE 

• A 1 (Low Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who only spends one or two minutes 

covering content from the MATCH module. In addition, the therapist may cover the content in 

little depth, with low concentration of effort, and/or with only a single step from the module. 

• A 3 (Moderate Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who is beginning to spend a 

moderate proportion of the session covering content from the MATCH module. In addition, the 

therapist may cover the content in some depth, with moderate concentration of effort, and/or with 

several steps from the module. 

• A 5 (High Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends nearly all of the session 

time covering content from the MATCH module. In addition, the therapist may cover the content 

in great depth, with high concentration of effort, and/or with multiple steps from the module. 

*Note: While the “B2-4. Relates ELE to MATCH module” code above measures the extent to which 

the therapist related the ELE to a MATCH module, this code measures the overall extent to which the 

therapist covered a MATCH module within the B section. Each MATCH module covered as a 

response to the ELE must be rated for extensiveness twice: once for “B2-4. Relates ELE to MATCH 

module” and once for “B2-4-1. MATCH module, regardless of extensiveness of relating the ELE.”  

The rating for “B2-4-1. MATCH module, regardless of extensiveness of relating the ELE” must be at 

least as high as the rating for “B2-4. Relates ELE to MATCH module.” 

Examples 

• The therapist makes a single statement relating the ELE to the MATCH Relaxation module 

(“Situations like this are times when we need to use our relaxation skills”). She then goes on to 

cover several steps of the Relaxation module in some depth, but does not continue to apply the 

use of relaxation to the ELE. 

o This situation would be coded an extensiveness of 1 for “B2-4. Relates ELE to MATCH 

module” and 3 for “B2-4-1. MATCH module, regardless of extensiveness of relating the 

ELE.” 

• The therapist makes a single statement relating the ELE to the MATCH Relaxation module, 

which was covered in the past (“Situations like this are times when we need to use our relaxation 

skills, which we learned about before”). She does not go on to cover any portion of the 

Relaxation module. 

o This situation would be coded an extensiveness of 1 for “B2-4. Relates ELE to MATCH 

module” and 1 for “B2-4-1. MATCH module, regardless of extensiveness of relating the 

ELE.” 

• The therapist covers many steps of the MATCH Relaxation module by continually applying it to 

the ELE over the course of the session.   

o This situation would be coded an extensiveness of 5 for “B2-4. Relates ELE to MATCH 

module” and 5 for “B2-4-1. MATCH module, regardless of extensiveness of relating the 

ELE.” 

B2-5. Relates ELE to skill from another structured protocol 

• Use the same examples as B2-4. Relates ELE to MATCH module above to help determine the 

extensiveness ratings for responses in this code.  

C2-1. MATCH module – for ELE recordings, combine across “Before Any ELEs” and “After Any ELEs” 

sections 
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• A 1 (Low Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who only spends one or two minutes 

covering content from the MATCH module. In addition, the therapist may cover the content in 

little depth, with low concentration of effort, and/or with only a single step from the module. 

o Note: Because Weekly Ratings is limited to 2 minutes, the default extensiveness code is 

always 1. 

• A 3 (Moderate Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who is beginning to spend a 

moderate proportion of the session covering content from the MATCH module. In addition, the 

therapist may cover the content in some depth, with moderate concentration of effort, and/or with 

several steps from the module. 

• A 5 (High Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends nearly all of the session 

time covering content from the MATCH module. In addition, the therapist may cover the content 

in great depth, with high concentration of effort, and/or with multiple steps from the module. 

C2-2. Skill from another structured protocol – for ELE recordings, combine across “Before Any ELEs” 

and “After Any ELEs” sections  

• Use the same examples as C2-1. MATCH module above to help determine the extensiveness 

ratings for responses in this code.  

C2-3. Unstructured activity – for ELE recordings, combine across “Before Any ELEs” and “After Any 

ELEs” sections  

• Depending on what the activity is, code using the general definition for extensiveness (i.e., by 

considering the proportion of time spent on the activity and thoroughness with which the activity 

was pursued) as well as the examples above. 

• Because unstructured activities must by definition last at least 2 minutes, a 1 (Low Intensity) code 

here refers to 2-3 minutes spent on the activity rather than the standard 1-2 minutes. All other 

anchors for extensiveness are the same as other codes. 

D1. Session-wide combined extensiveness of MATCH and other protocols 

*Note: This rating combines across all MATCH modules and portions of other protocols covered in the 

entire session. If an ELE occurred, combine across “Before Any ELEs” and “After Any ELEs” sections 

as well. Include both MATCH modules that were a review from a previous session as well as new 

MATCH modules in this rating. Note that this rating is independent of the session-wide unstructured code 

D2. below - that is, apart from impossible pairings (1,1 and 5,5) the two ratings do not have to 

complement each other. This rating should be at least as high as the highest extensiveness rating for an 

individual MATCH module. 

*Note: Leave ‘Em Laughing should not count in this rating. Weekly Ratings does count. 

• A 0 (Not at All) indicates that no MATCH content was delivered in the session. 

• A 1 (Low Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who only spends one or two minutes 

covering content from the MATCH module(s). In addition, the therapist may cover the content in 

little depth, with low concentration of effort, and/or with only a single step from the module. 

• A 3 (Moderate Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who is beginning to spend a 

moderate proportion of the session covering content from the MATCH module(s). In addition, the 

therapist may cover the content in some depth, with moderate concentration of effort, and/or with 

several steps from the module. 

• A 5 (High Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends nearly all of the session 

time covering content from the MATCH module(s). In addition, the therapist may cover the 

content in great depth, with high concentration of effort, and/or with multiple steps from the 

module. 

D2. Session-wide combined extensiveness of unstructured activities 

*Note: This rating combines across all unstructured activities covered in the entire session. If an ELE 

occurred, combine across “Before Any ELEs” and “After Any ELEs” sections as well. Note that this 

rating is independent of the session-wide unstructured code D2. below - that is, apart from impossible 
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pairings (1,1 and 5,5) the two ratings do not have to complement each other. This rating should be at 

least as high as the highest extensiveness rating for an unstructured response or activity. 

*Note: Leave ‘Em Laughing should not count in this rating. 

• A 0 (Not at All) indicates that no unstructured activities were delivered in the session. 

• A 1 (Low Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who only spends one or two minutes 

on unstructured activities.  

• A 3 (Moderate Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who is beginning to spend a 

moderate proportion of the session on unstructured activities.  

• A 5 (High Intensity) code would be assigned to a therapist who spends nearly all of the session 

time on unstructured activities.  

 

Coding Guidelines 

• Coders must consider both dimensions (i.e., time spent and thoroughness) of extensiveness for all 

therapeutic activities in each scoring session. In cases where thoroughness is difficult to 

determine (e.g., playing a game), coders should prioritize time spent in their calculation of 

extensiveness.  

• When coding extensiveness for MATCH modules in Section C, the primary consideration should 

be time spent on the module rather than thoroughness.  

• When coding extensiveness of MATCH modules that include Weekly Ratings and Leave Em 

Laughing (e.g., a game at the end of session), only rate extensiveness of MATCH content outside 

of these activities. Extensiveness for Weekly Ratings and Leave Em Laughing should be recorded 

separately. 

• Many contextual factors (e.g., client resistance) can make it difficult for a therapist to completely 

implement specific therapeutic activities. Thus, thoroughness is not defined by the client’s 

response to the activity or the apparent success of the activity.  For example, if a client 

consistently gets off task while the therapist is attempting to teach problem-solving, the therapist 

would get low ratings if s/he did not attempt to refocus the client, but would get higher ratings if 

s/he consistently attempted to refocus the client, regardless of whether the therapist is ultimately 

successful.  

• If the same therapist activity (e.g., a MATCH module) is used in Sections B and C, assign one 

extensiveness code to the activity in B and another extensiveness code to the activity in C. 

 

Source: Adapted from PRAC-TPOCS coding manual (Garland, McLeod)  
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E. Alliance and Process Codes 

Alliance and Client Satisfaction 

*Note: If alliance and client satisfaction change over the course of the session, code based on the most recent impression - that is, how you 

would rate the client at the end of the session. 

Youth  
Not at 

all 
  

Some-

what   
A lot 

If a youth was present in the session, please answer the following: 1 2 3 4 5 

1)     If given a choice, how likely is it that the youth will return to the next session? 

(The next session able to attend)       

2)     How satisfied do you think the youth was with this session? 
      

3)     Based on this session, how confident do you think the youth is in the therapist? 
      

4)     Based on this session, how strong do you think the therapeutic alliance is between 

the youth and therapist?       

5)     Based on this session, how high do you think the youth’s expectations are for a 

positive treatment outcome? 
      

Caregiver 1 
Not at 

all 
  

Some-

what   
A lot 

If a caregiver was present in the session, please answer the following: 1 2 3 4 5 

1)     How likely is it that the caregiver will return to the next session? (The next session 

able to attend) 
      

2)     How satisfied do you think the caregiver was with this session? 
      

3)     Based on this session, how confident do you think the caregiver is in the therapist? 
      

4)     Based on this session, how strong do you think the therapeutic alliance is between 

the caregiver and therapist?       
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5)     Based on this session, how high do you think the caregiver's expectations are for a 

positive treatment outcome?       

 

Caregiver 2 
Not at 

all 
  

Some-

what   
A lot 

If a second caregiver was present in the session, please answer the following: 1 2 3 4 5 

1)     How likely is it that the caregiver will return to the next session? (The next session 

able to attend) 
      

2)     How satisfied do you think the caregiver was with this session? 
      

3)     Based on this session, how confident do you think the caregiver is in the therapist? 
      

4)     Based on this session, how strong do you think the therapeutic alliance is between the 

caregiver and therapist? 
      

5)     Based on this session, how high do you think the caregiver's expectations are for a 

positive treatment outcome? 
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Process Ratings 

Instructions: Listed below are therapy process components that occurred during the session. Using the Likert scale provided below, please 

indicate the degree and quality with which each component is present in the session you are viewing. Place the appropriate number from the 

Likert scale in the space provided next to each item. 

1               2               3               4               5 

Not at All                Somewhat                Extensively 

Empathetic Rating 

Therapist works to understand what the client thinks and feels and communicates that understanding back to the client in an 

accepting, non-judgmental manner. Therapist offers support or understanding of client’s feelings, emotions, situation, or 

perspective. (A low rating would reflect the following: Judgmental. Blaming. Unsupportive. Not accepting. Critical. Close-

minded. Lack of attempts to understand the client’s perspective).  

  

Goal-Directive Rating 

Therapist directs the conversation and sets ground rules for how the session will proceed. Therapist is focused on goal 

accomplishment and may be gathering information on past or present behaviors, or teaching a therapeutic strategy.  Therapist 

may offer an agenda on session goals or topics that will be covered. (A low rating would reflect the following: Unstructured. 

Wayward. Unplanned. Unprepared. Without direction).  

  

Collaborative Rating 

Therapist conveys a sense of shared power and responsibility in the therapeutic relationship. Therapist works with client on 

achieving a mutually agreed upon goal(s). Eliciting examples, opinions, perspectives, goals, etc. (A low rating would reflect 

the following: Dictating. One right answer that only the therapist knows. Expert. Authoritative).    

  

Insight-Building Rating 
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Therapist offers statements that are designed to help clients achieve greater self-understanding (or understanding of the youth, 

if it is a caregiver session). Respecting current limits but pushing them towards greater understanding of thoughts, behaviors, 

or emotions contributing to problems, including discovery of patterns. Encouraging reflective discussion of these topics. (A 

low rating would reflect the following: Accepting the client’s current understanding of problems, or lack of exploration of 

reasons for problems). 
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Appendix A: Reference for Looking Up Specific MATCH Modules 

Anxiety Modules 

Getting Acquainted 

 Use This: At the beginning of anxiety treatment to establish a relationship and a plan.  

Fear Ladder 

 Use This: To develop a list of fears that will guide treatment formulation and evaluation. 

Learning Anxiety – Child 

 Use This: To teach the child how anxiety works and to introduce concepts needed for treatment. 

Learning Anxiety – Parent 

 Use This: To introduce the parent to the planned course of treatment for his or her child’s anxiety. 

Practicing 

 Use This: To reduce anxious responding to feared situations or items through gradual exposure. 

Maintenance 

 Use This: At the end of a course of treatment for anxiety or traumatic stress to consolidate gains 

and prepare for termination. 

Cognitive STOP 

 Use This: To address negative thinking that can interfere with the course of treatment for anxiety 

or traumatic stress. 

Wrap Up 

 Use This: To conclude a course of treatment for anxiety or depression. 

Depression Modules 

Getting Acquainted 

 Use This: At the beginning of depression treatment to establish a relationship and a plan. 

Learning Depression – Child 

 Use This: To teach the child about the nature of depression and to introduce concepts needed for 

treatment. 

Learning Depression – Parent 

 Use This: To introduce the parent to the planned course of treatment for his or her child’s 

depression. 

Problem Solving 

 Use This: To teach the child steps to solve problems more effectively.  

Activity Selection 

 Use This: To help the child identify and use positive activities to improve his or her mood. 

Learning to Relax 

 Use This: To teach the child to relax via slowed breathing, deep muscle relaxation, and guided 

imagery. 

Quick Calming (a k a Secret Calming) 

 Use This: To reduce stress and improve mood when time is short or when in a public place. 

Positive Self 

 Use This: To address self-presentations that can negatively impact mood and interpersonal 

relationships. 

Cognitive BLUE 

 Use This: To identify and revise unrealistic negative thoughts in order to improve mood. 

Cognitive TLC 

 Use This: To learn how to get perspectives from friends, identify silver linings, and use 

distraction to improve mood. 

Plans for Coping 

 Use This: To identify the child’s three favorite skills and to teach perseverance. 

Wrap Up 

 Use This: To conclude a course of treatment for anxiety or depression. 

Trauma Modules 
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Safety Planning 

 Use This: To increase the child’s ability to maintain personal safety when there are known risks 

in the environment. 

Trauma Narrative 

 Use This: To develop a diary pertaining to traumatic events in order to reduce anxious responding 

to memories and related events. 

Conduct Modules 

Engaging Parents 

 Use This: At the beginning of treatment for conduct problems to establish a relationship and a 

plan.  

Learning about Behavior 

 Use This: To help the parent understand the complex factors that underlie misbehavior and 

noncompliance. 

One-on-One Time 

 Use This: To increase positive interaction between parent and child. 

Praise 

 Use This: To teach the parent how to give effective praise to his or her child. 

Active Ignoring 

 Use This: To teach caregivers skills to reduce the occurrence of mild negative behaviors. 

Giving Effective Instructions 

 Use This: To teach the parent how to give instructions in a way that will improve the child’s 

follow-through. 

Rewards 

 Use This: To establish a program of rewards to increase desired behaviors. 

Time Out 

 Use This: To introduce a skill to reduce the occurrence of unwanted behavior through time away 

from rewards and attention. 

Making a Plan 

 Use This: To teach the parent skills for anticipating and minimizing behavior problems before 

they happen. 

Daily Report Card 

 Use This: To establish a way to monitor behavior at school so it can be linked to an existing home 

reward program. 

Looking Ahead 

 Use This: At the conclusion of treatment for conduct problems to review and prepare for 

termination. 

Booster 

 Use This: To follow up with parent after treatment for his or her child’s conduct problems. 
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Appendix B: MATCH topics that qualify as MATCH if they are covered by name 

Note: This is a reference guide for the first method of meeting criteria for coding MATCH: 1) Covers 

something from the module by name. It does not apply to the second method: 2) Covers more than 1 step 

in the module. 

 

Counts as MATCH if covered by name 

Anxiety and Trauma Topics 

• “Fear Thermometer” 

• “Fear Ladder” 

• “Anxious Feelings and Thoughts worksheet” 

• “False alarms” 

• “Learning about Anxiety worksheet” 

• “Helping Your Child Succeed handout” 

• “Understanding Anxiety handout” 

• “Practicing” 

• “Practice Record” (“Before-and-After” or “Start-and-Stop,” or just “Practice Record”) 

• “What’s New? worksheet” 

• “Maintaining Success handout” 

• “STOP” (Scared, Thoughts, Other Thoughts, Praise) 

Depression Topics 

• “Feelings Thermometer” 

• “Daily Feelings Record” 

• “Thinking-Feeling-Doing Triangle or worksheet” 

• “How I Show My Feelings worksheet” 

• “Understanding Depression handout” 

• “Problem Solving STEPS” (Say the problem, Think of solutions, Examine the solutions, Pick one and 

try it out, See if it worked) 

• “Five Steps to Problem Solving worksheet” 

• “Helping Your Child Solve Problems handout” 

• “Doing Something Fun to Feel Better worksheet” 

• Four types of activities to improve mood: “Activities I’ve enjoyed before, Activities with someone I 

like, Activities that keep me busy, Activities that help someone else” 

• “Ten Things I Can Do to Feel Good worksheet” 

• “Scheduling Time for Fun worksheet” 

• “Activity Selection handout” 

• “Deep Muscle Relaxation” 

• “Learning to Relax worksheet” 

• “Relaxing at Home worksheet” 

• “Self-Calming through Relaxation handout” 

• “Quick Calming” (Relax your muscles, slow your breathing, think of a peaceful place) 

• “My Relaxing Place worksheet” 

• “Quick Calming handout” 

• “Negative Self” 

• “Positive Self” 

• “Presenting My Negative Self and My Positive Self worksheet” 

• “Practicing My Positive Self worksheet” 

• “Presenting A Positive Self” handout 
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• “BLUE” (Blaming myself, Looking for the bad news, unhappy guessing, exaggerating) 

• “Changing BLUE Thoughts worksheet” 

• “Double Bubbles on My Own worksheet” 

• “TLC” (Talk to a friend, Look for the silver lining, Change the channel) 

• “Coping through TLC worksheet” 

• “Using TLC When Bad Things Happen handout” 

• “My Favorite Skills for Feeling Good worksheet” 

• “Following My Plans worksheet” 

• “Practicing My New Skills worksheet” 

• “Plans for Coping handout” 

Conduct Topics 

• “Behavior Rating Scale” 

• “What Can Help handout” 

• “Thinking Ahead worksheet” 

• “Four Factor Model or worksheet” (Children, Parents, Consequences, Life Events) 

• “One-on-One Time” 

•  “One-on-One Time handout” 

• “Parent Observation Record” 

• “Praise” 

• “Praise handout” 

• “Active Ignoring” 

• “Active Ignoring handout” 

• “Giving Effective Instructions” 

• “Giving Effective Instructions handout”  

• “Rewards” 

• “Rewards handout”  

• “Time Out” 

• “Time Out handout”  

• “Making A Plan” 

• “Making A Plan handout”  

• “Daily Report Card” 

• “Using A Daily School Behavior Report Card handout” 

• “Looking Ahead handout” 
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Appendix B (Chapters 1 & 3): Consultation Record for MATCH (Ward et al., 2013) 

 
MATCH Client Consultation Record (Circle One:    04A-1   04B-2   04C-3   04D-4    ) 

 

 
Today’s Date:  

 
Therapist ID: 

Does this record represent: 
 Individual Consultation    Group 
Consultation       

Client ID:  
 
Consultant:  

Was this case discussed outside of STEPS 
consultation?  
 Yes     No        

Was there a session?   
Yes    No 

Session Date: 

 Was there a tape for this session?   
 Yes     No       If yes,   Audio     
Video 
 

 

Crisis of the 
week  
(check if yes): 
 

Nature of COW: Transition to skills from 
COW: 
   Fully     Partly   
No 

 

Who attended 
session: 

 Child       Mother          Father          Foster Mother             Foster Father          
 Adoptive Mother           Adoptive Father           
 Teacher   Other Family   Sibling            Other: ______________________      

Caretaker 
Participated: 

 Full session (100%)        Most of session (>75%)      Some of session (25-75%)    
 Brief amount (<25%)     No participation            
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Session 
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Anxiety Skill 

Getting 
Acquainted 

                 

Fear Ladder                  
Learning 
Anxiety-Child 

                 

Learning 
Anxiety-Parent 

                 

Practicing                  
Maintenance                  
Cognitive STOP                  
Wrap Up                  
                  

Trauma Skill 

Safety Planning                  
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Trauma 
Narrative 

                 

                  

Depression Skill 

Getting 
Acquainted 

                 

Learning 
Depression-Child 

                 

Learning 
Depression-
Parent 

                 

Problem Solving                  
Activity 
Selection 

                 

Learning to 
Relax 

                 

Quick Calming                  
Positive Self                  
Cognitive BLUE                  
Cognitive TLC                  
Plans for Coping                  
Wrap Up                  
                  

Conduct Skill 

Engaging 
Parents 

                 

Learning about 
Behavior 

                 

One-on-One 
Time 

                 

Praise                  
Active Ignoring                  
Giving Effective 
Instructions 

                 

Rewards                  
Time Out                  
Making a Plan                  
Daily Report 
Card 

                 

Looking Ahead                  
Booster                  
                  

Other: 
_____________
_____ 

                 

 

End of session 
positive?  Yes  No 

Caregiver supportive of intervention?  Fully  Partly  No   N/A        
Appropriate for service review project   Yes  No  
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Intermediate goal: 
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Appendix C (Chapter 2): Coding Manual for ELEs, Barriers to Engagement, and PPE 

Coding Manual for Barriers to Implementation and Emergent Life Events – AIM HI Version 

 

 

Coding Manual Developed By: 

Karen Guan, M.A. & Aimee Zhang, B.A. 

With Support From: 

Anna Lau, Ph.D., Lauren Brookman-Frazee, Ph.D., Bruce Chorpita, Ph.D.,  

Rachel Haine-Schlagel, Ph.D., Jonathan Martinez, Ph.D., Miya Barnett, Ph.D.,  

Colby Chlebowski, Ph.D., & Jennifer Regan, Ph.D. 

 

12/6/15 Version - Post-Recoding Period 

 

Structure of the coding manual is adapted from the AIM HI coding manual  

(Brookman-Frazee & Chlebowski, 2013) 
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This manual provides an overview of scoring guidelines intended to help coders score therapy sessions in 

an efficient, standardized, and reliable manner. Therapy sessions are drawn from AIM HI (An 

Individualized Mental Health Intervention for Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders), a large-scale 

study of psychotherapy for children presenting with autism spectrum disorders and behavioral challenges. 

5. PURPOSE OF CODING 

The purpose of the coding process is to measure and characterize barriers to implementation of 

psychotherapy displayed by parents in session, as well as emergent, stressful events in children and 

parents’ lives that are mentioned in session. After coders view a video-recorded psychotherapy session, 

they then assign ratings on a number of different parent behaviors and emergent life events.  

Importance of Reliability: The goal of the coding process is to obtain valid and reliable descriptive data 

about parental barriers to implementation and emergent life events (ELEs) during the session.  The 

potential validity of the codes is based, in part, on the extent to which the codes are used reliably by 

multiple coders. Reliability refers to the degree to which independent observers provide the same (or 

similar) ratings of the events that they observe.  If two different coders were to use very different codes to 

describe the same therapy session, the coding system would be unreliable and have little meaning.  It is 

critical to maximize the degree to which independent raters code sessions similarly.  To achieve that 

objective, a number of different elements have been put in place to maintain the reliability of the codes 

including: (a) clear definitions of codes, (b) a structured coding process, (c) training and ongoing practice, 

and (d) continuous reliability review.  Reliability is absolutely critical to the scientific process and most of 

the instructions in this manual are designed to help you code as efficiently and reliably as possible.  If 

recordings are not coded reliably, the scientific objectives of the study will be seriously compromised. 

6. CODER TRAINING PROCESS 

The training process includes the following steps: 

1) Independent Review of Manual 

2) Initial Group Didactic Training (approximately 3 sessions, 2 hours each): 

(a) Group Session 1: Introduction to Coding Process 

• Review background/ purpose of coding 

• Overview of coding procedures 

• Discussion of confidentiality, reporting of concerns, & potential reactions to 

session content 

• Review video of therapy session as a group to orient to recordings and 

coding process 

(b) Group Session 2: Introduction to Codes 

• Review each code individually (including discussion of how the rating is 

determined for each code) 

(c) Group Session 3: Practice Coding (Note-taking and Ratings) 

• Code the same sample session using page 1 of the AIM HI Notes Form. Stop 

recording every 5 minutes. Discuss potential codes as a group. Individually, 

decide on which notes belong to which code and copy and paste them into 

the appropriate spaces on page 2.  

• At the end of session, individually transfer your final codes into the ELE & 

Barriers to Implementation Coding Form. 
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• Discuss as group individual ratings. 

3) Individual Practice Sessions: Each coder will independently code at least 6 practice 

sessions.  After coding, each coder will meet with a Coding Trainer to assess reliability with 

the “gold standard” codes and discuss areas of discrepancies. Coders are considered “trained” 

when they reach an average of 80% agreement with gold standard codes across at least six, 

but up to ten, different coding sessions. Specifically, coders must reach 80% agreement 

within 1-point on the global codes, including whether or not an ELE occurred. Percent 

agreement is calculated as follows:  # of agreements (within one point scale) divided by the 

number of agreements and disagreements multiplied by 100.  

4) Independent Coding: Once a coder is considered reliable, he/she will be assigned 3-4 

recordings to code every week. If more than 2 weeks of coding are missed, coders are 

required to re-read the entire manual and attend a booster session to prevent drift. Coders 

should keep track of coding questions throughout this period and email them to the coding 

trainers (Karen and Aimee) as they come up.  

5) Ongoing “booster” sessions: Approximately every 3 weeks, coders will be assigned 1 gold 

standard tape to code. Interrater reliability for each code will be assessed to identify 

problematic codes (kappa/ ICC < .4).  If/ when these codes are identified, a coding 

clarification newsletter is sent out to all coders and/ or a coder booster session is scheduled to 

clarify/ address coding questions.  This manual is then updated to include clarifications given 

to coders. 

7. GENERAL CODE DESCRIPTIONS 

1) Microanalytic items: Microanalytic items are assessed for presence (1) or absence (blank) 

for every 5-minute interval from the beginning of the tape. There are two categories of 

microanalytic items: 

(a) Barriers to implementation: Barriers to implementation are behaviors expressed 

by the parent or caregiver that indicate resistance to or difficulty with the 

intervention being used. For the purposes of this study, only parent behaviors are 

coded - not child or therapist behaviors. Each barrier to implementation that is 

observed in the 5-minute interval is given a rating of “1” in the corresponding cell 

of the ELE & Barriers to Implementation Coding Form. If no barriers are observed 

in a 5-minute interval, leave the cell as is.  

(b) Emergent life events (ELEs): ELEs are defined in detail below, but broadly 

encompass stressful life events reported in therapy that have at least a moderate 

objective negative impact (i.e., severity) and/or evoke at least a moderate level of 

client distress. Unlike barriers to implementation which are coded only for parent 

behaviors, ELEs take into account the impact on and distress of both the child and 

parent(s) involved in treatment. Each ELE is coded in the 5-minute interval in 

which it is first reported and continues to be coded for every 5-minute interval 

afterward in which it is discussed.  

2) Global items: Global items take into account each code over the entire session; thus, they 

should only be rated after watching an entire session. Global items include extensiveness 

ratings for each barrier to implementation as well as characteristics of each ELE observed 

(see below). 

(a) Extensiveness ratings of barriers to implementation: Each barrier’s 

extensiveness is rated across the entire session. Extensiveness reflects two related 

dimensions: the presence/frequency of the expressed barrier and the intensity of 
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the expressed barrier. Coders must consider both dimensions for all barriers in 

scoring each session. 

1 Presence/frequency is whether it occurred at all and the number of instances 

it occurred.  It relates to the number of times and/or the amount of time a 

parent presents a barrier during a session.  

2 Intensity is determined by: (1) the concentration of effort or commitment 

with which the parent expresses a barrier; (2) the detail in which the parent 

expresses a barrier; (3) the depth or intensity of the expressed barrier; (4) the 

extent to which the parent continues expressing a barrier.  

(b) ELEs: For each ELE observed in the microanalytic portion of coding, a set of 

global items representing characteristics of the particular ELE must be completed.  

(c) Extensiveness ratings of parent participation and engagement in child 

psychotherapy: These final three codes are designed to measure the extent to 

which parents actively participate  in therapy. As with extensiveness ratings for 

barriers, extensiveness for parent participation reflects two dimensions: the 

presence/frequency of the parent’s behavior and the intensity of the behavior. 

1 Presence/frequency is whether parent participation behavior occurred at all 

and the amount of times a parent participation behavior is observed. It relates 

to the number of times a parent participation behavior occurs during a 

session. 

2 Intensity of parent participation engagement. Intensity is determined by the 

following: 

a. The detail/quality of the parent’s statements. 

b. The effort a parent may put forth in participating. 

*Note: Some codes do not reflect both frequency and intensity, but rather intensity 

alone. 

5. CODING PROCESS AND GUIDELINES 

You will be coding sessions that are at least 10 minutes in length. You will be coding an entire therapy 

session that will usually be approximately 45-50 minutes long. Some may be briefer. Have your coding 

manual in front of you and reference it often as you code the tape. Please use the following process: 

5) Observe and Take General Notes: Watch the entire session while taking on-going notes on 

page 1 of the AIM HI Coding Notes Form, using timestamps and quotes for particular 

behaviors and events observed. Take notes on everything you believe might be a barrier or 

ELE; you can sort them into codes in the next step. Use examples of each element you 

observe to help guide your ratings. Pause the video whenever necessary, but at least every 5 

minutes, to allow for sufficient time to write examples of strategies observed.   

6) Sort General Notes into Specific Codes: Review your notes from page 1 of the AIM HI 

Notes Form to determine which notes belong to which specific codes, listening again to that 

portion of the tape if necessary. You may decide that some portions of the notes do not 

qualify as barriers or ELEs; leave them on page 1 of your notes. Copy and paste the relevant 

notes (including timestamps and quotes) into the appropriate spaces for specific codes on 

page 2. These notes will serve as your evidence for each code, therefore it is very 

important that you take detailed notes providing a rationale for why it was coded.  
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7) Assign Ratings: Finally, transfer your specific codes from page 2 of the AIM HI Notes Form 

into the appropriate cells within AIM HI ELE & Barriers to Implementation Coding Form. 

This is where your timestamps will come in handy for the 5-minute intervals. You do not 

need to paste notes into the coding form. We recommend that you do not open an ELE & 

Barriers to Implementation Coding Form until you have finished watching a session and 

completed pages 1 and 2 of the AIM HI Notes Form. 

Time considerations: Coding one session should take approximately twice the length of a session 

(usually 1 ½ hours or a little more).  Only begin coding a session if you know that you will have time to 

finish it.  Do not rush.  Each session will be very different so do not try to complete a particular session in 

any set amount of time or faster than previous sessions.  Rushing may compromise the reliability of 

coding. In addition, coding for too long continuously, or while very tired may compromise reliability.  

We recommend that coders take at least a short break between sessions and not score more than 2 therapy 

sessions in one sitting.  

Code behaviors not intentions: For barriers to implementation, coders should only score what the parent 

actually does in session, not what might have been done. Try not to speculate too much on what the 

parent may have been intending to do - focus on what they did or said.  Only observed parent behaviors 

(verbal and nonverbal) should be considered when scoring barriers.  Here is a brief summary of important 

guidelines for coding barriers (note that ELEs have their own guidelines as outlined in the manual below): 

• Code only parent behavior. 

• Rate only what a parent does and not what you believe the parent might have intended to do. 

• Never assume or interpret what a parent might be doing. If there is no behavioral evidence of a 

specific barrier in the form of something the parent says or does, then do not endorse the 

corresponding item. 

Jumping the Gun: Since global ratings refer to the entire session, they should not be scored until the 

entire session has been viewed. What happens later in the session may influence a coder’s perspective on 

what happened earlier. Re-estimation is important because it can result in a coder increasing or decreasing 

an extensiveness score or a rating on a characteristic of an ELE. For example, a parent who initially veers 

off topic to a great extent may stay on topic for the remainder of the session, resulting in a lower 

extensiveness rating. However, re-estimation can also work in the reverse. For example, consider an ELE 

that seems to have a mild negative impact when it is first reported, but over the course of the session 

information emerges that elevates the negative impact to severe. An early inclination towards not 

counting the event as an ELE is revised so that the event is ultimately coded. This is why it is very 

important to take thorough notes on anything you believe may be a barrier or an ELE, then make your 

decisions as to which behaviors/events qualify as codeable after you have watched the entire session.  

Being Thorough: Make sure you know each item. When coding, always have a manual present and refer 

to it whenever there is any confusion about scoring an item. Periodically (e.g., after scoring every 6-8 

sessions) review the Coding Manual for Barriers to Implementation and Emergent Life Events in 

detail. Review helps ensure reliable ratings and protects against coder drift (i.e., helps prevent coders 

from inadvertently imposing their own definitions and standards on items). Finally, because scoring 

recordings is a demanding and work-intensive process, do not do other tasks when scoring. 

Avoiding Potential Biases: Coders should be careful to avoid instances of response bias, such as “halo” 

effects. Halo effects refer to situations where the scoring for one item is biased or influenced by the 

scoring of another item, or by a global judgment about the whole session. Potential biases come in many 

forms; here are some relevant examples: 

• A coder decides s/he really likes the parent. As a result, the coder tends to observe few barriers to 

implementation stemming from the parent. 
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• A coder believes a specific therapeutic intervention is not helpful or well-executed by the 

therapist. As a result, the coder is biased towards rating many barriers stemming from the parent.  

• A coder observes early on that the parent appears very engaged in session. Having formed this 

opinion, the coder does not give sufficient weight to barriers that appear later in the session. The 

coder therefore gives low extensiveness scores for most items. 

• A coder prefers individual-based therapy. As a result, the coder views each family session 

negatively and gives family sessions scores that are uniformly higher on barriers than scores for 

individual sessions. 

• A coder notices that the therapist appears very concerned and spends a lot of time asking 

questions about an event with the parent. The coder therefore decides that the event should be 

coded as an ELE without determining whether its objective negative impact or client distress is at 

least moderate. 

• A coder has experienced a similar life event to one reported in session by a client, and was 

extremely distressed about the event. Thus, the coder uses his/her own distress level to determine 

that the event is an ELE, rather than comparing the client’s distress to examples from the coding 

manual.  

To avoid halo effects, coders have to follow the consistent criteria provided by this manual.  

5. CODING CONFIDENTIALITY, REPORTING OF CONCERNS, & POTENTIAL 

REACTIONS TO SESSION CONTENT 

Confidentiality:  To protect the privacy of the participants (therapists and clients) in the AIM HI study, 

all recordings, notes, and coding forms are to remain in a secure location. Video files of the therapy 

recordings must be coded in the AIM HI coding room with the door closed and headphones on at all 

times. Video files should never be removed from the external hard drive, and the external hard drive 

should never be removed from the coding room. If you are the last person in the coding room, make sure 

all external hard drives are disconnected, placed back in the file cabinet, the file cabinet is locked, and the 

door to the room is closed and locked. Save your notes and coding forms to the folder on the desktop of 

the coding computer named “AIM HI Completed Coding Forms.” These forms will be transferred by 

study staff on a weekly basis onto the secure server by Friday.  

Confidentiality also means that as a coder in this study, you agree not to discuss the contents of the 

recordings with anyone other than the coding trainers in private meetings.  

Reporting of Concerns: If you hear or see something in a tape that leads you to believe the child or 

someone else is at risk, the following procedures should be followed. The threshold for reporting is low - 

for anything that makes you feel uncomfortable about someone’s safety, err on the safe side and report to 

study staff. The study staff will then listen to the tape and determine what to do. 

1. Complete the top half of a blank AIM HI Coding Concern Report Form (fillable PDF). This form 

can be found on the desktop of the coding computers in the folder, “AIM HI Coding Concern 

Forms”. Make sure to include the Video ID and the time stamp of the event to be reviewed. Do 

not use client or therapist names in your description of the event. 

2. Save the form to the folder called “AIM HI Coding Concern Forms” on the desktop of the coding 

computer and label it with the video ID (e.g., AIM HI Coding Concern Report Form_Video88). 

3. Email Dana Saifan (dsaifan@psych.ucla.edu) and Colby Chlebowski (cchlebowski@ucsd.edu) 

with the form.  

Potential Reactions to Session Content: At times, you may have negative reactions to session content. If 

your reaction is continuing to cause you distress, please let a coding trainer know and they will be happy 

mailto:dsaifan@psych.ucla.edu
mailto:cchlebowski@ucsd.edu
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to discuss it with you. As discussed above, commenting about session content to anyone other than the 

coding trainers in a private meeting is a violation of confidentiality. 
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Rater Name: Enter your name 

Subject ID: From the name of the audio file 

Session Start Time: Time in the tape that the therapist begins the session, NOT time that taping begins 

(not always 0:00). For interval coding, use the absolute time (e.g., even if session doesn’t start until 5:45, 

code anything that happens from 5:45-10:00 in the 5-10 minute block). 

Session End Time: Time in the tape that the therapist ends the session, NOT time that taping ends  

Youth Present in Session?: If the youth client was in the session, mark yes regardless of whether or not 

they participated. 

Number of Caregivers Present: Enter the number of parents and guardians in session.  

Number of Other Clients Present: Enter the number of clients other than youth and caregivers in 

session, such as siblings.  

Notes: Indicate anything unusual that occurred with the coding of this tape. For instance, was it an 

intake session? Did the clients present change over the course of the session? Were any parts of the tape 

inaudible? 

 

Microanalytic Items - Barriers to Implementation  

 

1. Did the parent express concerns about the helpfulness/relevance/acceptability/feasibility of an 

intervention strategy?   
 

0 1 

Parent did not express concern about 

helpfulness/relevance/acceptability/feasibility.  

Parent expressed concerns that an intervention strategy 

may not be relevant or helpful or acceptable or feasible 

for the child/caregiver.  

(Examples: Time-out doesn’t work for my child.  I 

don’t know why we have to keep talking about trauma, 

my child doesn’t remember.  It’s not right to ignore 

bad behavior.  I don’t have time to do that at home. My 

child refuses to do problem solving. If I ignore him 

when he is bad, he will think it is okay.) 

 Coding Guidelines:  

• This includes concerns about completing homework/out of session activities. 

• This includes parents’ concerns about their own or child’s ability to successfully implement 

intervention strategies, but not low self-confidence in general (e.g., “I’m a bad parent”). 

• Each time this is coded, also indicate, “Was this elicited by therapist’s direct line of questioning 

about helpfulness/relevance/acceptability/feasibility of the intervention strategy?” 
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2. Did the parent demonstrate apathetic or disinterested behavior?  

0 1 

Parent did not demonstrate apathetic or 

disinterested behavior. 

 

Parent demonstrated apathetic or disinterested 

behavior. 

(Examples: Does not appear to be paying attention to 

what the therapist and child are doing, shows 

disinterest in discussion or skills training through lack 

of eye contact, one word responses, saying “I don’t 

know” repeatedly. Parent is distracted by something 

else (e.g., looking at phone for a reason not related to 

what is happening in session.) Parent is not responsive 

to therapist questions.) 

 

Coding Guidelines:  

• Note that if the parent is distracted by the child’s behavior in session, this does not count as 

apathetic or disinterested behavior because the parent is still interested in what is going on in 

session. 

• If the parent stares off into space for a few seconds, do not code this as disinterested behavior. 

• Even if the parent receives permission to answer her phone or leave the room, this still counts as 

disinterested behavior. 

3. Did the parent express hesitation to participate in therapy activities?  

• Therapy activities include role-plays, in-session practice, playing therapeutic games, and psycho-

education about child behaviors. Activities can also include using visual aids for client skill building 

(e.g., using or going over a behavior tracking sheet demonstrate patterns in child’s behavior, using a 

whiteboard to generate different ways of responding to child’s tantrums, etc.) Do not count 

therapeutic discussions as an activity. 

• Viewing a game being played in a session is not sufficient for involving the parent in a therapeutic 

activity. For example, if a parent is included in a game as a way to engage the child in session 

(playing UNO with the parent and child while having a therapeutic discussion about strategies), do 

not code. Code only games that serve a therapeutic function (e.g., practicing taking turns, how to 

manage losing, practicing child-directed play, etc.). 

• If a therapist is conducting an activity primarily with the child, but the parent is not explicitly 

excluded from participating, this counts as a therapy activity (e.g., therapist asks child to role play 

using relaxation, but does not tell parent that she cannot participate in the role play). 

 0 1 

Parent participated in therapy activities.  Parent expressed hesitation or reluctance to participate 

in a therapy activity. This could include verbal 

statements or behaviors that show hesitation to 

participate. 

(Examples: I get it, I don’t need to role play. I’ll just 

watch you do it. Parent does not say anything, but 

keeps a distance from ongoing activity when asked to 

participate.)   
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Coding Guidelines:  

• Use this code even if a parent initially expresses hesitation, but ultimately participates. 

• In order to be coded as hesitation, the parent must first be asked to participate by another person 

in session (e.g., therapist, child). Do not code if no one asks the parent to participate, and the 

parent shows reluctance to participate. 

4. Did the parent express difficulty mastering skills or understanding concepts covered in therapy?  

0 1 

Parent did not comment on or demonstrate 

difficulty mastering skills or understanding 

concepts. 

 Parent commented on slow progress or difficulty 

mastering a therapy skill either outside session or 

during session. Parent stated that concepts were 

unfamiliar. 

(Examples: I tried to ignore her tantrum, but I keep 

giving in.  I keep forgetting to use the behavior chart.  

I did not know how to give him a timeout when we 

were at the grocery store. I don’t know what to play 

with my child.  In my family, no one ever uses time-

out.) 

 

Coding Guidelines:  

• Note that the parent must speak. Because we are only interested in parent behavior, DO NOT 

code here if the therapist corrects the parent about something, but the parent does not verbalize 

difficulty or lack of understanding. 

6. Did the parent report or demonstrate difficulties following through with therapist instructions for 
assignments between sessions? 
 

0 1 

Parent completed homework and followed 

between-session instructions with no difficulties.   

Parent stated that they did not complete homework; 

parent did not follow through with therapist 

instructions from the previous session.  

(Examples: I didn’t have time this week to complete 

the homework assignment from last week. I forgot to 

bring in the forms you asked for.) 

Coding Guidelines:  

• Parent must have received instructions. Do not code if parent did not receive initial instructions 

(i.e., Therapist called parent in between sessions to give instructions, and parent did not receive 

instructions).  
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Global Items - Extensiveness Ratings for Barriers to Implementation 

 

Note: If a barrier is coded as present in any part of the session, it should be coded a 2 or above on 

extensiveness.  

 

1. To what extent did the parent express concerns about the 
helpfulness/relevance/acceptability/feasibility of the intervention strategies?  

 1 2-3 4-5 

Parent did not express any 

concerns about the 

helpfulness/relevance/ 

acceptability/feasibility of 

intervention strategies   

 

 

Parent expressed minimal or 

moderate concerns about the 

helpfulness/relevance/acceptability/ 

feasibility of intervention strategies 

(Examples: I’m not certain time out 

will work for my son but I’ll give it 

a try.) 

Parent expressed strong concerns about the 

helpfulness/relevance/acceptability/feasibility 

of intervention strategies  

(Examples: There’s no way that’s going to 

work for my family. I don’t want to spoil him 

with praises. It’s not right to ignore my 

child.) 

2. To what extent did the parent demonstrate apathetic or disinterested behavior?  

1 2-3 4-5 

Parent did not demonstrate 

apathetic or disinterested 

behavior. 

 

Parent demonstrated a mild to 

moderate amount of apathetic or 

disinterested behavior.  

(Examples: giving brief answers, 

occasionally distracted by 

something else) 

Parent demonstrated a large amount of 

apathetic or disinterested behavior. 

(Examples: giving mainly one word 

answers, looking at phone for much of 

session, asking when session will be done, 

actually leaving the room to answer the 

phone for a moderate amount of time) 

3. To what extent did the parent express hesitation to participate in therapy activities? 

N/A 1 2-3 4-5 

No therapy activities 

took place for the 

parent to participate 

in. 

Parent did not avoid 

participating in 

therapy activities. 

 

 

Parent expressed some 

reluctance to participate in 

therapy activities but 

eventually participated.   

 

 

 

Parent often refused to 

participate in therapy 

activities and did not 

eventually attempt to 

participate in them.  

4. To what extent did the parent express difficulty mastering skills or understanding concepts 

covered in therapy? 

1 2-3 4-5 

Parent did not show lack 

of understanding of 

therapy.  

Parent expressed some difficulty 

mastering skills or understanding 

concepts presented in therapy.  

Parent expressed great difficulty 

mastering skills or complete lack of 

understanding of concepts.  
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6. To what extent did the parent report or demonstrate difficulties following through with therapist 
instructions for assignments between sessions? 

N/A 1 2-3 4-5 

 No homework was 

assigned and no 

between-session 

instructions were given, 

as demonstrated by no 

mention by therapist or 

client of homework/ 

instructions from last 

session. 

Parent completed 

homework and followed 

therapist instructions as 

assigned.    

Parent completed 

homework activities and 

followed therapist 

instructions with 

difficulties or with minimal 

effort. (Example: 

Completed homework 

activity on car on the way 

to session. Completed only 

a few days of homework.) 

Parent did not complete 

homework activities or 

follow therapist 

instructions at all. 

(Example: I did not have 

time to do that this week). 

 4: Parent says they 

completed homework, 

but did not bring it in.  
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Microanalytic Items - Emergent Life Events (ELEs) 

 

Was an emergent life event (ELE) reported in the 5-minute interval?  

__No  

__Yes → If more than 1 ELE is reported in session, code each one as a separate ELE # on a separate 

row and complete a separate set of corresponding questions about the ELE.  

*For every time interval in which the ELE is being mentioned or discussed (either by the client(s) or 

therapist), continue to check that ELE as occurring (e.g., under ELE_1, ELE_2, etc.). Only stop coding 

for the ELE when the ELE is not mentioned or discussed for a full 5-minute interval. 

 

Definition 

• An emergent life event (ELE) is a discrete event that: (a) occurs outside of therapy, (b) is 

disclosed during a treatment session, and (c) has at least a mild negative impact on the child or 

family. 

 

Major Categories of ELEs: 

1. Family conflict (e.g., conflict between adults, between adults and child, or child and other family, 

tantrum at home resulting in being sent to live with relatives)  

2. Change in family routine or structure (e.g., divorce, change in child custody or schedule at 

different households, move, family member incarceration, disrupted child placement).  

3. Death, injury, or health-care problem of a loved one or the client or caregiver (e.g., family 

member hospitalized, injury due to accident, diagnosis of a serious illness, client’s health 

insurance revoked). Includes pets 

4. Client engaging in risk behavior (e.g., destruction of property, substance-use related event, 

suicidal behavior, self-injury, unsafe sex, criminal behavior)  

5. Problems at school (e.g., failed a test, suspension or expulsion) 

6. Peer or social problems (e.g., youth broke up with romantic partner, friend moved away, incident 

of peer violence or bullying)  

7. Exposure to an incident of community violence or crime (e.g., gang activity, witnessing attack, 

robbery, family member was a victim of crime)  

8. Housing/financial issues (e.g., eviction, loss of money or income)  

9. Other discrete events not listed above that cause at least mild negative impact on the child or 

family 

 

ELE Inclusion Criteria 

• In order to be coded as an ELE, the event must objectively have at least a mild negative impact on 

the client(s) - that is, ratings of 2 (“mild”), 3 (“moderate”), 4 (“marked”), or 5 (“severe”) on the 

objective negative impact scale below. 

• An ELE must be a discrete event, meaning that there is an identifiable beginning to the event, 

although the impact of the event may be ongoing.  

• All events involving injury due to physical violence towards self or others should be considered 

ELEs. 

• ELEs must have occurred recently (e.g., within the past few sessions). It is possible for the same 

ELE to be coded in consecutive sessions, provided it continues to have an objective negative 

impact of moderate or above each session it is reported. 

• Coders should use the categories of ELEs, above, as a guideline for whether a particular event is 

an ELE. If the event fits easily into one of the categories, it is more likely to be codeable as an 

ELE than if it does not fit. Events that would fall into “Other” should be carefully considered, and 

evidence must be given of their negative impact. 
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ELE Exclusion Criteria 

The following should not be coded as ELEs: 

• Chronic issues that are not tied to a discrete event, such as parental substance use or a youth’s 

declining grades. However, a discrete event marking the beginning of a potentially chronic issue 

(e.g., parent begins using drugs, youth finds out at a parent-teacher conference that his grades are 

declining) or a discrete event resulting from these issues could be coded as an ELE (e.g., parent 

arrest for driving under the influence; academic suspension) 

• Events that happen in a therapy session (e.g., client refusing to participate session or tantruming 

in session) that are not tied to a discrete event outside of session. If they occur in session, events 

involving injury due to physical violence towards self or others do not count as ELEs. 

• Attendance or engagement issues (e.g., late arrivals, poor homework completion, absence of a 

key participant such as a parent) that are not tied to a discrete event outside of session 

• Symptoms of psychopathology that are not tied to a discrete event with a negative impact. For 

example, suicidal ideation by itself would not qualify as an ELE, but if it was prompted by a 

major breakup or resulted in a hospitalization, those events would qualify it as an ELE. Behavior 

issues (e.g., tantruming, aggression) should only coded if there is a negative impact that would 

not be forgotten or terminated shortly afterward (e.g., a tantrum that resulted in getting sent to 

live elsewhere or physical aggression that resulted in injury to others would count as events, but a 

tantrum that resulted in mother yelling briefly or physical aggression that resulted in momentary 

pain would not count as events). 

o Note that parent responses to behavior issues should not be coded as a negative impact 

qualifying an event as an ELE, unless the parent response is harmful to the youth. For 

example, in the case of a tantrum, parent response of grounding does not qualify it as an 

ELE, but parent response of sending youth to live with other relatives would qualify as an 

ELE. 

• Prescribed medication changes related to the youth’s mental health treatment (e.g., increase in 

dosage of anxiety medication; discontinuation of ADHD medication). Only code an ELE if there 

is a discrete negative event apart from the medication change (e.g., youth made a suicide attempt 

resulting from medication change). 

• Events that occurred in the distant past (e.g., youth recalls for the first time an incident of abuse 

from several months or years ago) 

• Events that will occur in the future (e.g., youth will have to switch schools, family will be evicted 

in 30 days), unless a related discrete event with its own distress/negative impact has already 

occurred (e.g., youth finds out from school that she’ll have to switch schools, family receives an 

eviction notice) 

Other Coding Guidelines 

• Do not consider the amount of time spent on the event when determining whether or not it 

is an ELE. The amount of time spent may be dependent on therapists’ responses to the event, 

which should be kept separate from the occurrence of an ELE. 

• If the client denies an event having a negative impact, or even states that the impact is positive, 

only code as an ELE if there is evidence that it affects functioning negatively in some way (e.g., 

although the client states that getting suspended means that he has more free time, it resulted in 

being on his permanent record, having a fight with his mother, and having to make up 

assignments) or if the event is so major that it would require lifestyle changes that involve 

inherent stress (e.g., although the client states that she is glad her partner is now in jail, there is 

inherent stress in the change to no longer having her partner in the home). 

 

Describe ELE. 

Definition 

Provide a 1-sentence description of the general content of the ELE and its impact on the client.  
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Examples  

• “Youth was raped and is experiencing symptoms of PTSD.” 

• “Youth’s mom and stepdad are separating, stepdad has moved out, and mom is moving with the 

kids (including youth client) to Virginia.” 

 

Coding Guidelines 

• If multiple clients describe the same ELE from different perspectives (e.g., the youth mentions 

being sad about his grandmother’s death, but the caregiver neglects to mention the youth’s 

reaction), take all of the available information into account when describing the ELE.  

• Similarly, if the session is conducted separately with multiple clients and the same ELE is 

reported more than once, the descriptions of the ELEs should be matched to include all available 

information. 

 

Emergent Life Events Codes 

As a reminder, an ELE must objectively have at least a mild negative impact on the client(s) - that is, 

ratings of 2 or above on the objective negative impact scale below. 

 

A1. What is the objective negative impact of the ELE on the client(s)? 

__1: No Negative Impact 

__2: Mild Negative Impact 

__3: Moderate Negative Impact  

__4: Marked Negative Impact 

__5: Severe Negative Impact 

 

Definition 

The negative impact code is intended to capture the severity or negative impact of the event itself. It is an 

objective rating of the negative effects of the ELE when considered in the context of all possible ELEs for 

all possible clients and was thus independent of the subjective distress expressed by the client(s) in 

session when describing the event, which is coded separately below. If the ELE has a different objective 

negative impact on different clients (e.g., youth vs caregiver) code the highest of the negative impact 

ratings. 

 

Examples 

• 1: No Negative Impact codes should be assigned to events that are so minor that any objective 

stress or negative impact would typically be forgotten or terminated shortly afterward. Examples 

of 1 codes include:  

o The caregiver had difficulty finding parking for an appointment, resulting in being 5 

minutes late. 

o The youth was scratched by his kitten, causing him momentary pain. 

• 2: Mild Negative Impact codes should be assigned to ELEs that are of relatively brief duration 

and/or relatively low intensity. Examples of 2 codes include: 

o The youth talked back in class and received lunch detention, with no further 

consequences. *Note that although this is a behavior issue, receiving lunch detention has 

a negative impact for a period time greater than the moment of talking back, which 

qualifies it as an ELE.* 

o The youth’s brother was suspended at school, causing mother to have to speak with his 

teacher by phone about the incident.  

o A relative that the youth did not know personally died, and youth does not understand the 

permanence of death. However, the negative impact is the youth has to attend the funeral.  
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o Youth started Xmas break and has been upset (crying) about packing to move. As a 

result, he hasn't been sleeping well for past 2 weeks. 

o Youth was hitting sister as they were wrestling and made her nose bleed (minor, 

temporary injury). 

o Youth turned off alarm, was late for school, had an argument with mom and threw an 

object. Mom didn't take youth to school. 

*Note that although this is a behavior issue, not going to school is a negative impact 

beyond the meltdown, which qualifies it as an ELE.* 

o Youth threw a shoe when angry causing a minor crack in the mirror of the closet door. 

Mother only noticed a few days later.  

*Note that although this is a behavior issue, property damage is a negative impact 

beyond the meltdown, which qualifies it as an ELE.* 

o Youth had a meltdown at school because he wanted to do math instead of going to recess. 

Had “violent behavior” and peed his pants. Lost his computer privileges for 2 days by 

teacher.  

*Note that although this is a behavior issue, losing computer privileges at school is a 

negative impact beyond the meltdown, which qualifies it as an ELE.* 

o Yesterday youth got sent home from school (reason unclear but behavioral), mother had 

to talk to youth’s teacher on the phone about it and youth was screaming for 10 minutes 

in the background.  

*Note that although this is a behavior issue, mother having to talk to the teacher and 

youth getting sent home from school are negative impacts lasting longer than the moment 

of the behavior issue, which qualifies it as an ELE.* 

o Youth’s cousin pulled a pillow out from under him, said it was hers, and accused him of 

hitting her with the pillow. Mother had a brief argument with cousin’s parents - she said 

it was unacceptable, they said youth was being mean, mother said she saw cousin do it, 

then parents agreed. 

• 3: Moderate Negative Impact codes should be assigned to ELEs that are beginning to have 

noticeable impacts on daily life or functioning. The duration and/or intensity are beginning to 

increase. Examples of 3 codes include: 

o The youth had an angry outburst with his mom over doing chores; he refused to get in the 

car, broke a fan and a phone, and pushed her (no injury). (Increased intensity due to 

broken objects and violence towards others) *Note that although this is a behavior issue, 

destroying property has a lasting negative impact which qualifies it as an ELE. Pushing 

mother alone, in the absence of any injury, would not qualify this as an ELE because it 

does not result in any negative impact beyond momentary pain.*  

o The youth failed a final exam in a primary class, resulting in a final grade of a D.  

o The caregiver lost her job; however, the other caregiver in the family is still working so 

that the family will be able to survive the financial strain by cutting back on spending. 

• 4: Marked Negative Impact codes should be assigned to ELEs that have a significant impact on 

daily life or functioning. Examples of 4 codes include: 

o The youth failed a class and will have to retake it next year. 

o The youth's best friend moved to a different school without her being able say goodbye or 

see her again. 

o The youth’s father moved out of the house and is planning to divorce the youth’s mother. 

o The caregiver witnessed a brutal beating in the neighborhood and is in therapy for 

symptoms of PTSD; however, the youth does not know about the event and the caregiver 

reports little impact on her ability to parent the youth. 

o The youth got into a fistfight with a peer at school and was suspended for one week. 

*Note that although the fistfight is a behavior issue, getting suspended has a lasting 

negative impact which qualifies it as an ELE.* 
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o A secondary relative (e.g., grandparent), not living with youth but with whom youth had 

a consistent relationship, died, but youth does not understand the permanence of death. 

OR A secondary relative (e.g., grandparent) whom youth knew but did not have a 

consistent relationship with, died, and youth understands the permanence of death.  

o Youth broke her leg playing sports and will have to be in a cast for the next 2 months. 

• 5: Severe Negative Impact codes should be assigned to ELEs that have a significant, pervasive, 

and enduring impact on daily life or functioning. Examples of 5 codes include: 

o The caregivers decided to divorce, and as a result the youth will be moving across the 

country with his mother and siblings. 

o The youth is expelled from school due to frequent rule violations. *Note that although 

this was caused by behavior issues, expulsion has a lasting negative impact which 

qualifies it as an ELE.* 

o The family is evicted from their home. 

o A primary caregiver or relative who lived with the youth died (regardless of whether or 

not the youth understands the permanence of death). 

 

Coding Guidelines 

• Depending on how much information the therapist gathers regarding the ELE, there may not be 

much from the session to determine the objective negative impact. In these instances, the coder 

should weigh the available information and make the most reasonable determination. For 

instance, if the youth reported that his caregiver had been diagnosed with cancer, but the therapist 

did not assess for the caregiver’s prognosis, the ELE would still be coded as a 5 because of its 

significant impact on the youth’s daily life (regardless of how enduring the impact might be). 

• If the ELE is receiving news about an event that has not yet occurred (for example, parents have 

decided to divorce but will not be divorcing in the immediate future), code negative impact based 

on the intensity of the news itself and the consequences of the news so far (e.g., youth and parent 

have had arguments as a result of the news).  

 

Source: Adapted from Youth Life Stress Interview (Rudolph & Flynn, 2007) 

 

A2. How distressed are the client(s) regarding discussion of the ELE in session?  

Mark one number for each client who is present in session. If the client is not present, leave the cell 

blank: 

 Youth Caregiver Other: 

______________ 

Other: 

______________ 

1: Not at All Distressed     

2: Mildly Distressed     

3: Moderately Distressed     

4: Markedly Distressed     

5: Severely Distressed     

 

Definition 

The distress code is intended to capture the degree of subjective distress that a client expresses when 

discussing the ELE in session. Salient factors here include the client’s level of emotionality (e.g., calm 

versus tearful), tone of voice (e.g., steady versus hysterical), and style of presentation for the event (e.g., 

statement of facts versus catastrophic statements).  

 

Examples 
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• 1: Not at All Distressed codes should be assigned to clients who express no negative 

emotionality, maintain a positive or neutral tone of voice, and present the ELE in a factual 

manner. Examples of 1 codes include: 

o The youth reported that his caregiver was injured in a car accident that week, but has a 

calm and unaffected tone and declines being upset when the therapist asks. 

• 2: Mildly Distressed codes should be assigned to clients who express a relatively low intensity of 

negative emotionality, tone of voice, and/or style of presentation. Examples of 2 codes include: 

o In a slightly anxious tone of voice, the youth reported punching his mother in the face. 

o With a neutral tone of voice, the caregiver reported that her child’s failing of the grade 

was her fault because she was too busy to help him study. 

• 3: Moderately Distressed codes should be assigned to clients who are beginning to express a 

higher intensity of negative emotionality, tone of voice, and/or style of presentation. Examples of 

3 codes include: 

o In an angry, shaking tone of voice, the youth reported that he and the caregiver got into a 

physical fight about his refusing to go to school. He blamed his caregiver for starting the 

fight. 

o In a whisper, the youth reported that she was bullied and beaten at school, which made 

her worry going back to school. 

• 4: Markedly Distressed codes should be assigned to clients who express a significant and high 

intensity of negative emotionality, tone of voice, and/or style of presentation. Examples of 3 

codes include: 

o In a shaky tone of voice, the caregiver reported that the youth was suspended for the first 

time and would never be able to succeed in life. 

o When the topic of her assault came up, the youth yelled at the therapist that she didn’t 

want to talk about it. 

• 5: Severely Distressed codes should be assigned to clients who express a significant and extreme 

intensity of negative emotionality, tone of voice, and/or style of presentation. Examples of 5 

codes include: 

o The youth reported that as a result of a fight with her best friend, she was experiencing 

suicidal ideation and that her life was not worth living.  

o The caregiver cried hysterically and yelled at the youth for running away from home.   

 

Coding Guidelines 

• Sometimes clients may express distress through repeatedly bringing up the ELE despite therapist 

attempts to move on. However, it may be that therapists’ responses to ELEs influence the number 

of times this occurs. Thus, coders should not consider the number of times a client brings up the 

ELE in their assignment of the distress code. 

• Clients who are emotionally dysregulated may respond inappropriately to negative events by 

laughing about or minimizing them. However, as it may be difficult to tell whether this is the case 

through a recording of a single session, non-distressed responses should be taken at face value.  

• This code is intended to be independent from the severity of the event itself, which is captured 

below in the objective negative impact code. Thus, when assigning this code, do not consider how 

“appropriate” the client’s level of distress is in response to the ELE. 

• When the client provides a rating of his/her symptoms in response to the event or a general 

weekly rating (e.g., a 1-10 rating on the Fear Thermometer), use the rating as a rough guideline 

for determining the distress code. For instance, a client who rates his sadness as a 5 out of 10 

would initially be considered as a 2 or 3 out of 5 on the distress scale; however, other variables 

such as the client’s level of emotionality, tone of voice, and style of presentation should be 

considered when determining whether to lower or raise the code from those anchors. 
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A3. Who reported the ELE? 

__Caregiver 

__Youth 

__Therapist 

__Other: _____________________________________ 

If the session is conducted separately with multiple clients and the ELE is reported more than once (e.g., 

once by the child in his segment of the session, then again by the caregiver when she joins the session), 

code the first person who reported the ELE here.  

 

A4. Was the ELE elicited by the therapist as part of a structured therapy activity? 

__Yes 

__No 

 

Examples  

• Therapist asked youth for an example of a problem in her life so that they could practice a 

problem solving skill. 

• As part of a lesson on effective communication skills, therapist asked caregiver to identify a time 

when she had trouble communicating with her son. 

 

Coding Guidelines 

• This does not include general check-in about the week (e.g., therapist asked if client had any 

problems this week, and client reported an ELE). 

• In order to qualify as a “Yes” for this code, the therapist must directly and explicitly ask a 

question about a problem or stressful event as part of a structured therapy activity, which then 

causes the ELE to brought up, as in the examples above. Alternatively, an ELE would count as 

elicited if the parent tracked the ELE as part of behavior tracking homework.  

• Code as “No” if the parent happens to bring up an ELE during a therapy activity (e.g., therapist 

asks mother to track destructive behaviors for homework, and mother brings up a specific 

incident of destructive behavior without tracking it). See “AIM HI Reliability Discrepancies” 

document for detailed examples of “No” codes. 

 

A5. When was the ELE first reported in session? 

__________Time in tape when event is first reported 

If the same ELE is reported more than once by different clients, note the time for the first reporter. 

 

A7. Classify the nature of the event(s) from the list below.   

Select all that apply: 

Categories and Examples 

1. Family conflict (e.g., conflict between adults, between adults and child, or child and other family, 

tantrum at home resulting in being sent to live with relatives)  

2. Change in family routine or structure (e.g., divorce, change in child custody or schedule at 

different households, move, family member incarceration, disrupted child placement).  

3. Death, injury, or health-care problem of a loved one or the client or caregiver (e.g., family 

member hospitalized, injury due to accident, diagnosis of a serious illness, client’s health 

insurance revoked). Includes pets 

4. Client engaging in risk behavior (e.g., destruction of property, substance-use related event, 

suicidal behavior, self-injury, unsafe sex, criminal behavior)  

5. Problems at school (e.g., failed a test, suspension or expulsion) 

6. Peer or social problems (e.g., youth broke up with romantic partner, friend moved away, incident 

of peer violence or bullying)  
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7. Exposure to an incident of community violence or crime (e.g., gang activity, witnessing attack, 

robbery, family member was a victim of crime)  

8. Housing/financial issues (e.g., eviction, loss of money or income)  

9. Other discrete events not listed above that cause at least mild negative impact on the child or 

family 

 

Coding Guidelines 

• A single ELE may have multiple category codes. For example, an ELE in which the youth 

witnessed domestic violence between his caregivers and his mother was injured would be coded 

as “1. Family violence,” and “3. Death, injury, or major health problem of a loved one or the 

client or caregiver.” 

• Category codes can include the consequences of the ELE. For example, if the ELE was an 

incident of bullying at school that led to client’s suicide attempt, code “5. Significant problems at 

school or with peers” and “4. Client engaging in severe risk behavior.” 

 

A8. To what extent is the ELE dependent on the clients’ (youth and family’s) behaviors? 

 Youth Rest of Youth’s Family 

1: Independent (passive, external)   

2: Mostly Independent   

3: Mixed   

4: Mostly Dependent   

5: Dependent (active, internal)   

 

Definition 

The dependence code is intended to capture the extent to which the clients’ behaviors contributed to the 

occurrence of the ELE. Separate out the dependence of the youth from the dependence the rest of his/her 

family. The goal here is to determine the degree to which the youth and his/her family could have 

controlled the occurrence of the ELE. 

 

Examples 

• 1: Independent codes should be assigned to ELEs that are entirely out of the client(s)’s control; 

that is, an event happened to them rather than with them or because of them. The clients are 

merely reacting to the event. Examples of 1 codes include: 

o Youth dependence: An earthquake caused the youth to be injured. 

o Youth dependence: The youth observed a shooting in his neighborhood. 

o Youth dependence: The youth’s grandmother died from cancer. 

o Rest of the family dependence: The caregiver gave the youth time out, causing him to 

become angry and throw a shoe at the wall, which caused a crack. Note: The negative 

impact was the crack in the wall, which was entirely dependent on the youth.  

• 2: Mostly Independent codes should be assigned to ELEs that are primarily dependent on 

someone or something other than the client(s), but there may be some factors of the event that are 

somewhat related to the client(s). Examples of 2 codes include: 

o Rest of the family dependence: The caregiver forgot to lock the door to the house, and the 

house was robbed. 

o Youth dependence: The youth ingested a food that she was not aware of being allergic to 

and had to be hospitalized. 

• 3: Mixed codes should be assigned to ELEs that are equally determined by the clients and any 

others involved in the event. Both parties play an active behavioral role, and neither party’s 

behavioral role could be removed from the story without dramatically altering how the ELEs 

played out. Examples of 3 codes include: 
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o Rest of the family dependence: The caregiver decided to sue the youth’s school over 

failing to provide needed services.  

o Youth dependence: The youth made a rude comment to a classmate and was bullied and 

beaten in return. 

o Youth and rest of the family dependence: The youth had a violent fight with his mother 

about whether or not he could attend a party. Note: In the absence of information about 

who started the fight, both youth and rest of the family would be coded a 3. 

• 4: Mostly Dependent codes should be assigned to ELEs that are primarily dependent on the 

client(s)’s behavior and/or primarily within the client(s)’s control. However, there may be some 

factors of the event that buffer the ELE from being fully dependent. Examples of 4 codes include: 

o Youth dependence: The youth got into a physical fight at school, after a peer hit him first. 

o Youth dependence: The youth was driving recklessly and was hurt in an accident. 

• 5: Dependent codes should be assigned to ELEs that are entirely dependent on the client. The 

client(s) played a proactive behavioral role, the event was within their control, and the situation 

happened because of something about the client(s). Any consequences or reactions are the direct 

result of the client(s)’s behavior. Examples of 5 codes include: 

o Rest of the family dependence: The caregiver forgot to pay rent and now the family is 

being threatened with eviction. 

o Youth dependence: The youth was suspended for smoking pot at school. 

o Rest of the family dependence: The caregiver lost her job due to absenteeism and is 

experiencing suicidal ideation. 

o Rest of the family dependence: The youth’s parents decided to get divorced.  

o Youth dependence: The youth failed her grade and will have to repeat it. 

o Youth dependence: The youth was angry over getting time out and threw a shoe at the 

wall, causing a crack. 

 

Coding Guidelines 

• Don’t spend too much time debating these codes! ☺ 

• If the event involves multiple parts, code dependence based on the negative impact of the event. 

For example, if the event is that the caregiver told youth to do chores, resulting in the youth 

breaking objects, the tantrum is not included in the negative impact, but the breaking objects is. 

Since breaking objects is entirely dependent on the youth, youth dependence would be coded as a 

5 and rest of the family (i.e., caregiver) as a 5. 

• If the more salient component of the ELE is the client’s symptoms of psychopathology, code the 

ELE as a 5. If the more salient component of the ELE is the life event that precipitated the 

symptoms, assign a lower code based on the dependence of the life event. 

• At times, it may be difficult to determine whether a family member involved in an ELE is 

participating in treatment (e.g., the youth reports that his father hit him, but the father is not 

present in session). In these cases, if the ELE involves a close family member (i.e., one who is 

living with the youth or with whom the youth appears to have a significant relationship), include 

that family member’s contribution in the “dependence of the rest of the family” code. 

• If there is conflicting information about who was responsible for an ELE (e.g., youth was 

suspended by school for allegedly breaking a rule, but youth claims he did not break the rule), the 

default code should be a 3 unless there is strong evidence for one source of info over the other 

(e.g., youth was observed by peers to be breaking the rule). 

• For events that are fully dependent on the youth and family combined, ratings for youth versus 

the rest of youth’s family should be complementary. For example, an event that is mostly 

dependent on the youth but also involved the rest of the family would be coded a 4 for youth and 

2 for the rest of the family; an event that is entirely dependent on the youth would be coded a 5 

for youth and 1 for the rest of the family; a family event that is moderately dependent on both 
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youth and the rest of the family would be coded a 3 for youth and 3 for the rest of the family; and 

so on. 

o Note that if there are other people involved in the event besides the youth and family, 

these ratings do not have to add up to 6.  

 

Global Codes - Parent Participation and Engagement  

 

3. To what extent did the parent ask the therapist questions?  

1 2-3 4-5 

Parent did not ask the 

therapist any questions. 

Parent asked the therapist very 

few questions 

  

AND/OR 

 

Parent asked questions with low 

detail/quality: questions asked 

were mostly administrative in 

nature. 

Parent asked the therapist many 

questions  

 

AND/OR 

 

Parent asked questions with high 

detail/quality: questions asked were 

mostly clinically relevant in nature.  

Coding Guidelines 

 

Definition of What Is Included In This Code 

• Administrative questions typically include questions about the structure/logistics of therapy, such 

as what time sessions start and who needs to be contacted. A wide range of administrative 

questions can be included here. 

• Clinically relevant questions focus on questions about topics such as the child’s diagnosis or 

prognosis, treatment plan, therapeutic strategies, or homework assignments. 

• Keep in mind that questions do not need to be framed as typical questions (e.g., who, what when, 

where, why). If a statement can be rephrased as a question, consider coding it as such. 

o I need to track his tantrums? (could be reworded as Do I need to…?) 

o I need a slip for pulling him out of school. (could be reworded as Can I have a slip for 

pulling him out?) 

o I have a question about my son’s IEP and tutoring. (could be reworded as Can I ask you 

about the tutoring on my son’s IEP?) 

o I’m wondering what is going on. (could be reworded as What do you think is going on?) 

o A guideline for coding this type of question may be when statements start with the phrase 

I don’t know…. I don’t know if it’s just that we had an argument and he didn’t eat dinner 

and then wet the bed. 

• It is important to pay attention to the tone the parent used, as a statement may in fact be a question 

based on tone of voice (e.g., I don’t know why he was crying, maybe the medication is the cause?) 

• Do not code when parent makes comments about what he/she would like to discuss in future 

sessions as questions, even though they could technically be reworded as such. (e.g., I want to sit 

down with you because you know which alarm to buy.) Although questions may arise from this 

parent statement, this example does not directly ask a question.  

• Do not code when the parent may direct a question to the child but the therapist answers it. 

• Do not code common greetings (How are you?). 

 

Guidelines for When to Double Code 

• Questions may be double-coded in other codes based on the content of the question.  

 

Exemplars 
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• Administrative questions:  

o What time is our session next week?  

o Who should I mail this form to?  

o Should I set up a meeting with his teacher? 

o Do I need to go over this right now, or…? 

o Do we have to move [our seats to see the screen]? 

o Can I come in [knocking on door]? 

o Do I need to fill out this form? 

• Clinically relevant questions:  

o I didn’t understand what you meant by active ignoring? 

o How do I put him in a timeout when we’re at the grocery store? 

o I’m not sure what to give him for completing his chores?  

o Did he share with you that his Dad was upset with him? 

o Why does the child act out on that note?  

o I just don’t know what’s going on because he is having trouble making friends? 

o I don’t know if the medication is good with what he is already taking? 

4. To what extent did the parent participate in therapy activities? 

 

Definition of What Is Included In This Code 

• Therapy activities include role-plays, in-session practice, playing therapeutic games, and psycho-

education about child behaviors. Activities can also include using visual aids for client skill 

building (e.g., using or going over a behavior tracking sheet demonstrate patterns in child’s 

behavior, using a whiteboard to generate different ways of responding to child’s tantrums, etc.) Do 

not count therapeutic discussions as an activity. 

• Viewing a game being played in a session is not sufficient for involving the parent in a therapeutic 

activity. For example, if a parent is included in a game as a way to engage the child in session 

(playing UNO with the parent and child while having a therapeutic discussion about strategies), do 

not code. Code only games that serve a therapeutic function (e.g., practicing taking turns, how to 

manage losing, practicing child-directed play, etc.). 

• If a therapist is conducting an activity primarily with the child, but the parent is not explicitly 

excluded from participating, this qualifies as an activity and should be assigned a 1-5 code instead 

of N/A (e.g., therapist asks child to role play using relaxation, but does not tell parent that she 

cannot participate in the role play). 

 

N/A 1 2-3 4-5 

No therapy 

activities took 

place for the 

parent to 

participate in. 

Parent did not 

make any attempt 

to participate in 

therapy activities. 

 

 

Frequency not incorporated 

 

Parent participated in 

therapy activities with 

minimal to moderate effort. 

Parent was brief in his/her 

comments, statements, and 

contributions to the activity 

and/or appeared somewhat 

reluctant to participate.  

Frequency not incorporated 

 

Parent participated in therapy 

activities with great effort. 

Parent contributed 

spontaneously and 

independently to the activity 

and appeared willing to 

participate in the activity. 

 

Coding Guidelines 

• Frequency is not incorporated in your rating, as therapy activities rarely take place in the session 

recording you will be viewing. Instead, rely on intensity only. 

Exemplars 
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• Examples for this code typically do not involve specific parent statements, but rather parent 

agreement with therapist’s initiation of an activity, and parent action of participating in the activity.   

o Therapist: Practice is so important because it can be difficult to do in the moment, 

especially under stress. Let’s practice how to give a time-out. Parent: okay [parent then 

starts to practice]. 

• The therapist may not explicitly introduce the activity, but as an interaction unfolds it becomes 

clear that this is an activity that should be coded as such. For example, a therapist may start 

working with the parent and child to identify problematic behaviors. At the end of the activity the 

therapist may say, This process was designed to help us figure out what behaviors we should work 

on first.  

5. To what extent did the parent demonstrate commitment to therapy in the session?  

1 2-3 4-5 

Parent did not demonstrate 

commitment to therapy in 

the session 

 

Parent demonstrated commitment 

to therapy in the session with low 

quality: parent commented on 

helpfulness of session,  

demonstrated enthusiasm in session 

topics and goals, described thinking 

about therapy topics outside of 

session, or demonstrated evidence 

of wanting to be at therapy to a 

minimal to moderate degree 

Parent demonstrated commitment 

to therapy in the session with 

high quality: parent  commented 

on helpfulness of session, 

demonstrated enthusiasm in 

session topics and goals, 

described thinking about therapy 

topics outside of session, or 

demonstrated evidence of 

wanting to be at therapy to a high 

degree  

Coding Guidelines 

Definition of What Is Included In This Code 

• Thanking the therapist is somewhat of an indicator of therapy being helpful, although just “thank 

you” would likely trigger a low quality rating. 

• Demonstrating evidence of wanting to be in therapy can include such examples as being willing to 

take child out of school to attend session, switching parent schedule around to attend, wanting 

other family members to attend, encouraging child to participate in therapy, etc. 

Guidelines for How to Assign Ratings 

• Consider tone of voice for expressing commitment to therapy. Does it sound like parent is eager to 

participate in therapy? If so, consider coding a high degree of commitment to therapy. However, do 

not penalize a parent’s rating for unenthusiastic tone of voice. Parents may have a calm, 

disengaged communication style but the content of their verbalizations demonstrates commitment 

to therapy. You can note the tone of the parent comment on your coding notes sheet in parentheses 

(e.g., enthusiastic tone, flat tone, etc.)  

 

Exemplars 

• Commented on helpfulness of session/treatment  

o That worksheet you gave me was helpful. 

o She is so lucky to be able to come here and see you. 

• Expressed interest in session topics 

o Sounds great! 

o Let’s do it! 

o We really like coming here each week. 

• Described thinking about therapy topics outside of session 

o I was thinking about what we talked about last week… 
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Appendix D (Chapter 2): Portions of Coding Manual for Treatment Integrity (Clinician 

Adherence) Used in the Present Study 

 

ADHERENCE RATINGS: Score based on the presence/frequency and intensity of therapist use 
of the strategy.  DO NOT adjust ratings based on how well the therapist uses the strategy or 
how the child or caregiver responds to the therapist’s use of the strategy. 

A. Therapist structured the session to facilitate caregiver skill building. 

1) Used agenda / session schedule. Therapist included an agenda or schedule of session 
activities with the caregiver. The goal of this strategy is structure the session and keep the 
session “on track.”  

N/A 0 1-2 3-4 5-6 

Strategy not 
appropriate/ 
applicable  
(parent/ 
caregiver not 
present for 
session or 
immediate crisis/ 
safety issue 
present). 

Therapist did not 
use or review an 
agenda/ 
schedule.   

 

Therapist briefly 
mentioned 
events that 
would take place 
in the session, 
but description 
was cursory or 
fleeting.  

 

Therapist used a 
session 
agenda/schedule 
(step-by-step 
overview of 
session 
activities) that 
was moderately 
explicit/ obvious. 

Therapist used a 
session agenda/ 
schedule (step-
by-step 
overview of 
session 
activities) that 
was very explicit 
/obvious. 
Therapist 
explained 
schedule in 
detail or referred 
to schedule 
throughout 
session.  

Coding tips: 

• Although therapists can receive a high score with either a verbal or visual schedule, 
session activities must be very explicitly communicated to receive a 5 or 6.  

• Therapists who review schedule at beginning of session and then return to the schedule 
throughout the session should likely receive a high rating (5 or 6).  

• Agenda setting with the caregiver by the therapist is coded here.  

• Pay attention to who the therapist focuses on (child versus the caregiver) when reviewing 
the agenda/session schedule. This will dictate whether the therapist’s behavior should be 
coded under Used Agenda with Caregiver or Used Agenda with Child. 

2) Used materials with caregiver: Therapist incorporated handouts, worksheets, posters, 
white board, videos etc. in session activities with caregiver. These materials can be AIM 
HI-specific or other materials. The goal of this strategy is to facilitate learning by caregiver 
by providing caregiver with additional information or helping caregiver focus on topic being 
taught or discussed.    

N/A 0 1-2 3-4 5-6 

Strategy not 
appropriate/ 
applicable.  
(parent/caregiver 
not present for 
session or 
immediate crisis/ 

Therapist did not 
use materials 
with caregiver at 
any time in 
session.   

Therapist had 
materials 
present in the 
session, but did 
not incorporate 
them in session 

Therapist had 
materials 
present in the 
session and the 
therapist referred 
to them several 
times in the 

Therapist had 
materials 
present in the 
session and 
used them 
(provided 
explanation, 
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safety issue 
present) 

activities with 
caregiver 
AND/OR  
Therapist’s used 
materials in a 
very cursory 
manner.   

session with 
caregiver.  
AND/OR 
Therapist’s use 
of materials was 
moderately 
explicit/ 
thorough. 

 

referred to them) 
several times in 
session with 
caregiver in a 
very thorough 
and explicit 
manner.   

 

B. Therapist actively involved caregiver during session. 

3) Encouraged caregiver participation/collaboration: Therapist asked caregiver 
questions, provided information, elicited feedback, acknowledged caregiver priorities, 
jointly worked together with caregiver to help child. The goal of this strategy is to increase 
caregiver engagement in session through collaboration.  

N/A 0 1-2 3-4 5-6 

Strategy not 
appropriate/ 
applicable 
(parent/caregiver 
not present for 
session). 

Therapist did not 
make any 
attempt to 
encourage 
caregiver 
participation.  
 

Therapist made 
fleeting attempts 
to encourage 
caregiver 
participation in 
session (e.g., 
asked caregiver 
a few general 
questions at the 
beginning of the 
session).  
Therapist made 
minimal 
attempts to 
direct 
caregiver’s 
participation to 
session goals.  

Therapist made 
several attempts 
to encourage 
caregiver 
participation in 
session and 
attempts were 
somewhat 
thorough (e.g., 
therapist asks 
caregiver follow 
up questions).   
Therapist made 
moderate 
attempts to 
direct 
caregiver’s 
participation to 
session goals. 

Therapist made 
consistent 
attempts to 
encourage 
caregiver 
participation in 
session and 
attempts were 
very thorough 
(therapist 
attempted to 
maintain 
interaction, 
teach a new 
skill, elicit 
caregiver 
perspectives, or 
engage in joint 
problem 
solving).  
Therapist made 
repeated and 
thorough 
attempts to 
direct 
caregiver’s 
participation to 
session goals. 

Coding tip:  

• Therapists who initiated collaborative interactions with caregivers (i.e., working together 
with caregivers during session activities) should receive a high score (5 or 6). 
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C. Therapist used active teaching strategies to teach caregiver skills. 

4) Provided psychoeducation/information to caregiver: Therapist provided 
psychoeducation/information to caregiver. Therapist taught or explained information to 
caregiver, such as psychological/treatment principles, treatment strategies, or normative 
child development issues (e.g., parent-child relations, attachment issues, appropriate 
expectations for age/developmental level, disciplinary principles). Topics might also 
include discussion of diagnoses, IEP process, services, medication, and psychological 
testing. Psychoeducation might include didactic instruction, explaining literature/ 
worksheets/ handouts or video in session, or providing informational materials (books, 
chapters, audiorecordings, etc.). The goal of this strategy is to increase caregiver’s 
knowledge about concepts or strategies.  

N/A 0 1-2 3-4 5-6 

Strategy not 
appropriate/ 
applicable  
(parent/ 
caregiver not 
present for 
session or 
immediate 
crisis/ safety 
issue present). 

Therapist did not 
make any 
attempt to 
provide 
psychoeducation 
to caregiver.   

 

Therapist made 
cursory or 
fleeting attempts 
to provide 
psychoeducation/ 
information to 
caregiver.  
Therapist’s 
description of 
information or 
explanation was 
brief or unclear. 

Therapist made 
several attempts 
to provide 
psychoeducation/ 
information to 
caregiver. 
Therapist’s 
description of 
information was 
moderately 
explicit/ obvious.  

 

Therapist made 
consistent, 
recurrent, and 
thorough 
attempts to 
provide 
psychoeducation 
to caregiver. 
Therapist’s 
description of 
information or 
explanation was 
very explicit and 
thorough. 
very explicit/  
obvious.  

Coding tip:  

• Information about treatment directed to the caregiver (what the family will be doing in 
treatment, what the caregiver can expect from treatment, how the sessions will 
operate etc.) is coded as psychoeducation to the caregiver. 
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C. Therapist used active teaching strategies to teach caregiver skills (Continued) 

5) Modeled/demonstrated skill to caregiver. Therapist models (e.g., enacts, 
demonstrates) in the first person a specific coping skill, social skill, communication style, 
etc that the caregiver is expected to use. Modeling could also be demonstrated via video 
or peer. Modeling can consist of demonstration of a specific skill by live (e.g., in-session), 
non-live (e.g., videotape), or imaginal (e.g., reviewing fictional depictions of skills such as 
those in a story).  It may include demonstrating specific statements that a caregiver could 
us (e.g., “You could say, ‘…’”) The goal of this strategy to allow the caregiver to see the 
skill/behavior being used appropriately so that he or she can use that behavior.  

 

N/A 0 1-2 3-4 5-6 

Strategy not 
appropriate/ 
applicable 
(parent/caregiver 
not present for 
session or 
immediate crisis/ 
safety issue 
present). 

Therapist did not 
make any 
attempt to 
model/ 
demonstrate a 
skill for 
caregiver.   

 

Therapist made 
cursory or 
fleeting attempts 
to model/ 
demonstrate a 
skill to caregiver 
in session.   
 
AND/OR 
 
Therapist’s 
attempts at 
modeling/ 
demonstration 
were brief or 
unclear (e.g., 
therapist briefly 
described skill 
without 
demonstration or 
example). 

Therapist made 
several attempts 
to model/ 
demonstrate a 
skill to caregiver 
in session.  
AND/OR 
Therapist’s 
attempts were 
moderately 
thorough (e.g., 
therapist briefly 
described the 
skill and then 
demonstrated 
but without 
highlighting the 
critical aspects 
of the skill).  

Therapist made 
consistent 
attempts to 
model/ 
demonstrate a 
skill to caregiver 
in session.   
AND/OR 
Therapist’s 
attempts were 
very thorough.  
Therapist 
identified skill 
being modeled 
(e.g., “I just 
demonstrated 
how to use 
problem-
solving”), clearly 
demonstrated 
the skill, and 
verbally 
highlighted the 
critical aspects 
of the skill.  

Coding tips:  

• Therapists who verbally describe a skill, model the skill with actions or behaviors, and 
verbally identify the important aspects of the skill being modeled should receive a high 
score (5 or 6). 

• It is not required that the therapist describe the behavior that the caregiver is supposed to 
use as long as it is clear that the purpose of the therapist’s behavior is intended to be 
used by the caregiver (e.g., “You could say this…”; “I’ll try it first and then you can try.” 
“Let’s go through this example of the behavior tracking.”   

• Pay attention for  modeling when the therapist and caregiver engage in role plays (or 
practice) in which the therapist ” plays” the role of the caregiver and engages in the 
behavior that has been identified as one that the caregiver is supposed to use. . If the 
therapist plays the role of the “other” in a role-play (e.g. playing the role of the teacher, the 
child etc) this is not considered modeling as the parent is not expected to engage in this 
behavior.  
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• It may be tempting to code for modeling if the therapist use other active teaching 
strategies (e.g., describing a skill in detail, having the caregiver practice the skill, and 
giving the caregiver explicit feedback on the skill). Even if these other elements are 
present (and receive a high score) do not code for modeling unless a demonstration of the 
behavior by the therapist occurs. 
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C. Therapist used active teaching strategies to teach caregiver skills (Continued) 

6) Provided opportunity for in-session practice to caregiver. Therapist encourages 
caregiver to participate in hypothetical enactments (e.g., behavioral rehearsal, practice 
new skills).  Caregiver practices new skill, behavior, communication style in session. This 
item should be scored whenever the therapist offers the caregiver an opportunity to 
practice a skill or participate in a hypothetical enactment in session. The goal of this 
strategy is for caregiver to practice skill in session.    

N/A 0 1-2 3-4 5-6 

Strategy not 
appropriate/ 
applicable.  
(parent/caregiver 
not present for 
session or 
immediate crisis/ 
safety issue 
present) 

Therapist did not 
provide any 
opportunity for 
caregiver to 
practice skill in 
session.  

 

Therapist 
provided 
occasional 
opportunities for 
caregiver to 
practice skill in 
session. 
Therapist did not 
verbally 
encourage 
caregiver to 
practice skill.  
 

Therapist 
provided several 
opportunities for 
caregiver to 
practice skill in 
session.  
Therapist 
provided 
moderate verbal 
encouragement 
for caregiver to 
practice skill in 
session.  

Therapist 
consistently 
provided 
opportunities for 
caregiver to 
practice skill in 
session.  
Therapist 
directly and 
consistently 
verbally 
encouraged 
caregiver to 
practice skill in 
session.  

Coding tips:   

• A therapist who provided multiple opportunities for in-session practice but all opportunities 
were cursory/ fleeting should receive a rating of 3 or 4. 

• A therapist who explained the rationale behind practice to caregiver and repeatedly set up 
opportunities for in-session, and encouraged caregiver to practice in session should 
receive a rating of 5 or 6.  

• A therapist who engaged in behaviors listed in the code description above should receive 
a adherence rating for this item even if the caregiver does not engage in in-session 
practice.   

7)  Provided feedback to caregiver. Feedback includes both positive (labeling what the 
caregiver did well) and negative (including corrections/limit setting) comments about the 
caregiver’s behaviors either inside or outside of session. Positive comments may include 
labeled praise (“I really liked how you prompted your Johnny to use his coping skills when 
he got frustrated.”). Corrective feedback may include, “Let’s stay focused on the skills we 
already identified to teach your child and move on to other skills after we make progress 
with those”. The goal of this strategy is help the caregiver acquire, enhance, or generalize 
use of skills or behaviors.  

N/A 0 1-2 3-4 5-6 

Strategy not 
appropriate/ 
applicable 
(Caregiver not 
present for 
session or 
immediate crisis/ 

Therapist did not 
provide any 
feedback to 
caregiver  
 

Therapist 
provided 
minimal, 
unclear, or non-
specific 
feedback to 
caregiver. OR  

Therapist 
provided 
occasional 
feedback to 
caregiver. OR  
Therapist 
provided some 
specific 

Therapist 
consistently 
provided 
feedback to 
caregiver OR 
Therapist’s 
feedback was 
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safety issue 
present). 
 

Therapist’s 
feedback was 
brief or fleeting.  

feedback to 
caregiver.   
 

thorough and 
detailed.  

Coding tips: 

• In this section only code feedback provided to caregiver. Therapist feedback to the 
child should be coded separately. 

• General praise from therapist to caregiver (e.g., “Good job!” “Nice work”  “well done” 
are coded here as feedback to caregiver though they may be coded lower given the 
lack of specificity of the feedback.   
 

C. Therapist used active teaching strategies to teach caregiver skills (Continued) 

8) Assigned/ reviewed between-session practice to/with caregiver: Discussed between-
session practice from previous sessions with caregiver or identified activities for caregiver 
to practice before next session. This item refers to the assignment of between-session 
practice to be completed between sessions and/or the review of between-session practice 
assignment from previous sessions. The goal of this strategy is to provide additional 
opportunities for caregiver to practice skills/behavior and to assist the caregiver’s learning 
in application of skills, strategies or concepts. 

N/A 0 1-2 3-4 5-6 

Strategy not 
appropriate/ 
applicable 
(parent/ 
caregiver not 
present for 
session or 
immediate crisis/ 
safety issue 
present). 

Therapist did not 
assign or review 
any between-
session practice 
with caregiver.  

Therapist 
assigned 
between-session 
practice without 
explanation or 
with a brief or 
cursory 
explanation/ 
description of 
activities to 
practice before 
next session.   

AND/OR 
Therapist 
provided a brief 
or cursory 
review of 
between-session 
practice.  

Therapist 
assigned 
between-session 
practice to 
caregiver. 
Therapist 
identified 
activities to 
practice before 
next session. 

AND/OR 
Therapist 
reviewed 
between-session 
practice with 
caregiver in a 
moderately 
thorough way.  

Therapist 
assigned 
between-session 
practice to 
caregiver. 
Therapist clearly 
identified and 
explained 
activities to 
practice before 
next session. 

AND/OR 
Therapist 
reviewed 
between-session 
practice with 
caregiver. 
Therapist 
reviewed 
assigned 
between-session 
practice in detail 
with caregiver 
and provided 
feedback to 
caregiver. 
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Appendix E (Study 3): Clinical Progress Measures 

 

TOP PROBLEMS ASSESSMENT AND BRIEF PROBLEM CHECKLIST - PARENT  

 

Date: ________________ Caller: __________________________ Respondent: 

__________________________  

Note. Informed consent will have been obtained prior to first call to prepare families for this check-in. 

For first calls, callers should obtain the top three choices of times to be called each week if this has not 

been done already during the consent and orientation procedures. If these call times are already 

available, they should be reviewed for accuracy on the first call.  

For follow-up calls, note the date of the last call and review the previous SCAPI. Have the Weekly 

SCAPI ready and pencil in medications that were expected to continue on the current Weekly SCAPI 

Record Form. Introduction  

Hi, my name is ____, and I am calling (again) from ______ to check on how things are going with 

{child}. Is this an OK time to ask a few questions? Just as a reminder, I am going to ask you a short set 

of questions, and specific responses will not be shared with your child’s therapist. If there are any 

specific questions or concerns about your child’s care, those are best handled by your therapist or 

agency staff. If you feel you do not know the answer to any questions, please try to give your best 

guess. OK?  

Problems (Top Problems Assessment) 

I am now going to read you the top three problems you told us about in your first meeting with us. For 

each, I want you to rate how much of a problem it still is, from 0 “not at all a problem” to 10 “a huge 

problem.” OK?  
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Items  

Now I’m going to read you a list of items that describe children in general. For each item, I just need 

you to tell me how true you think it is of your child in the last week, either “very true,” “somewhat 

true,” or “not true.” And remember, I am just asking about how things have been this week. OK?  
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